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Abstract 

This thesis studies the time reversal technique to improve the energy efficiency of future mobile net-

works and reduce the cost of future mobile devices. 

Time reversal technique consists in using the time inverse of the propagation channel impulse response 

(between a transceiver and a receiver) as a pre-filter. Such pre-filtered signal is received with a strong-

er power (this is spatial focusing) and with a strong main echo, relatively to secondary echoes (this is 

time compression). During a previous learning phase, the transceiver estimates the channel by measur-

ing the pilot signal emitted by the receiver. Space-time focusing is obtained only at the condition that 

the propagation remains identical between the learning phase and the data transmission phase: this is 

the ‘channel reciprocity’ condition. 

Numerous works show that spatial focusing allows for the reduction of the required transmit power for 

a given target received power, on the one hand, and that time compression allow for the reduction of 

the required complexity at the receiver side to handle multiple echoes, on the other hand.  

However, studies on complexity reduction are limited to ultra wideband. Some works of this thesis 

(based on simulations and experimental measurements) show that, for bands which are more typical 

for future networks (a carrier frequency of 1GHz and a spectrum of 30 MHz to 100 MHz), thanks to 

time reversal, a simple receiver and a mono-carrier signal are sufficient to reach high data rates. 

Moreover, the channel reciprocity condition is not verified in two scenarios which are typical from 

mobile networks. Firstly, in most European mobile networks, the frequency division duplex mode is 

used. This mode implies that the transceiver and the receiver communicate on distinct carriers, and 

therefore through different propagation channels. Secondly, when considering a receiver on a moving 

connected vehicle, the transceiver and the receiver communicate one with each other at distinct in-

stants, corresponding to distinct positions of the vehicles, and therefore through different propagation 
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channels. Some works of this thesis propose solutions to obtain space-time focusing for these two sce-

narios. 

Finally, some works of this thesis explore the combination of time reversal with other recent signal 

processing techniques (spatial modulation, on the one hand, a new multi-carrier waveform, on the oth-

er hand), or new deployment scenarios (millimeter waves and large antenna arrays to inter-connect the 

nodes of an ultra dense network) or new applications (guidance and navigation) which can be envis-

aged for future mobile networks.  
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Résumé étendu en Français des travaux de la thèse 

I. Introduction 

Les réseaux mobiles se sont développés de manière spectaculaire durant les dernières décennies. La 

5ème génération (5G) des réseaux mobiles sera déployée dans les années 2020. Ces futurs réseaux de-

vront supporter mille fois plus de trafic que ne le font les réseaux actuels, et plus de cinquante 

milliards d’objets connectés. Parallèlement, la consommation d’énergie des Réseaux mobiles ainsi que 

le coût des équipements de réseau et les coûts des terminaux mobiles deviennent des sujets de plus en 

plus préoccupants. Il est donc important de commencer à investiguer des techniques de traitement de 

signal qui ont la particularité d’être quasi optimales quand elles sont implémentées dans des réseaux 

basse puissance et des terminaux à bas coût. La technique de focalisation spatio-temporelle des ondes 

dite de ‘Retournement Temporel’ est une solution candidate. Le but de cette thèse est d’investiguer 

cette solution. 

II. Etat de l’art sur le retournement temporel dans les réseaux 

sans fil 

De nombreux travaux ont été menés sur la technique de retournement temporel dans le cadre des ré-

seaux de communication sans fil. Un émetteur émet le signal radio de manière focalisée  vers un 

récepteur cible grâce à une méthode très simple. Il utilise une ou plusieurs antenne(s). Le récepteur 

émet d’abord un signal d’apprentissage (par exemple une séquence pilote connue de l’émetteur et 

normalisée). L’émetteur réceptionne le signal d’apprentissage et estime la réponse impulsionnelle du 

canal de propagation entre le récepteur et lui-même. Il effectue cette tâche pour chacune de ses an-

tennes. Dans un second temps, l’émetteur calcule un filtre de ‘retournement temporel’ (pour chacune 

de ses antennes): la réponse impulsionnelle du canal estimée, renversée temporellement. Enfin, 

l’émetteur transmet son signal de données, filtré par le filtre de retournement temporel (pour chacune 

de ses antennes).  

Sous certaines conditions dites de ‘réciprocité du canal’, l’onde obtenue converge sur la cible (le point 

focal) avec une très forte puissance : c’est le phénomène de « focalisation spatiale ».  
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Un canal de propagation est ‘réciproque’ si la réponse impulsionnelle de la propagation du point A au 

point B est identique à celle de la propagation du point B au point A. C’est le cas quand 

l’environnement est statique et quand A et B utilisent la même bande de fréquence. Dans les réseaux 

sans fil, cela implique d’utiliser le mode de duplexage en temps ou ‘time division duplex’ (TDD) 

mode. En revanche, lorsque le milieu varie, ou lorsque le mode de duplexage en fréquence ou ‘fre-

quency division duplex’ (FDD) mode, est utilisé, le canal n’est pas réciproque et le retournement 

temporel ne s’applique pas.  

Dans un milieu de propagation diffusif, le canal de propagation est « multi-écho » et « multi-trajet ». 

C’est le cas, par exemple dans milieu urbain dense ou à l’intérieur de bâtiments. Un signal focalisé, en 

revanche est presque dénué d’échos : c’est le phénomène de « compression temporelle ».  

En remontant aux années 1950, on montre que deux techniques plus anciennes précèdent le retourne-

ment temporel : le filtre adapté et la technique de formation de faisceau dite ‘maximum ratio 

transmission’ (MRT beamforming). Ce filtre a été utilisé pour ses propriétés de compression tempo-

relle pour réduire les échos. La technique de formation de faisceau MRT a été introduite pour faire de 

la focalisation spatiale, avec une propagation en vue directe (sans multi-trajet). Les deux manières les 

plus courantes d’implémenter le retournement temporel dans une communication sans fil utilisent le 

filtre adapté et le MRT beamforming: 

- pour une forme d’onde mono-porteuse : on applique un filtre adapté distinct pour chaque an-

tenne de transmission de l’émetteur ; pour que le résultat corresponde au retournement 

temporel il faut que les puissances des filtres des diverses antennes conservent les mêmes rap-

ports que les puissances des réponses impulsionnelles des diverses antennes ;  

- pour une forme d’onde multi-porteuse : on applique un ‘maximum ratio transmission beam-

former’ au réseau d’antennes de l’émetteur, distinct pour chaque sous-porteuse ; pour que le 

résultat corresponde au retournement temporel il faut que les puissances des beamformers des 

diverses sous-porteuses conservent les mêmes rapports que les puissances des canaux des di-

verses sous-porteuses. L’ensemble des beamformers pris sur toutes les sous-porteuses, est 

souvent appelé ‘précodeur’. 

La plupart des travaux précédents sur les communications sans fil par retournement temporel étudient 

l’ultra large bande. En ultra large bande, à cause de la taille de la bande, le nombre d’échos est très 

élevé. Les récepteurs sont donc complexes. Ces travaux montrent que grâce au retournement temporel, 

la complexité des récepteurs peut être réduite. A faible rapport signal sur bruit, comme illustré dans la 

Fig. 1, grâce à la « compression temporelle », les interférences entre symboles consécutifs sont noyées 

dans le bruit. La quantité de traitement de signal dans le terminal peut alors être réduite. Ces travaux 
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montrent aussi que le niveau d’émission d’onde du réseau peut être réduit. En concentrant l’énergie 

sur le récepteur, l’émetteur peut réduire son émission pour délivrer la puissance juste nécessaire pour 

atteindre le débit souhaité. De plus, à faible rapport signal sur bruit, les lobes secondaires sont noyés 

dans le bruit (comme illustré dans la Fig. 2). On peut alors envisager de focaliser sur une seconde an-

tenne, un second flux tout en limitant l’interférence entre flux. Dans ce cas une communication dite 

MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) est établie. 

Les travaux précédents montrent que le retournement temporel est optimal à faible rapport signal sur 

bruit, même quand le récepteur est simple. Le récepteur le plus simple est le ‘récepteur à un écho’ ou 

‘récepteur idiot’ (‘dumb receiver’ en anglais). Ce récepteur détecte l’écho de plus grande énergie. Les 

autres échos génèrent une interférence qui n’est pas supprimée. Le ‘récepteur idiot’ ne peut donc être 

optimal que dans un milieu sans écho. 

 
Fig. 1 Signal focalisé en fonction du rapport signal sur bruit (SNR) 

 
Fig. 2 Focalisation spatiale pour un rapport signal sur bruit faible 

Les études précédentes n’adressent pas spécifiquement le scénario des réseaux mobiles. Les bandes 

mobiles sont plus petites (1 à 100MHz) pour une fréquence porteuse autour du GHz. De plus, le re-

tournement temporel ne s’applique aux systèmes de duplexage en fréquence (fréquent en Europe) ni 

aux hautes mobilités. Ces limitations rendent l’usage de cette technique pour les réseaux mobiles diffi-

cile.  
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Cette thèse apporte trois contributions décrites dans les sous-sections suivantes. 

- nous apportons de nouveaux résultats permettant d’évaluer l’intérêt du retournement temporel 

dans les réseaux mobiles à l’intérieur des bâtiments (femtos/small cells) ; 

- la seconde contribution propose des leviers pour permettre à la focalisation par retournement 

temporel de fonctionner dans les réseaux mobiles même dans les scénarios difficiles: le mode 

duplex en fréquence et les fortes mobilités ; 

- la dernière contribution propose de nouveaux systèmes de communication et de nouvelles ap-

plications reposant toutes sur le retournement temporel.  

III. Evaluation de la performance du retournement temporel 

dans les Réseaux mobiles à l’intérieur des bâtiments 

Cette contribution comporte deux études de communication à l’intérieur des bâtiments utilisant une 

fréquence porteuse (1 GHz) et un spectre (30 MHz à 100 MHz) typiques pour des réseaux mobiles 4G 

ou 5G. La première étude est basée sur des simulations. La seconde étude utilise des résultats expéri-

mentaux. 

A. Cartes montrant le ratio entre le débit atteint par un ‘récepteur idiot’ et le débit 

atteint par un ‘récepteur parfait’ en fonction de la position  

Le retournement temporel est optimal avec le ‘dumb receiver’ à faible rapport signal sur bruit. Il est 

donc un candidat intéressant pour des réseaux ‘verts’ opérant à faible rapport signal sur bruit et à faible 

puissance. Cependant, la probabilité que les conditions d’optimalité soient réunies, de manière pra-

tique, à l’intérieur d’un bâtiment typique, est inconnue. Pour la première fois, nous proposons d’établir 

une carte montrant le ratio entre le débit atteint par un ‘récepteur idiot’ et le débit atteint par un ‘récep-

teur parfait’ en fonction de la position du récepteur dans un bâtiment typique. Contrairement aux 

travaux précédents, nous utilisons des simulations ‘systèmes’, permettant de collecter des résultats sta-

tistiques (sur une zone de bâtiment entière), et nous utilisons l’expression exacte (non simplifiée) du 

rapport signal sur bruit et interférence (SINR) mesuré après le récepteur. Cette démarche nous permet 

de mesurer de manière précise la distance ente la performance du ‘récepteur idiot’ et du ‘récepteur par-

fait’. Le ‘récepteur parfait’ est un récepteur qui annule parfaitement les interférences inter-symboles. 

Les formules de rapport signal sur bruit et interférence incluent l’exacte expression des termes 

d’interférence inter-symbole et d’interférence entre flux. Un modèle de canal de propagation sophisti-
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qué issu du projet européen Winner II est utilisé, pour fournir un maximum de réalisme à la simula-

tion. Nos simulations montrent qu’avec un émetteur équipé de 16 antennes et émettant à une puissance 

aussi faible que -10 dBm (0.1 mW) sur une bande de 100 MHz, le récepteur idiot reçoit 100 Mbit/s à 

500 Mbit/s, et atteint  au moins 80% du débit du récepteur parfait sur au moins 60% des positions dans 

le bâtiment. La Fig. 3 décrit l’environnement simulé. La Fig. 4 donne la carte de débit atteint par le 

récepteur idiot. La Fig. 5 donne la carte du ratio entre débit du récepteur idiot et débit du récepteur 

parfait.  

En comparant la Fig. 4 et la Fig. 5, on constate que c’est lorsque le débit est le plus faible (c’est-à-dire 

à bas rapport signal sur bruit) que le récepteur idiot est quasi parfait.  

  
Fig. 3 Etage d’un bâtiment, avec position de l’antenne émettrice (Tx) dans le couloir, les murs 

(‘Walls’) et les positions successives de mesure du récepteur dans les bureaux 
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Fig. 4 Carte de débit du récepteur idiot Fig. 5 Carte du ratio entre débit du récepteur idiot 

et débit du récepteur parfait. 

B. Caractérisation de la confidentialité d’une communication verte par retourne-

ment temporelle: mesure expérimentale du puits de taux d’erreur binaire 

Le retournement temporel permet de focaliser le signal sur un récepteur cible. Si la focalisation est 

suffisante, et la puissance autour de la cible suffisamment, ce système peut empêcher les écoutes in-

discrètes. Pour la première nous vous présentons une mesure expérimentale caractérisant le niveau de 

confidentialité d’un système de communication par retournement temporel à l’intérieur d’un bâtiment. 

Un flux de données est émis, sur une bande de 30 MHz (centrée sur 1 GHz) avec une modulation à 

256 états (256QAM), et focalisé sur une antenne cible. Un débit de 240 Mbits/s est donc atteint en pra-

tique. 

L’émetteur est équipé de 16 antennes distribuées dans la pièce. Le signal reçu est démodulé par une 

antenne dite ‘espion’ utilisant un ‘récepteur idiot’. Le taux d’erreurs binaire atteint par l’antenne es-

pion est ensuite évalué pour de multiples positions entourant la cible. Le taux d’erreur binaire de 

l’espion ‘spy BER’ est ensuite tracé en fonction de la distance cible-espion. La Fig. 6 montre le mon-

tage expérimental utilisé. La Fig. 7 montre l’environnement de mesure. Les mesures sont effectuées 

suivant quatre axes. La Fig. 8 montre la puissance mesurée par l’espion (normalisée par rapport à la 

puissance reçue par la cible), pour les quatre axes. Une forme de ‘cloche’ apparaît clairement. La Fig. 

9 montre le taux d’erreurs binaire de l’espion ‘spy BER’ pour les quatre axes.  Le taux d’erreur binaire 

mesuré varie plus rapidement dans l’espace que la longueur d’onde. Ceci est dû en partie à une mesure 

imparfaite de la position du récepteur. 
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Cette expérience met clairement en évidence un ‘puits de taux d’erreur binaire de l’espion’ centré sur 

la cible. Ceci montre que l’espion est très désavantagé par rapport à la cible pour intercepter le mes-

sage envoyé. Cette étude montre aussi qu’un très haut débit peut être atteint avec un ‘récepteur idiot’.  

 
Fig. 6 Montage experimental 

 
Fig.7 Environnement expérimental, et position des antennes et des mesures 
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Fig. 8 Received spy to target power ratio 

 
Fig. 9 Spy BER 

IV. Conception de leviers pour la focalisation par retournement 

temporel dans des scénarios difficiles typiques des réseaux 

mobiles 
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Cette contribution se compose de deux études. La première étude propose une technique pour focaliser 

par retournement temporel en mode de duplex en fréquence. La seconde étude propose une technique 

pour focaliser sur une cible se déplaçant rapidement (un véhicule connecté par exemple). 

A. Retournement temporel pour le mode de duplexage en fréquence  

Cette étude propose une nouvelle technique de précodage pour le mode de duplexage en fréquence et 

pour des communications sans fil MIMO. De ce mode de duplexage, la voie montante et la voie des-

cendante utilisent des fréquences différentes.  

Conventionnellement, l’émetteur émet un signal pilote qui permet au récepteur d’estimer le canal de 

propagation dans le sens descendant. Puis, le récepteur compresse le canal en le quantifiant. Dans la 

technique de 1bit time reversal (1bit TR), le canal est quantifié sur 1 bit : le signe de la partie réelle et 

le signe de la partie imaginaire de chaque élément de la réponse du canal est utilisé. Puis le récepteur 

remonte l’information du canal quantifié vers l’émetteur en l’encodant dans un message de signalisa-

tion.  Le poids de la signalisation dépend donc du niveau de compression. Sur la base de cette 

information quantifiée et encodée, l’émetteur calcule un précodeur. Ce dernier est donc grossièrement 

adapté au canal de propagation de la voie descendante.  

Nous proposons ici  un nouveau précodeur, le ‘frequency division duplex time reversal’ (‘FDD TR’),  

basé sur une méthode de remontée ‘analogique’ du canal de propagation, sans quantification et ni en-

codage. Comme le montre la Fig. 10. L’émetteur émet des pilotes, le récepteur estime la réponse 

impulsionnelle du canal de propagation descendant. Puis le récepteur émet des pilotes, l’émetteur es-

time le canal de propagation montant. Puis le récepteur émet à nouveau des pilotes, préfiltré par la 

réponse impulsionnelle du canal descendant précédemment déterminée. Ceci permet à l’émetteur 

d’estimer la réponse impulsionnelle d’un canal ‘combiné’, équivalent à la propagation dans le sens 

montant puis le sens descendant successivement. L’émetteur pourrait estimer le canal descendant à 

partir du canal combiné, en le convoluant par l’inverse temporel du canal montant, puis utiliser 

l’inverse temporel de canal descendant estimé comme filtre d’émission. Le signal résultant est focalisé 

en temps et en espace. Afin d’obtenir un filtre d’émission mathématiquement identique en moins 

d’étapes, l’émetteur construit le filtre de FDD TR comme la convolution de deux filtres : l’inverse 

temporel du canal ‘combiné’ et le canal montant. Les données sont envoyées préfiltrées par ce filtre de 

FDD TR.  

En termes de signalisation, le FDD TR nécessite moins de bande passante que le 1 bit TR. Des simula-

tions utilisant les expressions exactes du SINR en sortie du récepteur sont utilisées. La Fig. 11 illustre 

le SINR pour le FDD TR, le 1bit TR et le TR, en fonction du rapport signal sur bruit (SNR). 32 an-
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tennes sont utilisées à l’émission. Lorsque la propagation comporte des multi-trajets tout en étant do-

minée par un écho (scenario ‘LOS’), le 1bit TR rehausse les échos multiples par rapport à la réalité 

puisqu’il attribue une même puissance identique à tous les échos, contrairement au FDD TR. Le 1bit 

TR dégrade donc la focalisation temporelle. Les simulations montrent effectivement que le FDD TR 

est plus performant que le 1bit TR en environnement de propagation indoor à faible nombre d’échos 

(scenario ‘LOS’) et de performance similaire en environnement de propagation indoor avec beaucoup 

de multi-trajets (scenario ‘NLOS’).   

 
Fig. 10 Principe du FDD TR 

 
Fig. 11 rapport signal sur bruit et interférence en sortie du récepteur en fonction du rapport signal sur 
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B. Retournement temporel en mobilité 

Dans cette étude, on considère une station de base en extérieur équipée de 64 antennes (telle les sta-

tions de base dites ‘Massive MIMO’ proposées pour la 5G). Le précodeur MRT est utilisé pour 

focaliser sur un véhicule connecté. Ce véhicule est équipé d’une antenne sur le toit. Le mode de du-

plexage en temps est utilisé.  

Dans un système conventionnel, que nous appelons ‘système de référence’ ou ‘reference system’ (RS) 

en anglais, le véhicule émet des pilotes pendant la trame montante afin de permettre la station de base 

d’estimer le canal de propagation. La station de base utilise cette estimée pour calculer le précodeur 

MRT. Durant la trame descendante, la station de base focalise vers le véhicule en utilisant ce préco-

deur. Malheureusement, à cause du délai entre  le sens montant et le sens descendant et à cause du 

déplacement de ce véhicule dans ce laps de temps, la station de base ‘manque sa cible’.  

Nous proposons une nouvelle technique appelée ‘separate receive and training antenna’ (SRTA) per-

mettant de résoudre ce problème. Nous disposons plusieurs antennes sur le véhicule connecté, comme 

illustré dans la Fig. 12. 

 
Fig. 12 antennes sur le véhicule 

Nous donnons un rôle particulier à l’antenne en amont du véhicule. Nous appelons cette antenne : ‘an-

tenne d’apprentissage’ (‘training antenna’) ou ‘antenne predictive’ (‘predictor antenna’). L’antenne 

prédictive émet les pilotes durant la trame montante pour permettre à la station de base d’estimer le 

canal. La station de base focalise vers le véhicule en utilisant cette estimée. Une antenne de réception 

reçoit les données pendant la trame descendante. Cette fois-ci, l’antenne de réception est choisie dis-

tincte de l’antenne prédictive. Elle est choisie dynamiquement en fonction de la vitesse du véhicule et 

de l’écartement des antennes sur le toit. L’objectif est que l’antenne de réception soit le plus au centre 

possible de la tâche focale, comme illustré dans la Fig. 13. 

l=L-1 l=0

speed v

Δ
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Fig. 13 RS et SRTA systems. RS ‘manque sa cible’. SRTA en revanche ‘atteint sa cible’. 

Le SRTA n’est pas infaillible. Pour certaines vitesses,  la tâche focale se trouve entre deux antennes. 

D’autres variantes du SRTA sont étudiées. Les techniques SRTA-BSOS et SRTA-RSOS ‘dé-focalisent’ 

pour les vitesses correspondant à une tâche focale entre deux antennes. La dé-focalisation elle entraîne 

une perte du gain de beamforming, et réduit l’économie d’énergie tirée de la focalisation. Une dernière 

variante (SRTA-PI) impose à plusieurs antennes de jouer le rôle d’antenne prédictive. De multiples 

mesures du canal dans l’espace sont interpolées pour déterminer le précodeur MRT pour n’importe 

quelle position de l’antenne de réception.   

Des résultats de simulations (Fig 14) montrent que le taux de blocs erronés (BLER) explose à hautes 

vitesses pour le système RS, est amélioré pour les systèmes SRTA, SRTA-RSOS et SRTA-BSOS, et 

parfaitement garanti pour le SRTA-PI. 
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Fig. 14 BLER versus speed 

V. Conception de nouveaux systèmes de communication et de 

nouvelles applications basées sur le retournement temporel 

Nous proposons quatre nouvelles utilisations du retournement temporel. 

A. Modulation spatiale pour communications par retournement temporel 

Dans un milieu multi-diffusant, à fort rapport signal sur bruit, les interférences entre symboles sont 

élevées. Les modulations à grand nombre d’états (et à forte efficacité spectrale) tels que la 16 Quadra-

ture Amplitude modulation (16QAM) ne peuvent pas être utilisées. Nous proposons de combiner le 

concept récent de ‘modulation spatiale’ avec le retournement temporel, pour améliorer le débit d’une 

communication par retournement temporel avec ‘récepteur idiot’, sans accroître considérablement la 

complexité du récepteur. Nous proposons un nouveau système, appelé ‘receive antenna shift keying’ 

(RASK) illustré par la Fig. 15. On considère dans cet exemple, un émetteur avec un nombre quel-

conque P d’antennes. Le récepteur a 16 antennes. A chaque temps symbole, l’émetteur focalise sur 

antenne du récepteur parmi les 16. L’identité de cette antenne code pour une information binaire  sur 4 

bits : l’information est codée spatialement. Le récepteur retrouve l’information binaire en déterminant 

laquelle des antennes est prise pour cible de la focalisation.   

 

Fig.15 Example of RASK with 16 receive antennas and 3 symbol periods 
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Le RASK à 16 antennes est comparé à un système de communication par retournement utilisant une 

modulation conventionnelle de même efficacité spectrale (la 16QAM). Les résultats de simulation il-

lustrés dans la Fig. 16 montrent que le RASK a un meilleur taux d’erreurs binaire que la 16QAM. 

 

Fig. 16 TR, K=15 taps, P=2, 4, 8, 16 or 64 transmit antennas 

B. Précodeurs “Make-It-Real” pour MIMO OFDM/OQAM 

Nous considérons un système multi-porteuse utilisant la modulation ‘orthogonal frequency division 

multiplex’ (OFDM) et MIMO. Pour ce système, les précodeurs de faible complexité tels que le MRT, 

le minimum mean square error (MMSE) ou le zero forcing (ZF) peuvent être utilisés pour focaliser 

plusieurs flux simultanément vers plusieurs antennes. Ces précodeurs ne détruisent par l’orthogonalité 

entre porteuse des sous-porteuses de l’OFDM.  

Pour la 5G, une modulation multi-porteuse alternative, appelée ‘OFDM/OQAM’ (Offset QAM) est 

proposée. En effet, son encombrement spectrale est plus faible que celui de l’OFDM. Cependant, la 

combinaison de l’OFDM/OQAM avec les précodeurs MRT et MMSE introduit des interférences entre 

sous-porteuses. Nous proposons ici une nouvelle famille de précodeurs appelés ‘make-it-real’ (MIR) 

precodeurs. Ces précodeurs sont construits à partir du MRT et du MMSE. Ils sont légèrement modifiés 

afin que le canal équivalent résultant du précodage et de la propagation n’introduise plus 

d’interférences entre symboles pour l’OFDM/OQAM. 
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Des simulations illustrées dans la Fig. 17 montrent que les précodeurs MIR associés avec 

l’OFDM/OQAM permettent d’obtenir une meilleure efficacité spectrale que les précodeurs originels 

associés à l’OFDM. 

 

Fig. 17 Spectral efficiencies for 8x8 MIMO 

C. Navigation et guidage par retournement temporel 

Nous proposons d’utiliser les réseaux mobiles et la focalisation par retournement temporel pour faire 

un système de navigation et de guidage que nous appelons ‘time reversal for ant trails’ (TRAT). Le 

TRAT imite les fourmis. Une fourmi ‘exploratrice’ à la recherche de nourriture laisse des traces de 

phéromones le long de son parcourt. Les autres fourmis retrouvent la piste de l’exploratrice en détec-

tant les phéromones et arrivent à destination (nourriture). Dans notre système, un explorateur émet des 

signaux pilotes par voie radio régulièrement pendant son exploration. Un réseau estime et enregistre 

les réponses impulsionnelles.  Dans un second temps, le réseau génère des balises spatio temporelles 

électromagnétiques en retournant temporellement les réponses impulsionnelles enregistrées. Un ‘navi-

gateur’ remonte la piste de l’explorateur en détectant et en suivant les balises. 

La Fig. 18 illustre le résultat du TRAT (obtenu par simulation) dans le cas d’un parcourt ‘labyrin-

thique’. Plusieurs paramètres peuvent empêcher le navigateur d’arriver à destination : lorsque les 
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balises sont trop éloignées les unes des autres ; lorsqu’il ne scanne pas l’espace de manière suffisante 

pour détecter la balise ; lorsque le réseau n’a pas suffisamment d’antennes pour générer une balise 

bien localisée spatialement ; lorsque la longueur d’onde est trop courte par rapport à la longueur totale 

du parcourt. 

 

Fig. 18 Performance du TRAT dans un parcourt labyrinthique et influences de divers paramètres (de 

l’espacement entre balises, de la précision de la détection de balise, du nombre d’antennes d’émission 

et de la fréquence porteuse) 

D. DFT-SM-MRT pour ‘large MIMO’ et ondes millimétriques 

Avec la 5G, des réseaux très denses de points d’accès (espacés de 10 à 100 mètres) seront potentielle-

ment déployés. Ceci pourrait permettre de satisfaire une grande demande de trafic. Des solutions de 

backhaul sans fil, très haut débit et de courte portée seront nécessaires pour relier, en partie, ce réseau 

très dense.  

 

Fig. 19 Example of outdoor wireless meshed network 
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Nous proposons d’utiliser les ondes millimétriques (de courte portée) et des systèmes ‘large MIMO’ 

(comportant des centaines d’antennes à l’émetteur et au récepteur) pour fournir du très haut débit. 

Nous proposons de multiplexer spatialement des centaines de flux. La décomposition en valeurs singu-

lières ou singular value decomposition (SVD) est la solution optimale. Cependant, la complexité de 

cette technique est proportionnelle au cube du nombre d’antennes, et devient rédhibitoire pour des sys-

tèmes ‘large MIMO’. Nous proposons de combiner le MRT avec un multiplexage spatial par 

transformée de Fourier discrète spatiale (DFT-SM). Le DFT-SM consiste à utiliser une DFT et une 

DFT inverse dans le domaine spatial, comme précodeurs et décodeurs. Quand deux réseaux d’antennes 

linéaires se font face, le DFT-SM envoie/détecte les flux de données suivant des angles distincts (voir 

la Fig. 20). Quand deux réseaux d’antennes circulaires se font face (voir Fig. 21), le DFT-SM en-

voie/détecte les flux de données sur des ondes en hélices de vitesses distinctes. Le MRT sert à 

compenser les non-alignements. Notre schéma s’appelle donc le DFT-SM-MRT (SM : spatial multi-

plexing). 

 

Fig. 20 DFT-SM for aligned linear arrays 

 

Fig. 21 DFT-SM for aligned circular arrays 

Le ratio entre la complexité de la SVD beamforming et la complexité du schéma proposé est tracé 

dans la Fig. 22. Le ratio explose pour les systèmes ‘large MIMO’.  
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Fig. 22 Complexity ratio versus number of antennas 

Des résultats de simulations montrent que le schéma proposé, avec 512 antennes, permet d’atteindre 

des efficacités spectrales de 100 bits/s/Hz à 1000 bits/s/Hz. Le DFT-SM-MRT atteint 1/3 à 5/7 de la 

performance de la SVD avec une complexité 10,000 fois moindre. 

VI. Conclusion 

Le retournement temporel a été clairement identifié lors de travaux ultérieurs comme avantageux pour 

l’ultra large bande. Il permet d’obtenir une performance optimale avec un récepteur très simple. Grâce 

à nos simulations et nos études expérimentales, nous savons désormais que les mêmes avantages peu-

vent être tirées dans les bandes typiques pour des réseaux mobiles, à condition d’utiliser un nombre 

d’antennes suffisant (16 antennes typiquement). 

 La plupart des travaux précédents sur le retournement temporel ignorent les scenarios suivants: le 

mode de duplexage en fréquence et les hautes mobilités. La condition de réciprocité du canal n’est en 

effet pas vérifiée dans ces deux cas. Dans les réseaux mobiles, le mode de duplexage en fréquence et 

les véhicules connectés sont incontournables. Nous proposons de nouvelles techniques permettant de 

focaliser en FDD et en mobilité : le FDD TR et le SRTA. 

Nous proposons aussi de nouveaux systèmes de communication et de nouvelles applications utilisant 

un réseau mobile focalisant par retournement temporel. 

La suite de nos travaux se focalisera sur ce dernier volet de la thèse. 
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General mathematical notations 

𝐇  A straight capital letter in bold is a matrix 

𝐈  Identity matrix 

𝐇𝑖,𝑗  Element of the line number 𝑖 and the column number 𝑖 of 𝐇 

𝐯  A straight small letter in bold is a vector 

𝐯𝑖  𝐯𝑖 is the element number 𝑖of 𝐯 

𝐇∗  Conjugate of 𝐇 

𝐇𝐻  Transpose conjugate of 𝐇  

ℎ(𝑡)  An italic letter is a function of one or several variables, depending on the con-

text 

𝛿(𝑡)  is the value of the Dirac function at 𝑡 

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑡)  is the value of the the cosine function at 𝑡 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑡)  is the value of the the Neperian logarithme function at 𝑡 

𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑡)  is the value of the the binary logarithm function at 𝑡 

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑡)  is the value of the the sine function at 𝑡 

|. |  is the module operation 

𝐸[. ]  expectation operation 

ℜ(. )  real part extraction. If 𝑧 is a complex number, then 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝑧) is its real part. 

ℑ(. )  imaginary part extraction. If 𝑧 is a complex number, then 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔(𝑧) is its im-

aginary part. 

⌈. ⌉  ⌈𝑡⌉ is the ceil of 𝑡. 

 

‖. ‖  If 𝐇 ∈ ℂ𝑁×𝑀, then, ‖𝐇‖2 = ∑ ∑ |𝐇𝑛𝑚|2𝑀−1
𝑚=0

𝑁−1
𝑛=0 . 

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(. )  gives the sign 

∗  Convolution product 

𝐽  complex number verifying 𝐽2 = −1. If 𝑧 is a complex number, then 𝑧 =
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝑧) + 𝐽. 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔(𝑧)  
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𝜎𝑧
2  If 𝑧 is a complex variable, 𝜎𝑧

2 denotes the variance of 𝑧. 

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑥

(𝑦(𝑥)) is the max operation 
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Mathematical notations for single-carrier studies 

For sum particular studies (section 3.1, section 4.1 and section 5.1), we use the following specific set 

of mathematical notations: 

- 𝐴𝑛,𝑗 ∈ ℂ is the 𝑛𝑡ℎ symbol; 

- 𝐸𝑖,𝑗 ∈ ℝ+ is the power allocated to the transmit antenna number 𝑖 and the data stream targeted 

to the antenna number 𝑗; 

- 𝑓(𝑡) is the transmit pulse shape filter; it is the square raised root cosine filter with roll-off fac-

tor of 0.22; 

- 𝑓1𝑏𝑖𝑡(. ) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(ℜ(. )) + 𝐽. 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(ℑ(. )); 

- 𝐹 ∈ ℝ+ is the receiver noise figure; 

- ℎ𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) is the response impulse of the channel between the transmit antenna number 𝑖 and the 

receive antenna number 𝑗;  

- ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 ∈ ℂ   is the gain of the tap number 𝑘 of ℎ𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) 

- 𝑖, 𝑖′ ∈ ℕ are transmit antennas indexes; 

- 𝑗, 𝑗′ ∈ ℕ is receive antennas indexes; 

- 𝑘, 𝑘′, 𝑘1 ∈ ℕ are tap indexes; 

- 𝑀 is the number of channel taps; 

- 𝑁 is the number of receive antennas; 

- 𝑛𝑗(𝑡) is the noise at antenna number 𝑗 and time 𝑡; 

- 𝑁0 ∈ ℝ+ is the noise power spectral density; 

- 𝑝𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) is the prefilter (function of time 𝑡) at the transmit antenna number 𝑖 and targeting the 

antenna number 𝑗; 

- 𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 ∈ ℂ  is the gain of the tap number 𝑘 𝑝𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) 
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- 𝑃 is the number of transmit antennas; 

- 𝑃𝑢𝑗 ∈ ℝ+ is the useful power at the receive antenna 𝑗;  

- 𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑗 ∈ ℝ+ is the inter-symbol interference power at the receive antenna 𝑗;  

- 𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑗 ∈ ℝ+ is the multi-stream interference power at the receive antenna 𝑗;  

- 𝑃𝑁 ∈ ℝ+ is the noise power; 

- 𝑞(𝑡) is the receive filter;  

- 𝑆𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) (function of time 𝑡) is the signal transmitted by the antenna number 𝑗 and targeting the 

receive antenna number 𝑗. 

- 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑗 ∈ ℝ+ is the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio at the receive antenna 𝑗; 

- 𝑡 ∈ ℝ is the time; 

- 𝑇 ∈ ℝ+ is the symbol period; 

- If 𝑣(𝑡) = 1 then, 𝑡 > 0, and 𝑣(𝑡) = −1, otherwise. 

- 𝛼𝑖,𝑗 ∈ ℝ+ is the gain of the channel between the transmit antenna number 𝑖 and the data 

stream targeted to the antenna number 𝑗 (due to path loss); 

- 휀𝐾𝑛𝑘𝑘′ = (𝐾 − 𝑛)𝑇 + 𝜏𝑘𝑘′.  

- 𝛿(𝑡) denotes the Dirac function; 

- 𝜆𝑖,𝑗 ∈ ℝ+ is a normalising factor; 

- 𝜌𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑡) ∗ 𝑓∗(−𝑡);  

- 𝜏𝑘 ∈ ℝ+ is the delay of the 𝑘𝑡ℎ tap.  

- 𝜏𝑘𝑘′ = 𝜏𝑘′ − 𝜏𝑘. 
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1 Chapter 1 - Introduction 

Mobile networks have been developing tremendously during the last decades. The 5
th
 generation of 

mobile network will be deployed in the 2020’s. These future networks will have to support 1000 times 

more traffic than today, and more than 50 billions of connected objects. In parallel, the concern for 

energy consumption of mobile networks is growing. The concern for network equipment and mobile 

devices cost is growing. It is therefore important to start investigating signal-processing techniques 

that are near to optimum when considering low power networks and low cost devices. ‘Time reversal’ 

space-time focusing technique is one candidate solution. The purpose of this PHD thesis is to investi-

gate this solution. This PhD thesis is organised as follows: 

Chapter 2 is a state-of-the art on time reversal for wireless communications. It presents the time rever-

sal technique and relates it to the matched filter and the maximum ratio transmission beamformer. 

Previous works on time reversal in wireless local area networks and ultra wideband communication 

systems are summarised. They show that thanks to TR, the complexity of devices and the network 

transmit power can be lowered. However, these studies do not specifically address mobile networks. 

The chapter also raises issues and challenges which are specific to mobile networks. 

Next chapters describe our contributions and answer the questions raised by Chapter 2: 

 Chapter 3 provides new results enabling to evaluate the interest of time reversal indoor mobile 

networks such as femtos/small cell networks; 

 Chapter 4 describes new enablers for time reversal focusing in mobile networks in challenging 

scenarios listed in chapter 2; 

 Chapter 5 describes new communication schemes and new applications based on time reversal 

and mobile networks. 

Chapter 6, chapter 7, 8 and 9 are the conclusion, the annex, the list of references and the list of acro-

nyms, respectively. 
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2 Chapter 2 - State-of-the-art on time reversal for 

wireless communications 

This chapter provides a state-of-the-art on time reversal techniques for wireless communications: 

 sub-section 2.1 summarises early works on matched filter and maximum ratio transmission 

beamformer; 

 sub-section 2.2 introduces the time reversal space-time technique and relates it to the matched 

filter and the maximum ratio transmission beamformer; 

 sub-section 2.3 summarises the first works on time reversal for wireless communications and 

explains the role of the wireless propagation; 

 sub-section 4 summarises recent techniques exploiting time reversal. 

The following notations are used throughout this chapter: 

 𝐿 is the number of sub-carriers, if a multi-carrier system is considered; 

 𝑁 is the number of transmit antennas; 

 𝑀 is the number of receive antennas. 

In this chapter, different notations are used to denote the propagation channel, depending on the con-

text: 

- ℎ(𝑡) is a channel impulse response of a single-carrier and single-input single-output (SISO) 

communication system and 𝐻(𝑓) is the corresponding frequency response; 

- ℎ𝑛,𝑚(𝑡) is the channel response impulse between transmit antenna 𝑛 and receive antenna 

𝑚 in a single-carrier and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) 𝑁 × 𝑀 communication 

system; 

- 𝐡 ∈ ℂ1×𝑁 is the vector of channel coefficients between the receiver and the transmitter in a 

single-carrier and 𝑁 × 1 multiple-input single-output (MISO) communication system, in 

line-of-sight (LOS) propagation. 

- 𝐇 ∈ ℂ𝑀×𝑁 is the channel matrix in a single-carrier and 𝑁 × 𝑀 MIMO communication sys-

tem, in LOS propagation; 
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- 𝐇(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑀×𝑀 is the channel matrix for a multicarrier and MIMO 𝑁 × 𝑀 communication 

system, for sub-carrier 𝑙. 

In this chapter, the following filters are studied in a single carrier and SISO communication system: 

- 𝑝𝑇𝑅(𝑡) = ℎ(−𝑡) is the time reversal filter of ℎ(𝑡); 

- 𝑝𝑀𝐹(𝑡) is the matched filter of ℎ(𝑡); 

- 𝑝𝐼𝐹(𝑡) is the time inverse filter of ℎ(𝑡). 

In this chapter, the following notations are used to study a single carrier and 𝑵 × 𝑴 MIMO commu-

nication system: 

- 𝑥𝑚(𝑡) is the data stream intended to antenna 𝑚;  

- 𝑝𝑛,𝑚(𝑡) is the matched filter (and time reversal filter) for ℎ𝑛,𝑚(𝑡);  

- 𝑠𝑛(𝑡) is the signal sent by antenna 𝑛; 

- 𝑦𝑚(𝑡) is the signal received by antenna 𝑚; 

- ℎ𝑚,𝑚′
𝑒𝑞

(𝑡) is the equivalent channel after prefilering and propagation between receive antenna 

𝑚 and transmit data stream 𝑚′. 

In this chapter, the following notation is used to study a single carrier and 𝑵 × 𝑴 MIMO communi-

cation system in LOS propagation: 𝐩𝑀𝑅𝑇 ∈ ℂ𝑁×1 is the vector of optimum beamforming 

coefficients in a MISO 𝑁 × 1 link. 

In this chapter, the following notations are used to study a single carrier and 𝑵 × 𝑴 MIMO com-

munication system in LOS propagation: 

- 𝐏𝑀𝑅𝑇 ∈ ℂ𝑀×𝑁 is maximum ratio transmission precoder (beamformer) in a MIMO 𝑁 × 𝑀 link, 

in LOS propagation; 

- 𝐏𝑍𝐹 ∈ ℂ𝑀×𝑁 is zero forcing precoder (beamformer) in a MIMO 𝑁 × 𝑀 link, in LOS propaga-

tion; 

- 𝐱 ∈ ℂ𝑀×1 is the vector of 𝑀 transmitted data symbols; 
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- 𝐬 ∈ ℂ𝑁×1 is the vector of 𝑁 transmitted symbols; 

- 𝐲 ∈ ℂ𝑀×1 is the vector of 𝑀 received data symbols. 

- 𝐮 ∈ ℂ𝑀×1 is the useful part of the received signal; 

- 𝐯 ∈ ℂ𝑀×1 is the inter-symbol interference part of the received signal; 

- 𝐰 ∈ ℂ𝑀×1 is the multi-stream interference part of the received signal; 

- 𝐧 ∈ ℂ𝑀×1 is the noise part of the received signal; 

In this chapter, the following notations are used to study a multi-carrier and 𝑵 × 𝑴 MIMO commu-

nication system: 

- 𝐇𝑒𝑞,(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑀×𝑀 is the equivalent channel matrix apres precoding and propagation for an 

MIMO 𝑁 × 𝑀 link, for sub-carrier 𝑙. 

- 𝐏𝑀𝑅𝑇
(𝑙)

∈ ℂ𝑀×𝑁 is maximum ratio transmission precoder (beamformer), for sub-carrier 𝑙; 

- 𝐱(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑀×1 is the vector of 𝑀 transmitted data symbols, for sub-carrier 𝑙; 

- 𝐬(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑁×1 is the vector of 𝑁 transmitted symbols, for sub-carrier 𝑙; 

- 𝐲(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑀×1 is the vector of 𝑀 received data symbols, for sub-carrier 𝑙; 

- 𝐮(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑀×1 is the useful part of the received signal; 

- 𝐯(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑀×1 is the inter-symbol interference part of the received signal; 

- 𝐧(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑀×1 is the multi-stream interference part of the received signal. 

2.1  Matched filter and maximum ratio transmission beamformer 

This sub-section presents the works that have preceeded the birth of the Time reversal space-time fo-

cusing technique. 

2.1.1 The transmit ‘matched filter’: a time compression technique 

In this sub-section, we will show that very early, the time inverses of recorded signals have been ex-

ploited for telecommunications in environments with multiple echoes. Echoes degrade the quality of 

the communication. As further explained in the following sub-sections, the inverse of the signal can be 
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used render the propagation nearly echo-free. This can be seen as a ‘time compression’ or ‘time focus-

ing’ technique.  

We will also show that these works ignored the spatial domain. 

2.1.1.1 A first Time reversal experiment on the telephone network in 1957 

To our knowledge, the first time time reversal (TR) is mentioned in telecommunications, is in 1957, 

in [1]. In this paper, Bogert proposes to transmit pictures and television over the standard telephone 

circuits. Telephone circuits can reliably transport a narrow band signal such as voice. However, a large 

band signal such as video is subject to what he Bogert calls the “delay distorsion” phenomenon. In 

other words, multiple echoes of the signal are received after propagation through the telephone cir-

cuits. Consequently, the quality of the received image is degraded.   

 
Fig. 2.1.1 Two identical networks having a system function H(f) separated by a time reversal device. 

Figure based on [1] 

To compensate the aforementioned delay distorsion phenomenon, Bogert proposes to place a “Time 

reversal device” exactly at half way between the transmitter and the receiver, as illustrated by Fig. 

2.1.1. He assumes that the telephone line is somewhat uniform. He also assumes that the propagation 

between the transmitter and the time reversal device on one hand, and the propagation between the 

time reversal device and the receiver on the other hand, are identical. It models these two propagation 

channels with the same filter ℎ(𝑡) in the time domain and the same corresponding filter 𝐻(𝑓) in the 

frequency domain. The time reversal device first records the received signal over a magnetic tape dur-

ing a period T. In a second phase, the time reversal device replays the recorded signal time reversely: 

ℎ(𝑇/2 − 𝑡) . The observed received signal is compared to the signal that is received without the time 

reversal device. As illustrated in the figure below, in the presence of the time reversal device, the sig-

nal is received through an equivalent filter with the following frequency response: |𝐻(𝑓)|2𝑒−𝐽2𝜋𝑓𝑇/2. 

In the absence of the time reversal device, the signal is received through an equivalent filter with the 

following frequency response: 𝐻(𝑓)𝑒−𝐽2𝜋𝑓𝑇/2.  

One could imagine the same experiment with the true ‘time reversal’ prefilter 𝑝𝑇𝑅(𝑡): 

𝑝𝑇𝑅(𝑡) = ℎ(−𝑡). 

Then the equivalent filter would become simply |𝐻(𝑓)|2. 

network
h time 

reversal 
device

network
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The paper does not explain why, in theory, this should be better. The paper only relies on experimental 

results. First experiments are conducted with the transmission of an impulse. The results show that the 

received impulse response with the time reversal device is more compressed in time than without the 

time reversal device. Other experiments involve the transmission of pictures. Again, the results show 

that the received picture has a better quality with the time reversal device than without.  

The author acknowledges that putting a time reversal device half way of a network cannot be used in 

practice. Nevertheless, this work is in fact a very early discovery of the ‘matched filter’. It is also a 

very early experimental demonstration of one of the properties of the ‘matched filter’: it mitigates the 

effect of multiple echoes by compressing in time the propagation channel. It renders the propagation 

channel near to a ‘single echo’ channel, or ‘single tap’ channel. The next sub-section briefly summa-

rizes the matched filter concept.  

2.1.1.2 The matched filter  

According to Turin, in its “introduction to matched filters” [2] in 1960, if ℎ(𝑡) is any physical wave-

form, then a filter 𝑝𝑀𝐹(𝑡) which is matched to ℎ(𝑡) is, by definition, one with the impulse response: 

𝑝𝑀𝐹(𝑡) = 𝑘ℎ(𝑇 − 𝑡), 

where 𝑘 and  𝑇 are arbitrary constants. If we take 𝑘 = 1 and 𝑇 = 0, we obtain, again the time reversal 

filter: 

𝑝𝑀𝐹(𝑡) = ℎ(−𝑡) = 𝑝𝑇𝑅(𝑡). 

For the purpose of comparison with the “matched filter’, the paper also introduces the “inverse filter” 

𝑝𝑀𝐹(𝑡) as: 

(𝑝𝐼𝐹 ∗ ℎ)(𝑡) = 𝛿(𝑡), 

where 𝛿 is the dirac function and ∗ is the product of convolution.” Note that the “matched filter” is 

proportional to the inverse in the time domain of a waveform, whereas the inverse filter is not. 

The “matched filter” and the “inverse filter” are therefore distinct filters.  

In this paper, Turin explains that this matched filter can have many interesting properties for two ap-

plications: radar and communications applications.  

In the case of radar, Turin explains that if one wants to detect the presence/absence of a known wave-

form ℎ(𝑡) in a received signal 𝑥(𝑡) affected with an additive white noise 𝑛(𝑡), then one method 
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consists in filtering 𝑥(𝑡)  by the matched filter ℎ(−𝑡), then  to sample it at time 𝑡 = 0, and finally to 

compare the result to a threshold 𝜆. The main idea is that, as shown in the figure below, the output sig-

nal of the matched filter is very strong at time 𝑡 = 0 and very weak for times around 𝑡 = 0, when ℎ(𝑡) 

is present in 𝑥(𝑡). Note that in presence of 𝑥(𝑡) as most of the energy is received at 𝑡 = ∆, the re-

ceived signal is nearly echo-free (as observed earlier in [1]). This simple radar system is illustrated by 

Fig. 2.1.2 and Fig. 2.1.3. 

 
Fig. 2.1.2 Principle of radar. Figure based on [2] 

 
Fig. 2.1.3 Simple radar detection system. Figure based on [2] 

The paper explains that this method can also be used in data communication. In this case, one wave-

form among 𝐾 different possible waveforms (namely ℎ1(𝑡), ℎ2(𝑡), …, ℎ𝐾(𝑡)) is transmitted. The 

receiver detects which of 𝐾 possible signals was transmitted as follows. The received signal passes 

through 𝐾 parallel matched filters, each of them being matched to one of the 𝐾 known waveforms. 

Then the output of each matched filter is sampled at the same time, and diminished by biased thresh-

old (which depends on the energy of the transmit signal). In the case, all the waveforms have the same 

probability; this test is called the ‘Maximum-Likelihood’ test. A decision circuit collects the 𝐾 parallel 

outputs. The decision circuit determines the index 𝑚 of the transmitted waveform 𝑠𝑚(𝑡) that corre-

sponds to the greatest output among the 𝐾 collected outputs. The K-ary communication system is 

illustrated by Fig. 2.1.4.  
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Fig. 2.1.4  Simple K-ary receiver. Figure based on [2] 

In this paper, it is shown that, under certain conditions, the optimal filter (for both the radar and M-ary 

communication problems) is the matched filter. The optimality is true only if the Signal-to-noise ratio 

is low. In this case only, the matched filtering and sampling operations generate a very high output 

useful signal power without amplifying the noise. The inverse filter, on the contrary is not recom-

mended for low Signal-to-noise ratio as amplifies the noise. A third filter, the Minimum Mean 

Square Error (MMSE) filter [10] can be considered. It is optimum for every signal-to-noise ratio. It 

is equal to the matched filter at low signal-to-noise ratio and equal to the inverse filter at high signal-

to-noise ratio. 

Later on, Turin has described solutions for digital matched filters in [3][4]. Finally, in [4], Turin has 

shown that a bank of tapped delay line matched filters (also known as ‘rake receiver’ of [5]) enables to 

perform data communications with spread spectrum with multi-path environment. This was the based 

for the physical layer of 3G cellular networks as explained in [6]. 

Again, as in [1], studies on the matched filter only focused on reducing the number of echoes, i.e. re-

ducing the effect of the propagation in the domain. None of these studies did show any property of the 

matched filter linked to spatial domain. 

2.1.2 Maximum ratio transmission (MRT) beamforming: a spatial focusing 

technique 

In this sub-section, we will show that very early, the time inverse of recorded signals has been used to 

focus a wireless signal in space and perform beamforming. We will also show that these works ignored 

the time domain. 

2.1.2.1 Beamforming in Line-of-sight (LOS) and far field 

In [7], “The term beamforming derives from the fact that early spatial filters were designed to form 

pencil beams in order to receive a signal radiating from a specific location and attenuate signals from 
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other locations. ‘Forming beams’ seems to indicate radiation of energy; however, beamforming is ap-

plicable to either radiation or reception of energy.”  

For the particular case of arrays constituted of several elements that are either sensors or transmitters, 

the propagation between a target point in space and each element, assuming far field and planar waves, 

is given by: 

𝐡 = [1 e−𝐽2𝜋𝑓𝜏1 e−𝐽2𝜋𝑓𝜏2  … e−𝐽2𝜋𝑓𝜏𝑁], 

where 𝐡 is a column vector parameterised by the angle 휃 of the direction of arrival (or departure) of 

the planar wave and 𝜏𝑖 is the delay with which the planar wave hits the array element 𝑖. In such con-

text, beamforming into the direction 휃 consists in applying a beamforming weight on the received 

signal at each array element and for each frequency 𝑓 is a column vector 𝐩𝐵𝐹. The paper shows that if 

the vector 𝐡 can be estimated accurately by the array through (thanks to the use of pilots sent by the 

target and known by the array), then the optimum beamformer in terms of receive Signal-to-noise ratio 

is 𝐩𝐵𝐹 = 𝐡𝐻. We therefore have: 

𝐩𝐵𝐹 = [

1
e𝐽2𝜋𝑓𝜏1

e𝐽2𝜋𝑓𝜏2
…

e𝐽2𝜋𝑓𝜏𝑁

] =

[
 
 
 

1
e−𝐽2𝜋𝑓(−𝜏1)

e−𝐽2𝜋𝑓(−𝜏2)
…

e−𝐽2𝜋𝑓(−𝜏𝑁)]
 
 
 
. 

We observe that 𝐩 is indeed here equal to the time inverse of 𝐡. 

In this case, if the array transmits the data symbol 𝑥 the received symbol is: 

𝑦 = 𝐡𝐩𝐵𝐹𝑥 + 𝑛 = 𝑁𝑥 + 𝑛, 

where 𝑛 is the sampled noise. The received signal is multiplied by the beamforming gain of 𝑁 in am-

plitude and 𝑁2 in power. Note, that if the power of the beamformer were constrained to be unitary 

(‖p𝐻‖2=1), then the beamforming gain would be √𝑵 in amplitude and 𝑵 in power.  

Fig. 2.1.5 illustrates the beamforming pattern obtained with a linear phased array of 𝑁 equal to 10 an-

tenna elements. Free space path loss propagation is modelled. The array is pointing successively 

towards to distinct targets. The field power is computed numerically and plotted (in dB and colour 

scale) as a function of the spatial coordinates (in wavelength unit). A high power is observed in the 

direction of the target. 
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Fig. 2.1.5 Beamforming pattern with 10 antenna elements. The figure on the left illustrates the posi-

tions of the transmit antenna array, and the positions of ‘target 1’ and ‘target 2’ with cartersian 

coordinates x and y. The figure in the middle, and on the right; illustrate the beamforming pattern (the 

field power in dB and colorscale as a function of the Cartesian coordinates x and y) created by the 

transmit antenna array when it beamforms towards ‘target 1’ and ‘target 2’, respectively. 

Therefore, this beamforming technique is equivalent to using the time inverse of the channel. This 

beamforming technique is implicitly using TR. 

2.1.2.2 Maximum Ratio Transmission (MRT) beamforming in LOS  

In [8] the authors propose to transmit several distinct data streams to several distinct antennas, simul-

taneously and using the same transmit antenna array. LOS propagation is considered. In this paper, the 

transmitter has 𝑁 transmit antennas and the receiver has 𝑀 receive antennas. The transmitter sends 𝑀 

data symbols. Let 𝐱 ∈ ℂ𝑀 be a vector of size 𝑀. 𝐱𝑚 is the data symbol intended to the target receive 

antenna number 𝑚, with 1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑀. The transmitter sends 𝑁 signals over its 𝑁 antennas. Let 𝐬 ∈ ℂ𝑁 

be the vector of size 𝑁 of transmitted signals. 𝐬𝑛 is the signal transmitted by the transmit antenna 

number 𝑛, with  1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁. The channel can be modelled by a MIMO matrix 𝐇 ∈ ℂ𝑀×𝑁. 𝐇𝑚,𝑛 is the 

coefficient of the channel between the receive antenna number 𝑛 and the transmit antenna number 𝑚. 

The receiver receives 𝑀 distinct signals over its 𝑀 antennas. The paper proposes to use the following 

signal: 

𝐬 = 𝐏𝑀𝑅𝑇𝐱, 

where 𝐏𝑀𝑅𝑇 ∈ ℂ𝑁×𝑀 and 𝐏𝑀𝑅𝑇 = 𝐇𝐻 is the maximum ratio transmission (MRT) beamformer. 

Consequently, the received signal 𝐲 is therefore: 

𝐲 = 𝐇𝐇𝐻𝐱 + 𝐧, 

where 𝐧 ∈ ℂ𝑀 is the vector of noise samples. Each receive antenna 𝑚 receives a signal: 

𝐲𝑚 = 𝐮𝑚 + 𝐯𝑚 + 𝐧, 

where: 
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 𝐮𝑚 ∈ ℂ𝑀 and 𝐮𝑚 = ∑ |𝐇𝑚,𝑛|
2𝑁

𝑛=1 𝐱𝑚 is the useful part of the received signal; 

 𝐯𝑚 ∈ ℂ𝑀 and 𝐯𝑚 = ∑ ∑ 𝐇𝑚,𝑛𝐇𝑚′,𝑛
∗ 𝐱𝑚′

𝑀
𝑚=1,𝑚′≠𝑚

𝑁
𝑛=1  is the multi-stream interference part of 

the signal. 

In [9], the author explains that this technique is indeed a beamforming scheme creating one distinct 

beam per distinct receive antenna. The beam intended towards a given antenna is considered as a use-

ful signal by the target antenna and an interfering signal by all other neighbouring antennas. Due to the 

design of the transmitted signal, the useful signal is strong whereas the interfering signal is weak. Let 

us consider the data stream number 𝑚. The expression of the channel between the receive antenna 

number 𝑖 and the transmit antenna array is the line number 𝑚 of the global channel matrix 𝐇: 

𝐡 = [𝐇𝑚,1 … 𝐇𝑚,𝐿  ]. 

As we consider LOS propagation, one can express the channel coefficient 𝐇𝑚,𝑛 as follows: 

𝐇𝑚,𝑛 = α𝑚,𝑛e−J(2𝜋𝑓𝜏𝑚,𝑛), 

where α𝑚,𝑛 and 𝜏𝑚,𝑛 are the amplitude and the delay of the channel, and 𝑓 is the frequency. Therefore, 

we have: 

𝐡 = [α𝑚,1e
−𝐽(2𝜋𝑓.𝜏𝑚,𝑛) … α𝑚,𝑁e−𝐽(2𝜋𝑓.𝜏𝑚,𝑁) ]. 

The MRT beamformer 𝐩𝑀𝑅𝑇 for this particular data stream is the column number 𝑚 of the global 

beamformer 𝐏𝑀𝑅𝑇: 

𝐩𝑀𝑅𝑇 = [

𝐇𝑚,1
∗

…
𝐇𝑚,𝑁

∗
 ] = [

α𝑚,1e
𝐽(2𝜋𝑓.𝜏𝑚,1)

…

α𝑚,𝐿e
e𝐽(2𝜋𝑓.𝜏𝑚,𝑁)

 ] = [

α𝑚,1e
−j(2𝜋𝑓.(−𝜏𝑚,1))

…

α𝑚,𝑁e−j(2𝜋𝑓.(−𝜏𝑚,𝑁))
 ]. 

Therefore, again, the MRT beamformer 𝐇𝐻 is equivalent to the time inverse of the channel. This 

beamforming technique is implicitly using TR. 

Note that in the time domain a beamformer called ‘zero forcing’ (ZF) beamformer has been introduced 

[10]. It is equivalent to applying the inverse filter presented in 2.1.1.2 in the spatial domain instead of 

the time domain. The ZF beamformer aims at nulling the signal destinated to antenna 𝑚 on all other 

antennas: only antenna 𝑚 will receive its dedicated signal. The expression of the ZF beamformer 𝐏𝑧𝑓 

is given by: 

𝐏𝑧𝑓 = 𝐇𝐻(𝐇𝐇𝐻)−1. 
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In this case, the received signal becomes: 

𝐲 = 𝐇𝐏𝑧𝑓𝐱 + 𝐧 = 𝐱 + 𝐧. 

In sub-section 2.1.1.2, the inverse filter was found to be less performant than the TR filter when the 

signal-to-noise ratio is low. Identically, in the spatial domain, the MRT beamformer outperforms the 

ZF beamformer at low signal-to-noise ratio. Here is a simple example illustrated by Fig. 2.1.6, to show 

the differences between the two beamformers. We consider free space propagation. 20 transmit anten-

nas are randomly positioned over a circle of 10 wavelengths of radius. A target source is positioned at 

the centre of the cell. 5 control points are randomly positioned over a circle with a radius of 0.5 wave-

length around the target source. The MRT beamformer and the ZF beamformer are considered. The 

same total transmit power is considered in both cases. In this case, normalised beamformers 𝐩𝑀𝑅𝑇/

√‖𝐩𝑀𝑅𝑇‖𝟐  and 𝐩𝑍𝐹/√‖𝐩𝑍𝐹‖𝟐 are considered. 

 

Fig. 2.1.6 transmit antennas, source antenna and control points 

The field power is then computed numerically over a region of 3 by 3 wavelengths around the source 

and plotted as a function of spatial coordinates in Fig. 2.1.7. In Fig. 2.1.7 a) and b) the power for the 

MRT and the ZF beamformers are plotted respectively. It is assumed that there is no noise. One can 

observe that ZF guarantees a low power around the target at the expense of the power at the source. 

With ZF, the transmitters must spend a part of their power budget on creating the 5 nulls in space. Fig-

ure 2.1.7 c) and d) illustrate the received power, when a noise floor of -35 dB is considered, for MRT 

and ZF respectively. In this case, only for MRT the useful signal strength exceeds the noise floor.  
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a) MRT (TR), without noise 

 

b) ZF (inverse filtering), without noise 

 

c) MRT (TR), noise floor at -35dB 

 

d) ZF (inverse filtering), noise floor at -

35dB 

Fig. 2.1.7 maximum ratio transmission versus zero forcing 

A third beamformer, the Minimum Mean Square Error beamformer [10] can be considered. It is 

optimum for every signal-to-noise ratio. It is equal to the MRT beamformer at low signal-to-noise ratio 

and equal to the ZF beamformer at high signal-to-noise ratio. Its expression is given by: 

𝐏𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑒 = 𝑦𝐇𝐻(𝐇𝐇𝐻 + 𝑥𝐈)−1 , 

where 𝐈 is the identity matrix, where 𝑥 is the inverse of the signal to noise ratio and 𝑦 is a normalising 

factor ensuring that the transmitter always transmit with the same power whatever the radio condi-

tions. At high SNR, the MMSE beamformer is equal to the ZF beamformer. At low SNR, the 

beamformer is equal to the MRT beamformer (if normalised beamformers are considered). 

2.1.3 Conclusion 

This sub-section shows that for a long period, there have been two separate works: 
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 On one hand, the time inverse of recorded signals was used to mitigate multipath propaga-

tion, which typically occurs in non line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation. This technique was 

best known as the matched filter. This technique compresses the channel in the time domain. 

It renders the channel nearly ‘echo-free’ or ‘single tap’. It has been compared to the inverse 

filter, which perfectly nulls echoes. It outperforms the inverse filter at low signal-to-noise ra-

tio. 

 On the other hand, the time inverse of recorded signals was used (implicitly) to perform MRT 

beamforming in LOS. This technique focuses the signal in the spatial domain. It has been 

compared to the ZF beamforming, which perfectly nulls the power in pre-defined points in 

space. It outperforms ZF at low signal-to-noise ratio.  

To our knowledge, none of these separated works discovered that the same technique (time reversal) 

was indeed mitigating multipath propagation and performing focusing in the spatial domain, simulta-

neously, in all propagation conditions (both LOS and NLOS propagation).  

2.2 Time reversal space-time focusing  

2.2.1 Time reversal and space-time focusing 

One has to wait for the works of Prof. M. Fink [11][12] to understand that TR is indeed a space-time 

focusing technique. In a lossless and static propagation medium (without absorbents), the wave propa-

gation equation is invariant by the TR operation. In other words, the two following waves are solutions 

of the same Maxwell equations: 

 a wave generated by a source and propagating through a given lossless medium with the 

time increasing; 

 The same wave, ‘played’ time reversely.  

Note that, as time goes by, the first wave diverges, fading away in space and generating more echoes 

and multi-paths each time that it hits an obstacle. On the contrary, as time goes by, the second wave 

converges back to the source. An echo-free signal with maximum power is hitting the source. The sec-

ond wave is focused in the space and the time domain, simultaneously.   

In theory, one can imagine a continuous convex surface of sensors enclosing the source and recording 

the first wave, as illustrated by Fig. 2.2.1. The second wave could be generated by the same surface, 

with the sensors emitting their recorded field, simply time reversed. The source would need to absorb 

the received signal perfectly, as illustrated by Fig. 2.2.2.  
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Fig. 2.2.1 Recording phase 

 
Fig. 2.2.2 Transmitting phase 

In many practical situations, the wavefield radiated by the source is partially recorded (in space). This 

loss of information generates irreversibility. The same difficulty arises for an absorbing medium. One 

cannot reverse the wave propagation. Nevertheless, one can still achieve space-time focusing. The 

quality of the focusing depends on the level of information (on the propagation) available at the trans-

mitter. In [11][12] a finite number of sensors (instead of a continuous surface) are used. During the 

recording phase, illustrated by Fig. 2.2.3 a source transmits one pulse. The sensors record the channel 

impulse response. During the transmission phase, illustrated by Fig. 2.2.4, the sensors transmit the 

recorded channel impulse responses, reversed in time. The resulting wave nearly ‘propagates back’ to 

the source with a strong power at a given time and on the source: space-time focusing is achieved. 
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Fig. 2.2.3 Recording phase 

 
Fig. 2.2.4 Transmitting phase in time reversed mode 

The property of echoes mitigation discovered in the case of a single antenna source during early works 

described in sub-section 2.1.1, is also observed in the case of a multi-antenna source. The property of 

spatial focusing of TR discovered in the case of LOS propagation during early works described in sub-

section 2.1.2, can also be observed in NLOS propagation. TR focuses in the spatial and the time do-

mains simultaneously, in NLOS propagation and with multi-antenna array. Less obviously, spatial 

focusing can also be obtained with a single antenna system if there is a lot of scattering and a large 

bandwidth [12]. This will be discussed in section 2.3. 

Note that TR space-time focusing technique has been mainly studied in static environments. However, 

as shown in [13] and [14], in some varying environments with some particular symmetric properties, 

the invariance principle can still be observed. TR technique might also be applicable in such environ-

ment. 

In practice, space-time filters (TR, inverse filter and MMSE) can be implemented with filters and 

beamformers: 

 using a single-carrier modulation and applying distinct filters (matched filter, inverse filter 

and MMSE filter, respectively) to distinct transmit antennas; 
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 Using a multi-carrier modulation and applying distinct beamformers (MRT beamformer, 

ZF beamformer and MMSE beamformer, respectively) to each sub-carrier. In this case, the 

resulting set of beamformers is often called ‘precoder’. 

2.2.2 Time reversal versus other space-time filters 

In [15] and [16] the authors compare two space-time filtering techniques in ultra sound: TR and the 

inverse filtering. The same conclusions can be drawn for electromagnetic waves. Similar conclusions 

as for the comparison between the matched filter and the inverse filter in the time domain, and the 

MRT beamformer and the ZF beamformer in the spatial domain:  

 The TR space-time filtering technique is less performant than the ZF space-time filtering to 

guarantee a low power around the source at a target time. 

 The TR space-time filtering technique outperforms the ZF space-time filtering technique to 

provide the highest power possible at the source, under a transmit power constrain.  

In a strongly noisy environment, at low SNR, TR is therefore expected to be preferable to inverse fil-

tering.   

2.2.3 Conclusion 

In wireless networks, we are considering a medium with loss of information, as transmit antennas 

cannot be put everywhere in space. Therefore, TR does not ‘reverse wave propagation’. Nevertheless, 

it focuses the energy in the space and time domains. The focusing is improved when the number of 

transmit antennas in different locations increases.  

The TR space-time filter can be implemented with filters and beamformers. When one transmit anten-

na and a medium of multi-echoes (typically in a NLOS propagation) are considered, the TR space-

time filter equals the transmit matched filter. When several transmit antennas and a medium without 

multipath (typically a LOS medium) are considered, the TR space-time filter equals the MRT beam-

former. When several antennas and a medium with multi-path and multi-echoes (typically a NLOS 

medium) are considered, the TR space-time filter can be implemented in two different ways: 

 using a single-carrier modulation and distinct TR filters for distinct transmit antennas; 

 Using a multi-carrier modulation and distinct MRT beamformers for distinct sub-carriers. 

This is also valid for other space-time filters such as the inverse filter (ZF beamformer) and the 

MMSE filter (MMSE beamformer). 
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Regarding the performance of TR space-time filter relatively to others: 

 TR space-time filter (MRT beamforming) gets the maximum of energy on the target, and 

therefore particularly interesting at low SNR especially when the transmit power is limited; 

however it does not guarantee low power around the source; 

 Inverse filtering (ZF beamforming) outperforms TR to send simultaneous several beams to-

wards several receive antennas with minimum interference between beams, at high SNR and 

when the available transmit power is high. 

 MMSE filtering (MMSE beamforming) is tracking the SNR, it is equal to TR at low SNR, 

equal to ZF at high SNR, and outperforms the two filters at medium SNR. 

2.3 Time reversal for wireless communications in multiple scat-

tering medium 

This sub-section briefly recalls why TR has been proposed for in a multiple input multiple output 

(MIMO) wireless communications. In particular, it analyses the relationship between space-time fo-

cusing performance and multiple scattering. 

2.3.1 Time reversal in MIMO wireless communications 

We consider a MIMO wireless communication system. We consider 𝑀 receive antennas and 𝑁 trans-

mit antennas. When TR is used at the transmission, we can define a received equivalent MIMO 

channel. As explained in section 2.2, there are two main ways to implement time reversal: either using 

matched filters or maximum ratrio transmission beamformers. 

2.3.1.1 Using a set of matched filters 

Let ℎ𝑛,𝑚(𝑡) be the channel response impulse between transmit antenna 𝑛 and receive antenna 𝑚, 

where 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁 and 1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑀. Let  𝑥𝑚(𝑡) be the data stream intended to antenna 𝑚. Assuming 

per stream and per antenna pre-filtering 𝑝𝑛,𝑚(𝑡), the signal transmitted by antenna 𝑛 is: 

𝑠𝑛(𝑡) = (∑ 𝑝𝑛,𝑚 ∗ 𝑥𝑚
𝑀
𝑚=1 )(𝑡), 

where, 𝑝𝑛,𝑚(𝑡) is the ‘matched filter’ for the channel ℎ𝑛,𝑚(𝑡): 

𝑝𝑛,𝑚(𝑡) = ℎ𝑛,𝑚
∗ (−𝑡). 

The overall system is illustrated by Fig. 2.3.1. 
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Fig. 2.3.1 Multi-Antenna TR 

The received signal at the antenna 𝑚 is (without considering noise): 

𝑦𝑚(𝑡) = (∑ ℎ𝑛,𝑚 ∗ 𝑠𝑛
𝑁
𝑛=1 )(𝑡). 

By replacing 𝑠𝑛 by its definition, one obtains: 

𝑦𝑚(𝑡) = (∑ ℎ
𝑚′,𝑚
𝑒𝑞

∗ 𝑥𝑚′
𝑀
𝑚′=1 ) (𝑡), 

where,  ℎ
𝑚′,𝑚
𝑒𝑞

 is the equivalent channel between the equivalent virtual antenna 𝑚′ (transmitting the 

data stream 𝑚′) and the receive antenna 𝑚. ℎ
𝑚′,𝑚
𝑒𝑞

 is given by: 

ℎ
𝑚′,𝑚
𝑒𝑞

(𝑡) = (∑ ℎ𝑛,𝑚 ∗ 𝑝𝑛,𝑚′
𝑁
𝑛=1 )(𝑡). 

ℎ
𝑚′,𝑚
𝑒𝑞

(𝑡) = (∑ ℎ𝑛,𝑚 ∗ 𝑝𝑛,𝑚

𝑁

𝑛=1
) (𝑡) = ∑ ℎ𝑛,𝑚(𝑡) ∗ ℎ𝑛,𝑚

∗ (−𝑡)
𝑁

𝑛=1
 

The overall equivalent system is illustrated below. 
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Fig. 2.3.2 Multi-antenna TR equivalent channel 

ℎ𝑚,𝑚
𝑒𝑞 (𝑡) is a sum of auto-correlation products. For all 𝑛’s, the auto-correlation product ℎ𝑛,𝑚(𝑡) ∗

ℎ𝑛,𝑚
∗ (−𝑡) is positive at the focusing time (i.e. at 𝑡 = 0). Therefore, ℎ𝑚,𝑚

𝑒𝑞 (0)>0 and ℎ𝑚,𝑚
𝑒𝑞 (0) increases 

with the number of transmit antennas 𝑁. Out of the focusing time (non zero 𝑡), the value of ℎ𝑚,𝑚
𝑒𝑞 (𝑡) 

depends on the propagation conditions. ℎ𝑚′≠𝑚,𝑚
𝑒𝑞 (𝑡) is a sum of cross-correlation products. Its value 

also depends on the propagation conditions. 

Each antenna 𝑚, receives the sum of a desired signal 𝑢𝑚(𝑡), an inter-symbol interference 𝑣𝑚(𝑡), and 

an inter-stream interference 𝑤𝑚(𝑡). Thus, we can write: 

𝑦𝑚(𝑡) = 𝑢𝑚(𝑡) + 𝑣𝑚(𝑡) + 𝑤𝑚(𝑡), 

where, 

𝑢𝑚(𝑡) = ℎ𝑚,𝑚
𝑒𝑞 (0)𝑥𝑚(𝑡), 

𝑣𝑚(𝑡) = ℎ𝑚,𝑚
𝑖𝑠𝑖 (𝑡) ∗ 𝑥𝑚(𝑡), 

𝑤𝑚(𝑡) = ∑ ℎ𝑒𝑞,𝑚′,𝑚(𝑡) ∗ 𝑥𝑚′(𝑡)
𝑀
𝑚′=1,𝑚′≠𝑚 , 

and where, 

ℎ𝑚,𝑚
𝑖𝑠𝑖 (𝑡) = ℎ𝑚,𝑚

𝑒𝑞 (𝑡) for 𝑡 ≠ 0 and  ℎ𝑚,𝑚
𝑖𝑠𝑖 (0) = 0. 

Under certain propagation conditions (identified later in sub-section 2.3.2), time compression (i.e. fo-

cusing in the time domain) can be observed. This would translate into the following inequality: 
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|ℎ𝑚,𝑚
𝑒𝑞 (0)| ≫ |ℎ𝑚,𝑚

𝑒𝑞 (𝑡 ≠ 0)|. 

This has the following consequence: 

|𝑢𝑚(𝑡)| ≫ |𝑣𝑚(𝑡)|. 

In other terms, time compression reduces the inter-symbol interference.  

Under certain propagation conditions (identified later in sub-section 2.3.2), spatial focusing can be 

observed. This would translate into the following inequality: 

|ℎ𝑚,𝑚
𝑒𝑞 (0)| ≫ |ℎ𝑚′≠𝑚,𝑚

𝑒𝑞 (𝑡)|. 

This has the following consequence: 

|𝑢𝑚(𝑡)| ≫ |𝑤𝑚(𝑡)|. 

In other terms, time compression reduces the multi-stream interference (or MIMO spatial interfer-

ence).  

2.3.1.2 Using a set of maximum ratio transmission beamformers 

This time, we consider a multi-carrier système with 𝐿 sub-carriers. Let 𝐇(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑀×𝑁 be the response in 

frequency of the channel response impulse between transmit antenna 𝑛 and receive antenna 𝑚, for a 

given sub-carrier 𝑙, where 1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 𝐿, 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁 and 1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑀. Let  𝐱(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑀×1 be the vector of 

𝑀 data symbols, with 𝐱𝑚
(𝑙)

∈ ℂ being intended to antenna 𝑚 and sub-carrier 𝑙. Let 𝐬(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑁×1 be the 

vector of 𝑁 symbols transmitted on sub-carrier 𝑙 and over the 𝑁 transmit antennas. 𝐬𝑚
(𝑙)

∈ ℂ is the sig-

nal intended to receive antenna number 𝑚 and sent from the transmit antenna 𝑛, on sub-carrier 𝑙. The 

expression of 𝐬(𝑙) is given by: 

𝐬(𝑙) = 𝐏𝑀𝑅𝑇
(𝑙)

𝐱(𝑙), 

where  𝐏𝑀𝑅𝑇
(𝑙)

 is the MRT  beamformer for sub-carrier number 𝒍 only: 

𝐏𝑀𝑅𝑇 = (𝐇(𝑙))
𝐻

. 

𝐲(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑀×1 is vector of 𝑀  data symbols received on sub-carrier 𝑙 and by the 𝑀 receive antennas . 

𝐲𝑚
(𝑙)

∈ ℂ is the signal received on the receive antenna number 𝑚, on sub-carrier 𝑙. The expression of 

𝐲(𝑙) is given by: 
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𝐲(𝑙) = 𝐇𝐏𝑀𝑅𝑇
(𝑙)

𝐱(𝑙) + 𝐧 = 𝐇(𝑙)(𝐇(𝑙))
𝐻
𝐱(𝑙) + 𝐧(𝑙), 

where 𝐧(𝑙) is the vector of noise samples, on sub-carrier 𝑙. One can define an equivalent channel 

𝐇(𝑙),𝑒𝑞 ∈ ℂ𝑀×𝑁 as follows: 

𝐇(𝑙),𝑒𝑞 = 𝐇(𝑙)(𝐇(𝑙))
𝐻

. 

The useful data symbol 𝑚 is received at antenna 𝑚 through the following equivalent channel coeffi-

cient: 

𝐇𝑚,𝑚
(𝑙),𝑒𝑞

= ∑ |𝐇𝑚,𝑛
(𝑙)

|
2

𝑁
𝑛=1 . 

𝐇𝑚,𝑚
(𝑙),𝑒𝑞

 is a sum of 𝑁 positive variables. It is therefore positive and its value increases with the number 

of antennas 𝑁. 

The interfering data symbol 𝑚′ is received at antenna 𝑚 through the following equivalent channel co-

efficient: 

𝐇𝑚,𝑚′
(𝑙),𝑒𝑞

= ∑ ∑ 𝐇𝑚,𝑛
(𝑙)

(𝐇𝑚′,𝑛
(𝑙)

)
∗

𝑀
𝑚=1,𝑚′≠𝑚

𝑁
𝑛=1 . 

This 𝐇𝑚,𝑚′
(𝑙),𝑒𝑞

 is a sum of different variables.  

On each receive antenna 𝑚, on sub-carrier 𝑙, the received signal can be written as follows: 

𝐲𝑚
(𝑙)

= 𝐮𝑚
(𝑙)

+ 𝐯𝑚
(𝑙)

+ 𝐧𝑚
(𝑙)

, 

where: 

 𝐮𝑚
(𝑙)

= 𝐇𝑚,𝑚
(𝑙),𝑒𝑞

𝐱𝑚
(𝑙)

 is the useful part of the received signal; 

 𝐯𝑚
(𝑙)

= ∑ 𝐇𝑚,𝑚′
(𝑙),𝑒𝑞

𝐱𝑚′
(𝑙)𝑀

𝑚=1,𝑚′≠𝑚  is the multi-stream interference part of the signal. 

Under certain propagation conditions (identified later in sub-section 2.3.2), time compression (i.e. 

focusing in the time domain) can be observed. This would translate into the following mathematical 

observation: 𝐇𝑚,𝑚
(𝑙),𝑒𝑞

is independent from 𝑙, i.e., it is frequency flat. 
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Under certain propagation conditions (identified later in sub-section 2.3.2), spatial focusing can be 

observed. This would translate into the following mathematical observation: 

𝐇𝑚,𝑚′
(𝑙),𝑒𝑞

≪ 𝐇𝑚,𝑚
(𝑙),𝑒𝑞

. 

2.3.1.3 Conclusion 

In conclusion, TR has the two following effects on a MIMO wireless communication: 

 Time compression reduces inter-symbol interference;  

 Spatial focusing reduces multi-stream interference.  

The strength of these effects depends on the propagation conditions. The next sub-section analyses the 

advantages which can be drawn from such effects. It also analyses in which propagation conditions 

these effects are strong enough to bring an advantage. 

2.3.2 Taking advantage of multiple scattering to perform wireless communica-

tion using Time reversal 

Many studies show that TR takes advantage from scattering. In [17][18], the authors explain that a 

MIMO system as the one described in sub-section 2.3.1 can be seen as an adaptive ‘lens’ focusing sev-

eral data streams on to several receive antennas. Scattering creates additional virtual transmit antennas 

(‘reflections’) in different locations. Scattering therefore extends the “aperture” of the lens. Scattering 

therefore improves the system focusing and its capacity. In [19], the authors analyse TR space-time 

focusing in random fields. This study shows that TR spatial focusing quality, (i.e. the ratio between the 

main lobe and the secondary lobe), increases with the product bandwidth × delay spread, i.e. with 

the channel selectivity, or equivalently with scattering, even in a Single Input Single Output (SISO) 

configuration. [20] shows experimentally that better focusing is achieved, when the wave propagates 

through a forest of parallel steel rods with high density, than through an homogeneous medium. How-

ever, one can note that this scattering medium was almost not absorbing.  

[21] is, to our knowledge, the first experimental demonstration of TR concept in a wireless communi-

cation, in realistic propagation conditions. This study uses acoustic waves for underwater 

communications (between sub-marines for instance).  

In [22][23], the authors study the use of TR for wireless communications using electromagnetic 

waves. These studies explain that in a richly scattering environment (modelled with several independ-

ent and identically distributed Gaussian taps in the channel impulse response), TR is near to optimal, 

i.e. it almost achieves Water-Filling solution, in low SNR region, with a single tap receiver. In 
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[22][23], the authors also observe that the outage probability decreases with the number of taps, for 

both TR and Water Filling. 

Numerous studies try to measure the space-time focusing performance alone as in [24], without quan-

tifying the benefits of this focusing on the efficiency of the communication link.  As TR focusing 

increases with multiple scattering, the best focusing is obtained in a reverberating chamber or in in-

door (in NLOS preferably). In [25][26], the spatial focusing is measured in a reverberating chamber 

and in indoor. As a better focusing is obtained with large bandwidth×delay spread products, many 

measurements are performed in the context of ultra wideband (UWB). In [22][23][27], the authors an-

alyse the TR space-time focusing performance in indoor, based on measurements, for a bandwidth 

spanning 2-8GHz. These measurements show that about seven wavelengths from the target the signal 

power reduces by at least 10dB. In [28][29][30], the authors characterise experimentally the spatial 

focusing properties of TR in UWB using a circular array and measure that at 9 wavelengths from the 

target, the received signal is reduced by 10dB, in NLOS condition. In [31], the authors study the im-

pact of the bandwidth on the robustness of TR in terms of space-time focusing. Many other studies  

based on UWB channel measurements in indoor or intra-vehicular conditions confirm the existence of 

spatial focusing and time compression and a focusing gain of around 10dB [32][33][34] 

[35][36][37][38][45]. 

Numerous studies try to measure the data communication enhancement brought by the use of TR, in 

terms of signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR), Bit Error Rate (BER), or spectral efficiency (in 

bits per seconds and per Hertz). Most studies are focused on UWB. In the references 

[39][40][41][42][43][44], UWB wireless links in SISO, MISO and MIMO configurations are studied, 

through simulations, experiments and test beds. Regarding WLAN, a performance study analysing the 

outage probability based on an analytical post receiver SINR has been held in [45]. Finally, a BER 

evaluation has been done for a non-impulsive waveform [46].  

One can note that most studies use conventional antennas. However, in [47], the authors have managed 

a sub-wavelength spatial focusing using TR and new microstructured antennas.   

Finally, even when the bandwidth × delay spread product is small (for instant a medium with low scat-

tering), spatial focusing and time compression can be obtained by using a large number of antenna 

elements at the transmitter side. 

2.3.3 Conclusion 

To conclude this sub-section, experimental studies confirm that pure TR enables to achieve spatial fo-

cusing and time compression, in large bandwidth systems (like UWB) and multiple scattering 

propagation media (like NLOS links). This space-time focusing property can be translated into an im-
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provement in terms of BER or capacity, in SISO mode at least. One can observe that indoor mobile 

networks such as femtos/small cell networks (described in [48][49]) do naturally offer richly scattering 

environments, although their bandwidth is smaller (in the order of 1 MHz-100 MHz).However, previ-

ous works do not address these specific scenarios. 

The next sub-section is an overview recent techniques improving wireless communication systems and 

going beyond a mere use of TR. 

2.4 Recent time reversal techniques for wireless communications 

This sub-section is an overview of the new techniques for wireless communications that have been 

developed recently based on TR:  

 Sub-sections 2.4.1, 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 present single-carrier communications with low cost re-

ceivers (such as single tap receivers), low complexity transceivers and strong power 

constrains, respectively.  

 Sub-section 2.4.4 presents low complexity and green multi-carrier communications.   

2.4.1 Low complexity single carrier receivers  

As explained in sub-sections 2.2 and 2.3, TR compresses the channel in the time domain and reduces 

echoes and inter-symbol interference. At low SNR, these echoes (inter-symbol interferences) are be-

low the noise floor, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4.1. This is the origin of several potential simplifications of 

the receiver. Several approaches have been studied. 

 
Fig. 2.4.1 Echoes in TR received signal for various SNR values 

In [50] the authors investigate data transmission over channels with a huge number of taps, typically 

UWB channels. They propose to report the complexity from the receiver to the transmitter. A single 

tap receiver instead of a complex MMSE receiver is used. A single tap receiver simply detects the 

strongest tap in the channel and performs channel equalisation assuming there is this only tap in the 

channel. A single tap receiver is therefore best suited for a single tap channel and is very sensitive to 
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inter-symbol interference. At the transmitter side, TR is used. Thanks to time compression the inter-

symbol interference is reduced. At low signal-to-noise ratio, the interference is below the noise floor 

and the single tap receiver provides optimum performance, as illustrated by Fig. 2.4.2. At higher 

signal-to-noise ratio, rate back-off (i.e. spacing in time of symbols) is necessary to limit inter-symbol 

interference. 

 

Fig. 2.4.2 Using TR instead of MMSE pre-filter in full rate mode 

Even in the cases of multi-user transmission, a simple receiver can be kept, in UWB MISO [51]. How-

ever, the multi-user interference is high and the solutions to mitigate it are not straightforward. In [51] 

the interference is minimised by determining distinct time offsets to distinct users. In [53][54], users 

do not fully overlap in the frequency domain. Partial frequency overlaps between users are deter-

mined. The objective is to maximise the sum capacity. In [55][56][57], some sophisticated transmit 

power allocation, or a modification of the beamformer is necessary to reduce the multi-user interfer-

ence. 

Many studies involve low complexity receivers, which are slightly more complex than the single tap 

receiver. In [58], the authors combine TR and a ‘reduced’ rake receiver. The number of fingers of the 

rake receiver is reduced. This system attains a better performance in environments with very high in-

terference than the single tap receiver does. In [59], the authors show that TR pre-filtering significantly 

reduces the number of taps that the MMSE receiver needs to estimate in order to achieve a certain tar-
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get BER. In [60], joint TR and ZF filtering for multi-stream interference mitigation are proposed. TR 

spatial focusing properties are used to minimise multi-stream interference. ZF deletes the residual in-

ter-symbol interference left by TR. 

In [61], the authors propose to compensate for Doppler effect at the transmitter in addition to using 

TR. The Delay-Doppler spread function is estimated at the receiver and pre-compensated.  

As summarised in [62][63][64], TR is the optimum transmission technique at low SNR even with a 

low complexity receiver. Multi-user communications with low complexity receivers are more chal-

lenging. The multi-stream interference is high. Nevertheless, with larger antenna arrays this should 

also be feasible.   

2.4.2 Low complexity single carrier transceivers 

TR implies perfect knowledge of the channel impulse response at the transmitter, perfect transmission 

of the time-reversed channel impulse response. In Time division duplex (TDD) mode, thanks to chan-

nel reciprocity, perfect channel state knowledge is achievable but it requires the following step: the 

target (receiver) first sends pilots; the transmitter based on received pilots estimates the channel.  

In Frequency division duplex (FDD) mode, more steps are required: the focusing antenna array sends 

pilots to the target; the target estimates the channel for each transmit antenna; the target sends the 

channel information (in a quantized and compressed manner) to the transmitter. The last step degrades 

the focusing quality, as huge compression is required to limit the overhead.  

Many simplified TR prefilters have been built. They use an imperfect knowledge of the channel im-

pulse response. They are designed to perform focusing in FDD or to lower the complexity of UWB 

focusing transceivers. Most of these studies rely on the works of [65]. In |65], the authors present a 

simplified form of TR, referred as to “one-bit Time reversal” or “1bit time reversal” (1Bit TR), for ul-

trasound. The method consists in transmitting the sign of the time reversed channel impulse response 

instead of the time reversed channel impulse response itself. In other words, the transmitter sends 

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(ℎ(−𝑡) instead of ℎ(−𝑡). Experimental results in [39] show that one-bit TR achieves an im-

proved spatial focusing (surprisingly) and a degraded time compression compared to conventional TR. 

[66][67] applied one-bit TR to WLAN transmission, and also proposed it for frequency division du-

plex mode. The study confirms spatial focusing and (degraded) time compression are obtained with 

1bit TR. In [68] and [69], the authors show that one-bit TR can be used for UWB multi-user commu-

nication. Recently, a quantized TR pre-filter has been studied in [70].  
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2.4.3 Low transmit power  

TR has been extensively proposed for communications with transmitters subjects to extreme power 

constrains. Indeed, in a conventional system, the energy is radiated in all directions, independently 

from the traffic location. Using antennas adaptively to focus the energy in the busy areas or on busy 

users. Thanks to the beamforming gain (which is linear with the number of transmit antennas [71]), the 

network can transmits with a lower power and still deliver the same data rate. Energy can be saved in 

the network. The general level of human exposure to waves and eavesdroppers can also be reduced. 

In [71], cooperative TR transmission has been studied in wireless sensors networks. Sensors do not 

need to send a huge amount of data with a large data rate. They therefore operate at low spectral effi-

ciency and low signal-to-noise ratio target. Sensors are very contrained in transmission power as they 

work on a battery. As already explained in sub-section 2.4.1, TR is optimum at low signal-to-noise 

ratio. In [62], one source node transmits data towards a sink node, using all other nodes as relays. The 

relays are synchronised and focus together towards the target node using TR pre-filters. The study 

shows that TR is optimum.  

In [72], the authors use several access points in indoor to transmit towards several users. The access 

points are synchronised and controlled by a central entity. The access points transmit jointly and beam-

form towards the users simultaneously. Several beamforming schemes are studied: ZF and TR. TR 

outperforms ZF at low signal-to-noise ratio and is outperformed by ZF at high signal-to-noise ratio. 

TR is therefore more suited for a system operating at low SNR and being extremely constrained in 

transmit power.   

In [73] TR is claimed to be a new paradigm for green and low complexity wireless communications 

systems. Many studies suggest using TR for “green communications”, in various scenarios and for 

various types of services. [74] and [75] addresses the context of the standardised WIFI system. [76] 

shows that the level of human exposure to electromagnetic waves generated by small cells can be re-

duced thanks to TR. [73] proposes to use TR as a green technique for confidential and secure 

communications. If the spatial focusing is strong, the signal received out of the target position is low. 

Therefore, in theory, it should be more difficult for an eavesdropper to intercept the communication. 

Recent studies demonstrate the advantages of TR in the domain of physical layer security using exper-

imental measurements in [77][78][79]. Recently, [80] has claimed that TR is a new paradigm for green 

internet of things. Indeed. Many connected objects are very constrained in energy, rely on a battery, do 

not require high data rates, and need to be low cost. As already explained, TR is optimum at low sig-

nal-to-noise ratio and allows for the use of low complexity transmission and reception techniques. It is 

therefore a good candidate technique for the internet of things.  
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2.4.4 Low complexity multi-carrier transceivers and receivers  

Most mobile and wireless standards today are using multi-carrier waveforms. Even for future 5G net-

works, new multicarrier waveforms are being proposed. OFDM is more robust to inter-symbol 

interference than single tap receivers are, however, studies show that it can still benefit from TR.  

TR has been proposed for OFDM. [81] has used this technique for underwater communications. [82] 

studies OFDM and MISO transmission with TR and shows that it is optimum. Dubois has studied 

thoroughly TR with multi-carrier modulations. Dubois started by studying non impulsive waveforms 

in [83]. In a SISO context, in [84], Dubois analyses the benefits in terms of synchronization process 

complexity reduction and the guard interval reduction, that can be obtained by using TR in OFDM. In 

a MISO context, the combination of TR and orthogonal space-time block codes, and adaptive modula-

tion and coding, has been studied in [85]. [86] shows that if a very large number of transmit antenna 

(i.e. a ‘massive’ MIMO system) is used, then the required length of the guard interval is near to zero. 

In other terms, the channel becomes ‘single tap’. In [87], TR is combined with a new multi-carrier 

waveform known as ‘OFDM/OQAM’. MISO (details on OFDM/OQAM with TR are provided in the 

annex) transmission is considered. Two channel estimation algorithms for multicarrier systems are 

proposed in [88] for an OFDM system using TR. Finally, TR does bring a benefit to OFDM: the MRT 

beamforming gain. As already mentioned in sub-section 2.4.3, the beamforming gain enables the 

transmitter to deliver the same rate with lower radiated power. Potentially, some energy can be saved 

in the network.   

2.5 Conclusion on the state-of-the art and introduction to our 

contributions 

TR provides time compression, spatial focusing in high bandwidth x delay spread environments. Stud-

ies on TR, in UWB and WLAN, have shown that TR can be exploited to lower transmission/reception 

complexity in single carrier and multi-carrier transmissions, and for green communications. However, 

there are still some remaining questions regarding the interest of using time reversal in mobile net-

works: 

 Is TR advantageous for indoor mobile networks such as femtos/small cells networks? What 

is the performance of TR when one takes into account the carrier frequency, the spectrum 

bandwidths, the propagation, and advanced signal-processing models, for such networks?  

 Can TR be used in scenarios, which are challenging for TR but which are also typical from 

mobile networks (frequency division duplex mode and high mobility)? 
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 Are there any opportunities for new applications or communication systems using mobile 

networks, thanks to TR?  

Our contributions focus on providing answers to these questions. 
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3 Chapter 3 - Performance evaluation of time reversal 

in indoor mobile networks 

Previous works presented in sub-section 2.4 claim that TR is suitable for low complexity and green 

wireless communications in indoor and mainly for UWB and WLAN, with simplified signal pro-

cessing models. In this sub-section, we present new results (obtained by simulation in sub-section 3.1 

and experimentally in sub-section 3.2) for indoor mobile networks such as femtos/small cells. Our 

studies aim at providing the most realistic possible performance assessment for such indoor mobile 

networks by using the right carrier frequencies and spectrum bandwidths, sophisticated channel mod-

els (or real channel measurements) and advanced and new signal processing models. 

3.1 Dumb-to-perfect receiver throughput ratio maps of 

femto/small cell using TR  

3.1.1 Introduction 

The concern for energy consumption in wireless networks is growing, and some studies show that a 

large part of the consumption comes from the power amplifier [89]. Systems operating at ultra-low 

output power, in the low SNR region, are thus becoming an important subject. In addition, in the par-

ticular case of mobile networks (small cells or femtos) deployed inside public buildings, like schools 

or hospitals, extremely low complexity, cheap and replaceable devices would be beneficial.  

As explained in section 2, one good candidate technique for such application is TR as it allows for the 

use of simple receivers. Most of papers (those mentioned in section 2 and [90]) have evaluated the per-

formance of TR based on UWB indoor channel measurements, thus assessing the performance for a 

limited number of measured positions of the transmitter and receiver. Recently, [45] has proposed a 

statistical study of TR performance for an indoor with lower bandwidth than UWB and larger cover-

age. However, in order to derive a closed form of the outage probability, many simplifying 

assumptions have been taken.  

Until now, the performance of TR schemes over an entire indoor coverage area such as a building 

floor, for a given transmit power, has never been performed. Especially, no study has evaluated in 

which parts of the coverage area a low complexity receiver is sufficient and optimum, and whether this 

part is large, when the transmitter operates at a very low output power. 

In this study, we complete the performance evaluation of TR and 1bit TR techniques for indoor envi-

ronments, by providing for the first time the achieved throughput in all positions inside a typical 

building floor, of a 16x2 system. The transmitter is deployed in the corridor and has a very low trans-
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mitted power value (0 dBm). Our methodology is based on post receiver Signal-to-interference ratio 

analytical formulas, taking inter-symbol interference and multi-stream interference into account, and 

allows the performance of a ‘Dumb Receiver’ (i.e. a single tap receiver) to be compared with the one 

of a ‘Perfect Receiver’ (i.e. an interference free receiver), for each position in the building. We use 

Winner II MIMO channel model [91] for a bandwidth of 100 MHz (such large bandwidths are ex-

pected to be available with 5G networks), in order to generate the channel in an entire building floor, 

taking into account spatial correlation between antennas, and walls penetration losses.  

Sub-section 3.1.2 sets the system model; sub-section 3.1.3 derives the post receiver SINR formulas, 

sub-section 3.1.4 presents our simulations results and sub-section 3.1.5 concludes this study. 

3.1.2 System description 

Sub-section 3.1.2.1 lists the notations used through this study. Sub-section 3.1.2.2 provides an over-

view of the system model. Sub-section 3.1.2.3 recalls TR and 1bit TR pre-filters.  

3.1.2.1 Notations 

In this study, we use the ‘mathematical notations for single carrier transmissions studies’. With these 

notations, we set: 

- 𝜌𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑡) ∗ 𝑓∗(−𝑡);  

- 𝜏𝑘𝑘′ = 𝜏𝑘′ − 𝜏𝑘. 

- 휀𝐾𝑛𝑘𝑘′ = (𝐾 − 𝑛)𝑇 + 𝜏𝑘𝑘′.  

3.1.2.2 System Overview 

 

Fig. 3.1.1 System model illustrated for receive antenna j  

A communication between a wireless network and 𝑁 receive antennas is considered. Each receive an-

tenna 𝑗 is served by 𝑃 transmit antennas. Fig. 3.1.1 illustrates our system model. Assuming per antenna 

and per user pre-filtering 𝑝𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) and power allocation 𝐸𝑖,𝑗, the expression of the signal 𝑆𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) transmit-

ted by antenna 𝑖 (with 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁) to receive antenna 𝑗 (with 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑃) is:  
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 𝑆𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) = √𝐸𝑖,𝑗 ∑ 𝐴𝑛,𝑗 𝑓(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑇)𝑛 ∗ 𝑝𝑖,𝑗(𝑡), 

Eq. 3.1.1 

where 𝐴𝑛,𝑗 is the 𝑛𝑡ℎ symbol, 𝑇 is the symbol period, 𝑓(𝑡) is a pulse shape filter occupying a band-

width of  1/𝑇 and verifying: 

 1

𝑇
∫ |𝑓(𝑡)|2

+∞

−∞
𝑑𝑡 = 1. 

Eq. 3.1.2 

The fast fading channel impulse response ℎ𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) between antenna 𝑖 and user 𝑗 is modeled with 𝑀 taps: 

 ℎ𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) = ∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘𝛿(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑘)𝑀
𝑘=1 ,  

Eq. 3.1.3 

where ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 and 𝜏𝑘 are the gain and the delay of the 𝑘𝑡ℎ tap, respectively. The gain due to path loss is 

𝛼𝑖,𝑗. The fast fading channel coefficients ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘  are assumed constant for the duration of the post re-

ceiver SINR computation and can vary due to the receiver mobility, however in the average fast fading 

channel power is assumed equal to 1: 

 𝐸 [∑ |ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘|
2𝑀

𝑘=1 ] = 1,  

Eq. 3.1.4 

Based on Eq. 3.1.1 and Eq. 3.1.3, the signal received at user 𝑗 and filtered by 𝑞(𝑡) is derived: 

 𝑅𝑗(𝑡) = ∑ 𝛼𝑖,𝑗(𝑆𝑖,𝑗 ∗ ℎ𝑖,𝑗𝑖∈𝛺𝑗
∗ 𝑞)(𝑡) + ∑ ∑ 𝛼𝑖,𝑗(𝑆𝑖,𝑗′ ∗ ℎ𝑖,𝑗 ∗𝑖∈𝛺

𝑗′𝑗′≠𝑗

𝑞)(𝑡) + (𝑛𝑗 ∗ 𝑞)(𝑡), 

Eq. 3.1.5 

where 𝑛𝑗(𝑡) is an additive white Gaussian noise process of zero mean and spectral density 𝑁0. Assum-

ing 𝑞(𝑡) is matched to the pulse shape filter, we have:  

 𝑞(𝑡) = 𝑓∗(−𝑡), 
Eq. 3.1.6 

Finally, the signal is sampled at time 𝑡 = 𝐾𝑇 (assuming perfect synchronization). 
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3.1.2.3  TR and 1bit TR prefilters  

This sub-section provides the expression of 𝑝𝑖𝑗(𝑡). 𝑀-tap pre-filtering is considered: 

 𝑝𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘𝛿(−𝑡 − 𝜏𝑘)𝑀
𝑘=1 . 

Eq. 3.1.7 

The 𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 coefficients are updated periodically to track the fading variations, i.e. the variations of the 

ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 coefficients. Two pre-filters based on the inversed channel impulse response ℎ𝑖,𝑗
∗ (−𝑡) are studied 

successively: TR and 1bit TR, namely. For TR, we set: 

 𝑝𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) = ℎ𝑖,𝑗
∗ (−𝑡)/√𝜆𝑖,𝑗, 

Eq. 3.1.8 

thus 𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 = ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
∗ . If instantaneous normalization is applied, i.e. 

 
𝜆𝑖,𝑗 = √∑ |ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘|

2𝑀
𝑘=1 . 

Eq. 3.1.9 

For 1bit TR, we set: 

 𝑝𝑖𝑗(𝑡) = 𝑓1𝑏𝑖𝑡(ℎ𝑖,𝑗
∗ (−𝑡))/√2𝑀, 

Eq. 3.1.10 

thus  𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 = 𝑦(ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
∗ )/√2𝑀.  

3.1.3 Post receiver SINR computation 

To compute the SINR formula, the following assumptions are taken: 𝐴𝑛,𝑗 are independent variables, 

𝐸 [|𝐴𝑛,𝑗|
2
] = 1 and 𝐸[𝐴𝑛,𝑗]=0. 

Two receivers are considered: ‘Perfect Receiver’ and ‘Dumb Receiver’, namely. For the Dumb Re-

ceiver, the sampled signal is simply processed by a one tap maximum ratio combining. The only 

difference between the Dumb Receiver and the Perfect Receiver is that the Perfect Receiver is inter-

ference free. 
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3.1.3.1 Dumb Receiver 

Based on Eq. 3.1.5-Eq. 3.1.10 for both TR and 1bit TR (with their specific 𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 values), the received 

signal sampled at t=𝐾𝑇 can be written as: 

𝑅𝑗(𝐾𝑇) =

𝐴𝐾,𝑗 ∑ 𝛼𝑖,𝑗√𝐸𝑖,𝑗 ∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘′
𝑀
𝑘,𝑘′=1 𝜌𝑓(𝜏𝑘,𝑘′)𝑖∈𝛺𝑗

+

∑ 𝐴𝑛,𝑗 ∑ 𝛼𝑖,𝑗√𝐸𝑖,𝑗 ∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘′
𝑀
𝑘,𝑘 ′=1 𝜌𝑓(휀𝐾,𝑛,𝑘,𝑘 ′)𝑖∈𝛺𝑗𝑛≠𝐾 +

∑ ∑ 𝐴𝑛,𝑗′ ∑ 𝛼𝑖,𝑗√𝐸𝑖,𝑗′ ∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘𝑝𝑖,𝑗,′𝑘′
𝑀
𝑘,𝑘′=1 𝜌𝑓(휀𝐾,𝑛,𝑘,𝑘′)𝑖∈𝛺𝑗′𝑛𝑗′≠𝑗 , 

Eq. 3.1.11 

with 𝜏𝑘,𝑘′ and 휀𝐾,𝑛,𝑘,𝑘 ′  defined in 3.1.2.1. 

Assuming that multi-stream interference and inter-symbol interference are Gaussian and independent, 

the expression of the post receiver SINR of user 𝑗 can be derived as: 

 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑗 = 𝑃𝑢𝑗 (𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑗 + 𝑃𝑖𝑗 + 𝑃𝑁)⁄ , 

Eq. 3.1.12 

where 𝑃𝑢𝑗 is the useful power, 𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑗 is the inter-symbol interference power, 𝑃𝑖𝑗 is the multi-stream 

interference and 𝑃𝑁 is the noise power.  

The expressions of 𝑃𝑢𝑗, 𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑗,  𝑃𝑖𝑗 and 𝑃𝑁  are:  

 
𝑃𝑢𝑗 = |∑ 𝛼𝑖,𝑗√𝐸𝑖,𝑗 ∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘′𝜌𝑓(𝜏𝑘,𝑘′)𝑀

𝑘,𝑘′=1𝑖∈𝛺𝑗
|
2
, 

Eq. 3.1.13 

 
𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑗 = ∑ |∑ 𝛼𝑖,𝑗√𝐸𝑖,𝑗 ∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘′𝜌𝑓(𝜏𝑘,𝑘′ + 𝑛𝑇)𝑀

𝑘,𝑘′=1𝑖∈𝛺𝑗
|
2

𝑛≠0 , 

Eq. 3.1.14 

 
𝑃𝑖𝑗 = ∑ ∑ |∑ 𝛼𝑖,𝑗√𝐸𝑖,𝑗′ ∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘𝑝𝑖,𝑗′𝑘′

𝑀
𝑘,𝑘′=1 𝜌𝑓(𝜏𝑘,𝑘′ + 𝑛𝑇)𝑖∈𝛺

𝑗′
|
2

𝑛𝑗′≠𝑗 , 

Eq. 3.1.15 

 𝑃𝑁 = 𝐹𝑁0/𝑇. 
Eq. 3.1.16 

where 𝐹 is the receiver noise figure. 
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3.1.3.2 Perfect Receiver 

For both TR and 1bit TR (with their specific 𝑝𝑖𝑗𝑘 values), the Perfect Receiver post receiver SINR of 

receive antenna j is simply: 

 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑗 = 𝑃𝑢𝑗 𝑃𝑁⁄ . 
Eq. 3.1.17 

3.1.3.3 Throughput 

The achieved throughput is deduced from the post receiver SINR. The system maximum theoretical 

throughput is given by: 

 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 = ∑ 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1 + 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑗) (𝑇 × 𝑙𝑜𝑔(2))⁄𝑁
𝑗=1 . 

Eq. 3.1.18 

3.1.4 Simulation assumptions 

In this sub-section, we use the post receiver SINR formulas derived in sub-section 3.1.3 to study TR 

performance in a typical indoor environment illustrated by Fig. 3.1.2. Channel coefficients ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 and 

𝛼𝑖,𝑗 are generated through simulation using Winner II channel model. A first advantage of Winner II 

model is to account for spatial correlation, which is necessary to assess MIMO techniques. A second 

advantage is to account for penetration loss due to walls, which is necessary for indoor. The ‘cluster 

delay line model for indoor small office A1’ is used to generate fast fading. The fast fading channel is 

normalized so that in average, its power is 1 as in Eq. 3.1.4. Two different models are used for fast fad-

ing coefficients: NLOS and LOS. NLOS model is used when there is no obstacle on the direct path 

between the transmitter and the receiver, and NLOS model is used when a wall is in between. The ‘A1 

indoor corridor to room’ model is used for path loss computation.  
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Fig. 3.1.2 Building floor 

We simulate a MIMO system with a linear array of 16 transmit antennas (spaced by half of the wave-

length) and two receive antennas. Thus, 𝑃 = 16. The two receive antennas are spaced by 0.875 of the 

wavelength as it corresponds to the second zero of the Bessel function (the first one being slightly 

lower than half of the wavelength). This antenna spacing is selected because in the A1 NLOS fast fad-

ing channel model, angles of departure and arrival of propagating rays have a large distribution, and 

thus the spatial correlation function of the channel is similar to the one that is obtained with the Jakes 

channel model, i.e. the Bessel function.  

A bandwidth of 100 MHz (corresponding to 𝑇 = 10−8 seconds). The carrier frequency is 2 GHz. As-

suming 𝑁0 = −174 dBm/Hz and 𝐹 = 9 dB.  

Equal power allocation per stream and per antenna is assumed. A total power allocation of 𝐸 = 0 dBm 

and −10 dBm is assumed. Regarding the number of streams (or receive antennas), 𝑁 = 1 and 2 are 

assessed. Thus, we set 𝐸𝑖𝑗 = 10
𝐸−30

10 /(16𝑁) watts. Finally, the pulse shape filter 𝑓(𝑡) is the square 

raised root cosine filter with roll-off factor of 0.22. 

As illustrated in Fig. 3.1.2, the position of the transmitter is fixed in the corridor, while a large number 

of positions in the surrounding rooms are used for the receiver. For each position of the receiver, the 

path loss gain is computed and a large number of fast fading samples are generated. For each sample, 

the post receiver SINR formulas in Eq. 3.1.12 and Eq. 3.1.17 are applied for Dumb Receiver and Per-

fect Receiver respectively. The corresponding throughputs are computed according to Eq. 3.1.18. 

Finally, for each position, the average throughput over all samples is computed.  
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3.1.5 Results 

The complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the achieved throughput is plotted in 

Fig. 3.1.3, where G(x) is the percentage of positions with a throughput larger than x. TR and 1bit TR, 

one stream and two stream transmissions are compared, under the assumption that the Dumb Receiver 

is used. Though the transmit output power is very low (0 dBm), the entire building floor is covered, 

with all schemes. With TR and one stream, for instance, 50 to 400 Mbps are achieved depending on 

the position. The corresponding spectral efficiency is 0.5 to 4 bps/Hz. As expected, two streams trans-

mission increases the throughput, allowing to achieve 100 Mbps to 500 Mbps, and 1bit TR is less 

efficient than TR. 

To evaluate whether a Dumb Receiver is optimum, the CCDF of the dumb to perfect receiver through-

put ratio (DPRTR), i.e. the ratio between the throughput obtained with the dumb receiver and the 

throughput obtained with the perfect receiver, is plotted in Fig. 3.1.4. In this figure, Z(x) is the per-

centage of positions with a DPRTR larger than x. For both TR and 1bit TR, considering one stream, 

this ratio already equals 50 to 100% depending on the position. If we focus, on 50% of the “best” posi-

tions, the DPRTR lies between 70 and 100%. If we reduce the output power to minus 10dBm instead 

of 0dBm, the DPRTR is 80% for 80% of the covered area (Fig. 3.1.5 and Fig. 3.1.6), i.e. the Dumb 

Receiver is near to optimum in the entire covered area. However, with such low power, the throughput 

lies between only 9 Mbps and 500 Mbps (i.e. a spectral efficiency between 0.09 bps/Hz and 5 bps/Hz). 

 

Fig. 3.1.3 Throughput CCDF, E=0 dBm 

 

 

Fig. 3.1.4 DR To PR Throughput Ratio, E=0Bm 
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Fig. 3.1.5 Throughput CCDF, E=-10 dBm 

 

Fig. 3.1.6 DR To PR Throughput Ratio, E=-10 

dBm 

To visualize the regions of high and low throughputs, the throughput is plotted in colour scale as a 

function of the Cartesian coordinates of the in Fig. 3.1.7  and Fig. 3.1.8, for one stream and two 

streams respectively. For these figures, 0dBm output power, TR and Dumb Receiver are considered. 

Using two streams instead of one brings enhancements in a large region near the transmitter.  

 

Fig. 3.1.7 TR, 1 stream                                             
 

Fig. 3.1.8 TR, 2 streams                                                      
 

Fig. 3.1.9 TR, DPRTR 

 

Fig. 3.1.10 1bit TR, 1 stream                               
 

Fig. 3.1.11 1bit TR, 2 streams                                   
 

Fig. 3.1.12 1bit TR, DPRTR 
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To visualize the regions where the Dumb Receiver is optimum, Fig. 3.1.9  plots the DPRTR in colour 

scale as a function of the position. The Dumb Receiver is optimum in a large region far from the 

transmitter.  

Fig. 3.1.10, Fig. 3.1.11 and Fig. 3.1.12 are the equivalent of Fig. 3.1.7, Fig. 3.1.8 and Fig. 3.1.9, with 

1bit TR instead of TR this time. The same observations can be made for 1bit TR as for TR. However, 

TR outperforms 1bit TR. Indeed, 1bit TR allocates the same power to all echoes, whatever their true 

power is. This increases the effect of low power echoes compared to the reality. 1bit TR therefore 

worsens the inter-symbol interference. 

3.1.6 Conclusion and next steps 

Our system level performance evaluation study shows that with an output power as low as 0dBm, a 

system bandwidth as large as 100 MHz, and a Dumb Receiver, an entire building floor is covered with 

throughput values from 100 to 500 Mbps when two streams are transmitted, and from 50 to 400 Mbps 

even with one stream. Moreover, the Dumb Receiver achieves at least 50% of the Perfect Receiver 

throughput, and up to 100%. To conclude, this performance assessment confirms that TR techniques 

are good candidates for systems operating at very low output power in wireless indoor networks, as 

they manage to provide satisfactory coverage and capacity even with a Dumb Receiver.  

3.2 Characterization of the Confidentiality of a Green Time re-

versal Communication System: Experimental Measurement 

of the Spy BER Sink 

3.2.1 Introduction 

In TDD wireless MISO communication systems, high spectral efficiency can be achieved by using 

channel knowledge at the transmitter to pre-filter the signal. As explained in section 2, TR is an excel-

lent candidate for green, low complexity and confidential communications. As already mentioned in 

section 2, many very complete experimental studies on TR (especially on UWB) [63][40][37][36] 

[44][34][48] have been held to assess the performance of time reversal at the target receive antenna: 

from signal-to-noise-and-interference ratio computations up to real over-the-air data transmission us-

ing FPGA platforms [39]. However, up to now, no study has assessed the confidentiality of time 

reversal, i.e. the fact that the signal can be demodulated at the target, and not around the target. 

In this study, we propose to perform the first study that characterizes the confidentiality of a time re-

versal indoor communication, between a network of distributed antennas and a target antenna. We 

introduce a new metric: the bit error rate (BER) achieved by a spy antenna nearby the target. Sub-

section 3.2.2 defines the spy BER metric. Sub-section 3.2.3 describes our experimental method to 
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measure the spy BER. Sub-section 3.2.4 analyses our spy BER experimental measurements. Sub-

section 3.2.5 concludes this study. 

The following notations are used in this study. 

- 𝑎𝑛 is the symbol coefficient sent of the cosine part of the carrier; 

- �̂�𝑛
𝑝

 is the estimate of 𝑎𝑛
𝑝

; 

- 𝑏𝑛 is the symbol coefficient sent of the sine part of the carrier; 

- �̂�𝑛
𝑝
 is the estimate of 𝑏𝑛

𝑝
; 

- 𝐵 is the system bandwidth; 

- 𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑝 is the bit error rate measured at position 𝑝; 

- 𝐶 is the size of the quadrature amplitude modulation; 

- 𝑐𝑜(𝑡) = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (2𝜋𝐹𝐶𝑡); 

- 𝑑𝑖 is the data bit number 𝑖; 

- �̂�𝑖
𝑝

 is the detected bit number 𝑖; 

- 𝑓(𝑡) is the is the square raised root cosine filter with roll off factor 𝛽; 

- 𝐹𝐶 is the carrier frequency; 

- 𝐹𝐺 is the sampling frequency of the generator; 

- 𝐹𝑂 is the sampling frequency of the oscilloscope; 

- 𝛤 is the target peak power; 

- ℎ𝑝,𝑖(𝑡) is the channel impulse response between transmit antenna 𝑖 and spy antenna at position 

𝑝; 

- 𝑖 is the transmit antenna index; 

- 𝑗 is the bit index; 
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- 𝑘 is the sample index; depending on the context this is the index of an oscilloscope sample, a 

generator sample, or a data symbol; 

- 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜
𝑝

 index of the sample corresponding to the detected ‘single tap’, for synchronisation; 

- 𝜆𝑘
𝑝

 synchronised and time inversed received signal; 

- 𝑚𝑖(𝑡) is the time reversal prefilter applied to the transmit antenna 𝑖; 

- 𝑀 is the number of transmit antennas; 

- 𝑛 is the symbol index; 

- 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 is the number of data bits; 

- 𝑁𝑢 is the number of data symbols; 

- 𝑁1 is the number of symbol periods corresponding to a guard period preceding data transmis-

sion; 

- 𝑁2 is the number of symbol periods corresponding to a guard period following data transmis-

sion; 

- 𝑝 is the position index; 

- 𝑝′𝑛
𝑝

 real part of the detected symbol (data or synchronisation symbol); 

- 𝑃 is the number of positions; 

- 𝑞′𝑛
𝑝

 imaginary part of the detected symbol(data or synchronisation symbol); 

- 𝑟𝑘 is the received data sample number 𝑘 in generator sample unit; 

- 𝑠𝑘 is the normalised received data sample number 𝑘 in generator sample unit; 

- 𝑆𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠 is the set of symbol indexes corresponding to actual transmission and the guard peri-

ods preceeding and following data transmission; 

- 𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 is the interval in time corresponding to 𝑆𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠; 

- 𝑆𝐺 is the interval in generator sample units corresponding to 𝑆𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠; 
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- 𝑆𝑘
0,𝑖

 sample number 𝑘 obtained after normalisation and time inversion of the  𝑦𝑘
0,𝑖′𝑠; 

- 𝑆0 is the interval in oscilloscope sample units corresponding to 𝑆𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠; 

- 𝑠𝑖(𝑡) = 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝐹𝐶𝑡); 

- 𝑡 is the time; 

- 𝑢(𝑡) is the analog training signal sent from position 𝑝 = 0; 

- 𝑈0,𝑖(𝑡) signal sent by generator and received at antenna 𝑖; 

- 𝑣0,𝑖(𝑡) analog signal after propagation of 𝑢(𝑡) through the wireless channel ℎ0,𝑖(𝑡); 

- 𝑉𝑝,𝑖(𝑡) signal received by the oscilloscope after propagation of 𝑈0,𝑖(𝑡) through wireless chan-

nel ℎ𝑝,𝑖; 

- 𝑤𝑘
0,𝑖

 oscilloscope sample number 𝑘 of analog signal 𝑣0,𝑖(𝑡); 

- 𝑊𝑘
𝑝,𝑖

 oscilloscope sample number 𝑘 of the analog signal 𝑉𝑝,𝑖(𝑡); 

- 𝑥𝑘
0,𝑖

 oscilloscope sample number 𝑘 of noise; 

- 𝑋𝑘
𝑝,𝑖

 oscilloscope sampled noise in sample 𝑊𝑘
𝑝,𝑖

; 

- 𝑦(𝑡) = 1 if 0 ≤ 𝑡 < 1, 𝑡 = 0 otherwise; 

- 𝑦𝑘
0,𝑖

 generator sample number 𝑘 (obtained after processing of the 𝑥𝑘
0,𝑖′𝑠); 

- 𝑦𝑘
𝑝
 sum over the antennas 𝑖 of the 𝑌𝑘

𝑝,𝑖
′𝑠; 

- 𝑌𝑘
𝑝,𝑖

 generator sample number 𝑘 (obtained after processing of the 𝑋𝑘
𝑝,𝑖

′𝑠); 

- 휃𝑝(𝑡) is the signal received by the spy antenna at the position 𝑝 and at time 𝑡; 

- 𝜗𝑘
𝑝

 sample number 𝑘 after  demodulation on the sin part of the carrier, for position number; for 

position 𝑝; 

- 𝛩𝑝 is the maximum of |휃𝑝(𝑡)|; 

- 휀𝑛
𝑎 is the noise sample on the cosine part of the carrier, for the sample number 𝑛; 
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- 휀𝑛
𝑏 is the noise sample on the sine part of the carrier, for the sample number 𝑛; 

- 휁𝑝 normalisation factor; 

- 𝜉𝑘
𝑝
′𝑠 time inverse of 𝛾𝑘

𝑝
′𝑠; 

- 𝜑(𝑡) transmit signal (without time reversal prefiltering); 

- 𝜓𝑖(𝑡) is the signal transmitted by antenna 𝑖 (without time reversal prefiltering); 

- 𝜔𝑘
𝑝

 sample number 𝑘 after  demodulation on the cosine part of the carrier, for position number 

𝑝. 

3.2.2 The spy bit error rate metric 

This sub-section proposes a characterization method and a spy BER metric to assess the confidentiali-

ty of a Time reversal communication, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2.1.  

 

Fig. 3.2.1 Spy BER evaluation 
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Fig. 3.2.2 Room and positions of antennas. 

A first basic definition can be provided. Downlink data transfer from a transmitter with 𝑀 distributed 

transmit antennas (numbered with indices 𝑖 = 0…𝑀 − 1), and a receiver with 1 target receive antenna 

is considered. The target receive antenna is set at position number 𝑝 = 0. The bit error rate 𝐵𝐸𝑅0 

achieved by the target antenna is assessed. A spy antenna is positioned nearby the target antenna. Vari-

able positions, numbered with indices 𝑝 = 0…𝑃 − 1, are tested. For each position
 
𝑝, the spy antenna 

achieved Bit Error Rate 𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑝, i.e. the “spy BER” is assessed. We propose to evaluate this 𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑝 ver-

sus 𝑝 spatial function, to characterize the confidentiality of the data transmission. The larger is 𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑝 

for positions 𝑝 > 0 far from the target position 𝑝 = 0, the more confidential the communication is.  

The following paragraphs further mathematically define the 𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑝 metric.  

Let ℎ𝑝,𝑖(𝑡) be the channel impulse response (in the system band 𝐵 centered on the carrier frequency 

𝐹𝐶) between transmit antenna 𝑖 and spy antenna at position 𝑝. ℎ𝑝,𝑖 includes antenna gains, path loss, 

shadowing, and fast fading.  

The transmitter sends 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 data bits 𝑑𝑗 (0 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 − 1) using a Quadrature Amplitude Modula-

tion with constellation size 𝐶. We define the number of symbols 𝑁𝑢 = 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠/ 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝐶). For each 

symbol number 𝑛, with (0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁𝑢 − 1), the coefficients 𝑎𝑛 and 𝑏𝑛 are sent over the cosine and sine 

parts of the carrier, respectively. These 𝑎𝑛 and 𝑏𝑛 are associated to bits 𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝐶)𝑛+𝑖 with 𝑖 =

0… 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝐶) − 1. Assuming filtering by 𝑓(𝑡) and a bandwidth of 𝐵, the data signal 𝜑(𝑡) to be trans-

mitted is given by: 
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 𝜑(𝑡) = ∑ (𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑜(𝑡) + 𝑏𝑛𝑠𝑖(𝑡))𝑓 (𝑡 −
𝑛

𝐵
)𝑁

𝑛=0 .  

Eq. 3.2.1 

For each antenna 𝑖, assuming per antenna time reversal pre-filtering 𝑚𝑖(𝑡) = ℎ0,𝑖(−𝑡),  the signal 

𝜓𝑖(𝑡), transmitted by antenna 𝑖, and normalized to ensure a peak power equal to 𝛤, is given by: 

 
𝜓𝑖(𝑡) = √𝛤

(𝜑 ∗ 𝑚0,𝑖)(𝑡)

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝜏

(|∑ (𝜑 ∗ 𝑚0,𝑖)𝑀−1
𝑖=0 (𝜏)|)

. 

Eq. 3.2.2 

The signal 휃𝑝(𝑡), received at the position 𝑝, and coming  from all transmit antennas after propagation 

through ℎ𝑝,𝑖 is given by: 

 휃𝑝(𝑡) = √𝛤 ∑ (𝜓𝑖 ∗ ℎ𝑝,𝑖)(𝑡)𝑀−1
𝑖=0 .  

Eq. 3.2.3 

Assuming a single tap receiver, with perfect synchronization, perfect peak amplitude estimation of 

𝛩𝑝 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝜏(|휃
𝑝(𝑡)|), with noise 휀𝑛

𝑎 and 휀𝑛
𝑏 over the cosine and sine parts, the output of the single tap 

receiver, �̂�𝑛
𝑝

 (for the cosine part) and �̂�𝑛
𝑝

 (for the sine part) are given by: 

 �̂�𝑛
𝑝

=
1

𝛩𝑝
(휃𝑝 ∗ 𝑐𝑜 ∗ 𝑓) (

𝑛

𝐵
) + 휀𝑛

𝑎.  

Eq. 3.2.4 

 �̂�𝑛
𝑝

=
1

𝛩𝑝
(휃𝑝 ∗ 𝑠𝑖 ∗ 𝑓) (

𝑛

𝐵
) + 휀𝑛

𝑏.  

Eq. 3.2.5 

The de-mapping is then performed to estimate the bits �̂�𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝐶)𝑛+𝑗 based on �̂�𝑛
𝑝

 and �̂�𝑛
𝑝

, with 𝑗 =

0… 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝐶) − 1. The bit error rate 𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑝 achieved by the spying antenna at position 𝑝 is given by 

 𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑝 =
1

𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠
∑ |�̂�𝑗

𝑝
− 𝑑𝑗|

𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠
𝑖=0 ,  

Eq. 3.2.6 

where �̂�𝑗
𝑝

 is the estimation of 𝑑𝑖 for position 𝑝. 
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3.2.3 Experimental method 

3.2.3.1 Overview 

The metric described in sub-section 3.2.2 cannot be easily assessed experimentally, as it requires the 

development of analog and digital communications modules at the transmitters and the receiver. Also, 

simultaneous transmission of 𝑀 transmit antennas requires to have 𝑀 frequency heads and amplifiers.  

To perform experimental measurements of 𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑝, we propose an experimental methodology, which 

has a low complexity, but still, evaluates  𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑝 based on real over-the-air data transmission. This 

method is illustrated by Fig. 3.2.3. 

 
Fig. 3.2.3 Experimental Setup: focusing phase, for spy position p and antenna i 

Our method only relies on one generator with sampling frequency 𝐹𝐺, 1 oscilloscope with sampling 

frequency 𝐹𝑂, 1 amplifier with gain √𝛤, and one computer. The latter is in charge of emulating signal 

processing (both analog and digital processing) and monitoring the amplifier and the oscilloscope. The 

reciprocity of the channel is exploited: transmission from antenna i to antenna at position p, is replaced 

by transmission from antenna p to antenna i. Instead of using simultaneous transmission of multiple 

antennas, we process antennas successively, using a switch. Finally, instead of estimating the channel, 

computing the TR pre-filter and applying the pre-filter to the data, we first send the data through the 

wireless propagation channel, we store the received signal, and we transmit it in TR mode. TR is simp-

ly applied to both channel impulse response and data symbols, instead of channel alone.  

Our method requires several successive steps depicted hereafter.   
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In a first phase (sub-section 3.2.3.2), the computer generates the data signal with sampling frequency 

𝐹𝐺.  

During a training phase (sub-section 3.2.3.3), which is repeated for every antenna 𝑖, the generator 

sends the same data signal over the air using the target antenna. Simultaneously, the oscilloscope ac-

quires the signal received by antenna 𝑖. The computer then time inverses it, normalizes it, and finally 

stores it.    

During a focusing phase (sub-section 3.2.3.4), which is reiterated for every antenna 𝑖, and every posi-

tion 𝑝 of the spying antenna, the signal stored for antenna 𝑖 by the computer during the training phase, 

is sent over the air by the generator, through the spy antenna at position 𝑝. Simultaneously, the oscillo-

scope acquires the signal received by antenna 𝑖, this focused signal for antenna 𝑖 and position 𝑝 is 

stored by the computer. 

During a combining phase (sub-section 3.2.3.5), the computer, combines over antennas 𝑖, the focused 

signals determined during the focusing phase for position 𝑝, and stores a unique focused signal for 

each position 𝑝.  

Finally, for each position p, the computer post-processes the focused signal obtained after the combin-

ing phase, and performs synchronization (sub-section 3.2.3.6). 

Finally, the demodulation, the Single Tap Receiver (sub-section 3.2.3.7) and the spy BER computation 

(sub-section 3.2.3.8) are performed by the computer, over sampled signals. 

The 𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑝 metric measured using the methodology slightly differs from the one defined in sub-section 

3.2.2. The methodology combines 𝑀 measured signals corresponding to 𝑀 antennas. Each measure-

ment suffers from a different and independant receiver noise. The total receiver noise power after 

combination, is therefore proportional to the number of antennas 𝑀. However, this introduces a fix 

bias in SNR for all measured positions 𝑝, which could easily be corrected by transmitting at 𝑀 times 

higher power. In other terms, this biais does not change the relative difference between the power re-

ceived at one position (for instance the target position) and the power received at any other position in 

space.  

3.2.3.2 Data Signal 

The computer generates data bits 𝑑𝑗’s and associated symbols 𝑎𝑛’s and 𝑏𝑛’s, as described in sub-

section 3.2.2. In addition, the following 𝑁1 ‘guard symbols’ are preceding the sequence of data sym-

boles: 
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 𝑎𝑛 = 𝑏𝑛 = 0, for  −(𝑁1 − 1) ≤ 𝑛 < 0. 
Eq. 3.2.7 

The following 𝑁2 ‘guard symbols’ are following sequence of data symbols: 

 𝑎𝑛 = 𝑏𝑛 = 0, for 0 ≤ 𝑛 − 𝑁𝑢 < 𝑁2. 
Eq. 3.2.8 

Thus, contrary to sub-section 3.2.2, 𝑎𝑛 and 𝑏𝑛 symbols have a index denoted 𝑛 belonging to the set 

𝑆𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠 = [−(𝑁1 − 1), (𝑁𝑢 + 𝑁2 − 1)]. This set of symbol indexes corresponds to a time interval 

𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒. This time interval corresponds to a set 𝑆𝐺 of generator samples indexes. It also corresponds to a 

set 𝑆0 of oscilloscope sample indexes.. 𝑁1 > 0 is chosen so that most of the energy of the symbol 

𝑛 = 0 is captured, (i.e. |𝑓(𝑡 < −
𝑁1

𝐵
)| ≪ |𝑓(0)|). As the generator and the oscilloscope are synchro-

nized, they transmit and receive, respectively, during the same exact period. One must ensure that the 

oscilloscope entirely receives the signal sent by the generator, over-the-air even with propagation de-

lay. Hence, 𝑁2 > 0 is chosen so that |ℎ𝑝,𝑖 (𝑡 >
𝑁2

𝐵
)| ≪ |ℎ𝑝,𝑖(𝑡 <

𝑁2

𝐵
)) |.  

The computer emulates the following analog processing phases listed in sub-section 3.2.2: filtering by 

𝑓(𝑡), carrier modulation, 𝑚𝑖(𝑡) pre-filtering. Analog signals are replaced by signals sampled at 𝐹𝐺, 

and digital instead of analog processing is applied. The computer computes the data samples 𝑟𝑘, for 

𝑘 ∈ 𝑆𝐺, and the normalized sample 𝑠𝑘 as follows: 

 
𝑟𝑘 = ∑ (𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑜 (

𝑘

𝐹𝐺
) + 𝑏𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

𝑘

𝐹𝐺
)) 𝑓 (

𝑘

𝐹𝐺
−

𝑛

𝐵
)𝑙∈𝑆𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠
,   

Eq. 3.2.9 

 𝑠𝑘 =
𝑟𝑘

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑙∈𝑆𝐺

(|𝑟𝑙|)
. 

Eq. 3.2.10 

3.2.3.3 Training of antenna i 

This training procedure is described for a given antenna 𝑖. The generator transmits the following am-

plified analog signal 𝑢(𝑡) from the target position (𝑝 = 0) , with  𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒: 

 𝑢(𝑡) = √𝛤 ∑ 𝑠𝑘𝑦(𝐹𝐺𝑡 − 𝑘)

𝑘∈𝑆𝐺

, 

Eq. 3.2.11 
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where, 𝑠𝑘 has been defined in Eq. 3.2.10. and  𝑦(𝑡) = 1 if 0 ≤ 𝑡 < 1, 𝑡 = 0 otherwise. Simultaneous-

ly, the oscilloscope, switched over antenna 𝑖, receives the analog signal 𝑣0,𝑖(𝑡) after propagation 

through the wireless channel ℎ0,𝑖, with 𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒: 

 𝑣0,𝑖(𝑡) = (ℎ0,𝑖 ∗ 𝑢)(𝑡). 

Eq. 3.2.12 

The oscilloscope samples 𝑤𝑘
0,𝑖

 of 𝑣0,𝑖(𝑡), with  𝑘 ∈ 𝑆𝑂, are given by: 

 𝑤𝑘
0,𝑖 = 𝑣0,𝑖 (

𝑘

𝐹𝑂
) + 𝑥𝑘

0,𝑖
, 

Eq. 3.2.13 

where 𝑥𝑘
0,𝑖

 is the sampled thermal noise. The 𝑤𝑘
0,𝑖

  coefficients are sent to the computer, and converted 

into samples  𝑦𝑘
0,𝑖

 with sampling frequency 𝐹𝐺. For 𝑘 ∈ 𝑆𝐺: 

 𝑦𝑘
0,𝑖 =

1

2
(𝑥𝑘1

0,𝑖 + 𝑥𝑘1+1
0,𝑖 ), 

Eq. 3.2.14 

with 𝑘1 ∈ 𝑆𝑂 such that: 

 𝑘1

𝐹𝑂
≤

𝑘

𝐹𝐺
<

𝑘1+1

𝐹𝑂
. 

Eq. 3.2.15 

The computer performs time inversion and normalization to obtain 𝑆𝑘
0,𝑖

. 

 

𝑆𝑘
0,𝑖 =

𝑦
𝑁

𝐹𝑂
𝐵

−1−𝑘

0,𝑖

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑙∈𝑆𝐺
(|𝑦𝑙

0,𝑖|)
.  

Eq. 3.2.16 

The 𝑆𝑘
0,𝑖′𝑠 are in fact samples (with the sampling frequency 𝐹𝐺) of the signal that ‘would be’ transmit-

ted from antenna 𝑖 to focuse the data towards the position 𝑝 = 0, in a ‘real TR experiment’.  

3.2.3.4 Focusing phase for antenna i and position p 

This focusing procedure is described for a given antenna 𝑖 and a given position p. The generator and 

the amplifier send the following analog signal over the air, for 𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒: 
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 𝑈0,𝑖(𝑡) = √𝛤 ∑ 𝑆𝑘
0,𝑖𝑦(𝐹𝐺𝑡 − 𝑘)

𝑁𝐺
𝑘=1 ,  

Eq. 3.2.17 

where √𝛤 is a normalising factor. Simultaneously, the oscilloscope receives 𝑉𝑝,𝑖(𝑡) at antenna 𝑖 after 

propagation through wireless channel ℎ𝑝,𝑖, with 𝑡 ∈ 𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒: 

 𝑉𝑝,𝑖(𝑡) = (ℎ𝑝,𝑖 ∗ 𝑈0,𝑖)(𝑡).  

Eq. 3.2.18 

The oscilloscope samples 𝑊𝑘
𝑝,𝑖

 of  𝑉𝑝,𝑖(𝑡), with 𝑘 ∈ 𝑆𝑂, are: 

 𝑊𝑘
𝑝,𝑖

= 𝑉𝑝,𝑖 (
𝑘

𝐹𝑂
) + 𝑋𝑘

𝑝,𝑖
,                      

Eq. 3.2.19 

where 𝑋𝑘
𝑝,𝑖

 is the sampled thermal noise. The computer converts the sampling frequency from 𝐹𝑂 to 

𝐹𝐺: 

 𝑌𝑘
𝑝,𝑖

=
1

2
(𝑊𝑘1

𝑝,𝑖
+ 𝑊𝑘1+1

𝑝,𝑖
), 𝑘 ∈ 𝑆𝐺. 

Eq. 3.2.20 

such that: 

 𝑘1

𝐹𝑂
≤

𝑘

𝐹𝐺
<

𝑘1+1

𝐹𝑂
. 

Eq. 3.2.21 

The 𝑌𝑘
𝑝,𝑖

′𝑠 are in fact samples (with the sampling frequency 𝐹𝐺) of the signal which would be received 

after propagation of the 𝑆𝑘
0,𝑖′𝑠 from antenna 𝑖 to position 𝑝. 

3.2.3.5 Combined focused signal for position p 

The computer combines the 𝑌𝑘
𝑝,𝑖

 samples of focused signals of each antenna 𝑖. The resulting unique 

focused sampled signal 𝛾𝑘
𝑝

, (𝑘 ∈ 𝑆𝐺) for position 𝑝, and its time inverse, 𝜉𝑘
𝑝

, are:  

 𝛾𝑘
𝑝

= ∑ 𝑌𝑘
𝑝,𝑖𝑀−1

𝑖=0 , 

Eq. 3.2.22 
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 𝜉𝑘
𝑝

= 𝛾
𝑁

𝐹𝐺
𝐵

−1−𝑘

𝑝
.  

Eq. 3.2.23 

The 𝑦𝑘
𝑝
′𝑠 are in fact samples of the signal that would be received at position 𝑝 if each antenna 𝑖 where 

transmitting its 𝑆𝑘
0,𝑖′𝑠 simultaneously. In 𝑦𝑘

𝑝
, the sequence of data symbols is inversed in time. 𝜉𝑘

𝑝
 is the 

inverse in time of 𝑦𝑘
𝑝

, and is therefore the signal to be used for demodulation. 

3.2.3.6 Emulating perfect synchronisation at the receiver 

The focused signal 𝜉𝑘
𝑝

 measured experimentally is delayed compared to the initial transmit signal 𝑠𝑘 

defined in Eq. 3.1.9 and Eq. 3.2.10, due to propagation. This propagation delay is unknown, and has to 

be estimated experimentally, by the computer. To study the confidentiality of the communication, we 

make sure that the achieved BER is not limited by the synchronization phase. To achieve ideal delay 

estimation, the entire sequence of reference symbols 𝑠𝑘 is used to determine the propagation delay 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜
𝑝

 in generator samples (this method is of course not applicable in a real system.):  

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜
𝑝

= 𝐴𝑟𝑔{𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑙(∑ 𝜉𝑘
𝑝𝑀−1

𝑖=0 𝑠𝑘+𝑙)}.  
Eq. 3.2.24 

The synchronized signal 𝜆𝑘
𝑝

, with (𝑘 − 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜
𝑝

) ∈ 𝑆𝐺 is defined as follows: 

 𝜆𝑘
𝑝

= 𝜉
𝑘−𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜

𝑝
𝑝

.  

Eq. 3.2.25 

3.2.3.7 Demodulation for position number p, single tap receiver  

The computer emulates the analog demodulation by the following digital processing, with (𝑘 −

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜
𝑝

) ∈ 𝑆𝐺: 

 𝜔𝑘
𝑝

= 𝜆𝑘
𝑝
𝑐𝑜𝑠 (2𝜋𝐹𝐶

𝑘

𝐹𝐺
),                      

Eq. 3.2.26 

 𝜗𝑘
𝑝

= 𝜆𝑘
𝑝
𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝐹𝐶

𝑘

𝐹𝐺
).  

Eq. 3.2.27 
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The computer emulates the analog filtering and the sampling (single tap receiver). The symbols, with 

𝑛 ∈ 𝑆𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠 are: 

 𝑝′𝑛
𝑝

= ∑ 𝜔𝑙
𝑝
𝑓 (

𝑙

𝐹𝐺
−

𝑛

𝐵
)

(𝑙−𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜
𝑝

)∈𝑆𝐺
.     

Eq. 3.2.28 

 𝑞′𝑛
𝑝

= ∑ 𝜗𝑘
𝑝
𝑓 (

𝑙

𝐹𝐺
−

𝑛

𝐵
)

(𝑙−𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜
𝑝

)∈𝑆𝐺
.  

Eq. 3.2.29 

Then the computer extracts the useful symbols �̂�𝑛
𝑝

 and �̂�𝑛
𝑝
: 

 �̂�𝑛
𝑝
 = 𝑝′𝑁1+𝑛

𝑝
 for 0 ≤ 𝑛 < 𝑁𝑢. 

Eq. 3.2.30 

 �̂�𝑛
𝑝

= 𝑞′𝑁1+𝑛
𝑝

 for 0 ≤ 𝑛 < 𝑁𝑢.  

Eq. 3.2.31 

The required normalization of the received signal, before de-mapping to compensate for focusing and 

propagation, is unknown. The normalization has to be estimated experimentally. As for synchroniza-

tion, in order to achieve ideal normalization estimation, we use the entire sequence as a reference. The 

optimum normalization 휁𝑝 is found as follows: 

 

휁𝑝 = 𝐴𝑟𝑔 {𝑐,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝜁

(∑(�̂�𝑛
𝑝

− 𝑎𝑛)
2
+ (�̂�𝑛

𝑝
− 𝑏𝑛)

2
𝑁−1

𝑛=0

)}. 

Eq. 3.2.32 

The estimated symbols are then normalized before being de-mapped, for 0 ≤ 𝑛 < 𝑁𝑢, the computer 

updates �̂�𝑛
𝑝

 and �̂�𝑛
𝑝

: 

 �̂�𝑛
𝑝

= 휁𝑝�̂�𝑛
𝑝
.          

Eq. 3.2.33 

 �̂�𝑛
𝑝

= 휁𝑝�̂�𝑛
𝑝
. 

Eq. 3.2.34 

3.2.3.8 BER evaluation for position p  

The same method as for the system described in sub-section 3.2.2 is used to evaluate 𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑝.           
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3.2.4 Measurements results 

𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑝 has been assessed using the experimental methodology described in sub-section 3.2.3, with a 

measurement setup illustrated in the Fig. 3.2.2. The following parameters were used: 𝐵 = 30 

MHz, 𝐹𝐶 = 1 GHz (this corresponds to a wavelength of 30 cm), 𝐹𝐺 = 4.2 GHz, 𝐹𝑂 = 5 GHz, 𝛽 =

0.22. The constellation was size 𝐶 = 256, 256QAM mapping and de-mapping was implemented in 

the computer. The 𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑝 measurements have been performed in a room with 𝑀 = 16 distributed an-

tennas, and along four axes (P1, P2, P3, and P4). 𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑝 is plotted in Fig. 3.2.4 as a function of the spy-

to-target distance. The spy-to-target receive power ratio is plotted in Fig. 3.2.5. While the spy BER and 

power measurements are precise (low error on y-axis), the measurements of the positions of antennas 

are “noisy”. Indeed, antennas where moved manually using un-precise carriages. We estimate that 

there is a +2/-2 cm error on the distances reported on these figures (x-axis). This explains the “not 

smooth” aspect of the curves.  

 

Fig. 3.2.4 Spy BER 
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Fig. 3.2.5 Spy to target received power ratio[dB] 

Nevertheless, even with these measurement impairments, even in conditions which are not favourable 

to focusing (with a bandwidth as low as 30 MHz, and even with a large amount of antennas being in 

LOS conditions), the measurements, strongly show a BER “sink” and a power “bell”, and confirm the 

confidentiality advantages given by TR technique, in addition to green aspects. 

3.2.5 Conclusion 

We have characterized the confidentiality of a time reversal communication system in indoor, through 

an experimental measurement of the BER achieved by a spy antenna nearby the target antenna. The 

measurements clearly show a spy BER “sink” centred on the target. This study also shows, that in in-

door, with a spectrum typical of mobile networks (30MHz at 1GHz), 256 QAM and 240Mbits/s can be 

achieved with a single tap receiver, thanks to 16 transmits antennas using time reversal. 
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4 Chapter 4 - Design of enablers for time reversal 

focusing in challenging scenarios which are typical 

from mobile networks 

Previous works mentioned in sub-section 2.4, show that the support of time reversal in mobile net-

works is still a challenge. The support of FDD mode (the dominant duplex mode in Europe) and the 

support of high velocities is a challenge. We present new techniques, which address both problems. 

4.1 Frequency division duplex time reversal (FDD TR) 

4.1.1 Introduction 

As explained in section 2, TR is advantageous for low complexity and green communications in TDD 

mode. ‘1bit Time reversal’ (1Bit TR) [65] is a variant of TR, which has been proposed for FDD mode 

[67]. In this variant, the receiver estimates the channel and uses a very basic quantization and coding 

scheme to feed back this channel to the transmitter: the sign of the real part and the sign of the imagi-

nary part of the channel impulse response is fed back for every tap. As for TR, 1bit TR enables to 

multiplex users, and even has better spatial focusing properties [63][64]. In parallel, general approach-

es to perform MIMO pre-coding in FDD, with unquantized and uncoded feedback have been explored. 

For instance, in [93], the receiver estimates the downlink channel and feeds it back to the transmitter 

directly without “digitization”, quantization nor coding. Simultaneously, it sends uplink pilots. In [95], 

to perform blind beamforming in FDD, the same approach is used, with a slight difference that the 

time inversion of the downlink channel is fed back. In both [93],  and [95], the transmitter estimates 

the uplink channel, and estimates an equivalent channel, that would be due to propagation through the 

downlink and the uplink channels successively. Then, a highly complex phase is necessary, to estimate 

the downlink channel by de-scrambling the equivalent channel estimate using the uplink channel esti-

mate. In the end, for both schemes, pre-coding is performed on the downlink channel only.  

In this study, going further in the directions pointed by above mentioned works, we propose a new 

scheme called ‘FDD time reversal’ (FDD TR) to enable focusing in FDD mode, with a low complexity 

scheme. TR technique is simply applied to the equivalent channel due to propagation through the 

downlink and uplink channels successively. Thus, the proposed scheme does not need to de-scramble 

the downlink and uplink channels. FDD TR is compared to the one obtained with 1bit TR, and pure 

TR, in terms of throughput and overhead, for a 16 × 2 MIMO system. The performance evaluation 

methodology is based on post receiver SINR and capacity formulas, and takes into account inter-

symbol interference and multi-stream interference, as in [45]. Winner II MIMO propagation channel 
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models [86] for indoor, accounting for spatial correlation of antennas at the transmitter and the receiv-

er sides are used.  

Sub-section 4.1.2 sets the system model. Sub-section 4.1.3 provides the methodology for post receiver 

SINR and capacity computation. Sub-section 4.1.4 analyses the overhead. Sub-section 4.1.5 gives our 

simulation results. Sub-section 4.1.6 concludes this study.     

4.1.2 System description 

Sub-section 4.1.2.1 lists the notations used throughout this study. Sub-section 4.1.2.2 provides an 

overview of the system model. Sub-section 4.1.2.3 recalls Time reversal pre-filter, sub-section 4.1.2.5 

and sub-section 4.1.2.4 is a reminder of 1bit time reversal pre-filter, and sub-section 4.1.2.5 presents 

FDD Time reversal.  

4.1.2.1 Notations 

In this study, we use ‘mathematical notations for single carrier transmissions studies’. 

Additionally, we define the following notations, only valid for this study: 𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 is the gain of the chan-

nel between the transmit antenna 𝑖 and the receive antenna 𝑗 on the uplink direction (from the receive 

antenna 𝑗 and the transmit antenna 𝑖. 

4.1.2.2 System Overview 

 
Fig. 4.1.1 System Model 

Fig. 4.1.1 illustrates our system model. A downlink Communication between a transmitter with 𝑃 an-

tennas and 𝑁 receive antennas is considered. We use the same notations and system model as in the 

study described in section 3.1.  

4.1.2.3 TR pre-filter  

The transmitter acquires the TR pre-filter in two steps. In a first phase, the transmitter sends pilots, the 

receiver estimates downlink channel ℎ𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) perfectly. In a second phase, the receiver feeds  ℎ𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) 

back to the transmitter. The TR pre-filter is modelled as in section 3.1. 
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4.1.2.4 1Bit TR pre-filter  

The transmitter acquires the TR pre-filter in two steps. In a first phase, the transmitter sends pilots. The 

receiver perfectly estimates 𝑎𝑖,𝑗(𝑡): 

 𝑎𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) = ℎ𝑖,𝑗
∗ (−𝑡). 

Eq. 4.1.1 

In a second phase, the receiver feeds  𝑎𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) back to the transmitter. Then, the transmitter builds the 

1bit TR pre-filter as presented in section 3.1. 

4.1.2.5 FDD TR pre-filter  

 
Fig. 4.1.2 FDD TR scheme 

The third pre-filter, is the FDD TR pre-filter. Several steps are needed for the transmitter to acquire the 

FDD TR pre-filter. Fig. 4.1.2 illustrates FDD TR. During Step 1, the receiver sends pilots. The trans-

mitter estimates the uplink channel 𝑔𝑖,𝑗𝑡). During Step 2, the transmitter sends pilots. The receiver 

estimates the downlink channel ℎ𝑖,𝑗(𝑡). During Step 3: the receiver sends pilots, which are pre-filtered 

by ℎ𝑖,𝑗(𝑡), which has been estimated at step 1. The pilots are received by the transmitter through an 

equivalent channel 𝑢𝑖,𝑗(𝑡): 

 𝑢𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) = 𝑔𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) ∗ ℎ𝑖,𝑗(𝑡).  
Eq. 4.1.2 

The transmitter estimates 𝑢𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) perfectly. Step 4: the transmitter builds the FDD pre-filter 𝑝𝑖,𝑗(𝑡): 
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𝑝𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) = 𝑔𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) ∗

𝑢𝑖,𝑗
∗ (−𝑡)

√𝜇𝑖,𝑗

, 

Eq. 4.1.3 

where 𝜇𝑖,𝑗 is a normalizing factor. Eq. 4.1.3 is equivalent to 

 
𝑝𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) = ℎ𝑖,𝑗

∗ (−𝑡) ∗ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗
∗ (−𝑡) ∗

𝑔𝑖,𝑗(𝑡)

√𝜇𝑖,𝑗

, 

Eq. 4.1.4 

 
𝑝𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) =

∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
∗ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑙

∗ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑙′𝛿(−𝑡 − 𝜏𝑘 − 𝜏𝑙 + 𝜏𝑙′)
𝑀
𝑘,𝑙,𝑙′

√𝜇𝑖,𝑗

. 

Eq. 4.1.5 

If instantaneous normalization is applied, then we set: 

 

𝜇𝑖𝑗 = √∑|ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
∗ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑙

∗ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑙′|
2

𝑀

𝑘,𝑙,𝑙′

. 

Eq. 4.1.6 

If average normalization is applied, then we set: 

 

𝜇𝑖𝑗 = 𝐸 [|𝑝𝑖,𝑗(𝑡)|
2
 ] = 1 + ∑ σi,j,k

4

M

k=1

. 

Eq. 4.1.7 

where 𝜎𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
4 = 𝐸[|𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑘|

4
].  

Note that, 𝑝𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) can be obtained through a process that is slightly longer but easier for interpretation. 

First an estimate of the downlink channel ℎ𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) can be obtained by equalising the combined channel 

ℎ𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) ∗ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) by the time inverse of the uplink channel 
𝑔𝑖,𝑗

∗ (−𝑡)

√𝜇𝑖,𝑗
.  The result of this estimation is 

ℎ𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) ∗ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) ∗
𝑔𝑖,𝑗

∗ (−𝑡)

√𝜇𝑖,𝑗
 . Then, this time inverse of the estimation of the downlink channel ℎ𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) can 

be used as a prefilter. This prefilter is therefore, given by ℎ𝑖,𝑗
∗ (−𝑡) ∗ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗

∗ (−𝑡) ∗
𝑔𝑖,𝑗(𝑡)

√𝜇𝑖,𝑗
. One can recog-

nise the expression of 𝑝𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) in Eq. 4.1.4. 
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4.1.3 Post receiver SINR computation 

To compute the SINR formula, using the same assumptions and the same models as in section 3.1.  

The SINR formula for TR and 1 bit TR are given in section 3.1. 

For FDD TR, the signal sampled at 𝑡 = 𝐾𝑇 is given by: 

𝑅𝑗(𝐾𝑇)=
𝐴𝐾,𝑗

𝜇𝑖,𝑗
∑ 𝛼𝑖,𝑗√𝐸𝑖,𝑗 ∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘′

∗ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑙𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑙′
∗ 𝜌𝑓(𝜏𝑘,𝑘′ + 𝜏𝑙,𝑙′)

𝑀
𝑘,𝑘′,𝑙,𝑙′=1

𝑃
𝑖=1 +

∑
𝐴𝑛,𝑗

𝜇𝑖,𝑗
∑ 𝛼𝑖,𝑗√𝐸𝑖,𝑗 ∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘′

∗ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑙𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑙′
∗ 𝜌𝑓 ((𝐾 − 𝑛)𝑇 + 𝜏𝑘,𝑘′ +𝑀

𝑘,𝑘′,𝑙,𝑙′=1
𝑃
𝑖=1𝑛≠𝐾

𝜏𝑙,𝑙′) + ∑ ∑
𝐴

𝑛,𝑗′

𝜇𝑖,𝑗′
∑ 𝛼𝑖,𝑗√𝐸𝑖,𝑗′ ∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘′

∗ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑙𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑙′
∗ 𝜌𝑓 ((𝐾 −𝑀

𝑘,𝑘′,𝑙,𝑙′=1
𝑃
𝑖=1𝑛𝑗′≠𝑗

𝑛)𝑇 + 𝜏𝑘,𝑘′ + 𝜏𝑙,𝑙′). 

Eq. 4.1.8 

Assuming that multi-stream interference and inter-symbol interference are Gaussian and independent, 

the expression of the post receiver SINR of user 𝑗 can be derived as: 

 
𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑗 =

𝑃𝑢𝑗

𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑗 + 𝑃𝑖𝑗 + 𝑃𝑁
, 

Eq. 4.1.9 

where  𝑃𝑢𝑗 is the useful power, 𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑗 is the inter-symbol interference power, 𝑃𝑖𝑗 is the multi-stream 

interference and 𝑃𝑁 is the noise power. 𝑃𝑁 = 𝐹𝑁0/𝑇 where 𝐹 is the receiver noise figure. For FDD 

TR, the following equations apply.  

𝑃𝑢𝑗 = |∑𝛼𝑖,𝑗

√𝐸𝑖,𝑗

𝜇𝑖,𝑗
∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘′

∗ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑙𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑙′
∗ 𝜌𝑓(𝜏𝑘,𝑘′ + 𝜏𝑙,𝑙′)

𝑀

𝑘,𝑘′=1

𝑃

𝑖=1

|

2

, 

Eq. 4.1.10 

𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑗 = ∑ |∑𝛼𝑖,𝑗

√𝐸𝑖,𝑗

𝜇𝑖,𝑗
∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘′

∗ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑙𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑙′
∗ 𝜌𝑓(𝑛𝑇 + 𝜏𝑘𝑘′ + 𝜏𝑙,𝑙′)

𝑀

𝑘,𝑘′=1

𝑃

𝑖=1

|

2

𝑛≠0

, 

Eq. 4.1.11 
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𝑃𝑖𝑗 = ∑ ∑|∑𝛼𝑖,𝑗

√𝐸𝑖,𝑗′

𝜇𝑖,𝑗′
∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑗,𝑘ℎ𝑖,𝑗′,𝑘′

∗ 𝑔𝑖,𝑗′,𝑙𝑔𝑖,𝑗,𝑗′
∗ 𝜌𝑓(𝑛𝑇 + 𝜏𝑘,𝑘′

𝑀

𝑘,𝑘′,𝑙,𝑙′=1

𝑃

𝑖=1𝑛𝑗′≠𝑗

+ 𝜏𝑙,𝑙′)|

2

. 

Eq. 4.1.12 

Finally, the expression of the throughput 𝑇𝑗 achieved by the receive antenna 𝑗 is given by: 

 
𝑇𝑗 =

𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1 + 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑗)

𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑔(2)
. 

Eq. 4.1.13 

4.1.4 Feedback analysis 

For TR based on perfect channel knowledge we do not consider practical feedback. For 1bit TR, for 

each couple of transmit antenna 𝑖 and receive antenna 𝑗, we assume that the receiver reports 1bit for 

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(ℜ(ℎ𝑖𝑗(𝑛𝑇))), and 1bit for 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(ℑ (ℎ𝑖𝑗(𝑛𝑇))), for 𝑛 = 0 to ⌈𝜏𝑀/𝑇⌉. Thus, the transmitter re-

ports 2(⌈
𝜏𝑀

𝑇
⌉ + 1) bits for each (𝑖, 𝑗) pair. Assuming QPSK and a coding rate of 1/2, i.e. assuming a 

spectral efficiency of 1bit per symbol duration, the feedback requires  2(⌈
𝜏𝑀

𝑇
⌉ + 1) symbols to transmit 

2(⌈
𝜏𝑀

𝑇
⌉ + 1) bits. For FDD TR, we assume that pilots are simply a single pulse of symbol duration. For 

each couple of transmit antenna 𝑖 and receive antenna 𝑗, the transmitter sends a single pulse which is 

measured over a ⌈𝜏𝑀/𝑇⌉ window by the receiver, during step 1. During step 3, a pre-filtered pulse is 

sent over ⌈𝜏𝑀/𝑇⌉ symbols, which are measured over ⌈2𝜏𝑀/𝑇⌉. However, assuming an exponential de-

cay of the power delay profile, it is sufficient to measure the combined channel over ⌈𝜏𝑀/𝑇⌉. 

Therefore, the time that must be reserved for feedback is 2⌈𝜏𝑀/𝑇⌉ symbols. The difference between 

the two schemes is that 1bit TR requires coding of 2(⌈
𝜏𝑀

𝑇
⌉ + 1)bits and transmitting during  2(⌈

𝜏𝑀

𝑇
⌉ +

1) symbols, while FDD TR does not require the coding of any information, and only requires transmit-

ting during two periods of ⌈𝜏𝑀/𝑇⌉ symbols. 

4.1.5 Simulation results  

In this sub-section, we use the post receiver SINR formula Eq. 4.1.9 derived in sub-section 4.1.3 to 

compare the performance of TR, 1bit TR and FDD TR. We set 𝛼𝑖𝑗 = 1. Let 𝐸 be the transmit power, 

we define the transmit Signal-to-noise ratio SNR as:  
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𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 𝐸𝑇/(𝐹𝑁0). 

4.1.5.1 32x1 and average normalisation 

In this sub-section, a 32x1 system is considered, thus, 𝑃 = 32, 𝑁 = 1. Equal power is allocated to all 

transmit antennas, thus for every 𝑖,  𝐸𝑖1 = 𝐸/𝑃. Fading channel coefficients ℎ𝑖𝑗𝑘 are generated through 

simulation using equal Rayleigh Taps channel model, with 1, 2, 4 and 8 Taps. The fast fading channel 

is normalized, verifying (4). A large number of fading samples are generated, and for each sample, 

post receiver SINR is computed for various values of the SNR. Finally, the average over all samples of 

the SINR is plotted as a function of the SNR. Average normalization of the pre-filter, as defined in 

4.1.2 and Eq. 4.1.7, has been applied. Thus, in average, the pre-filter power is 1, while it can vary from 

one fading sample, to the other. Fig. 4.1.3 and Fig. 4.1.6 (a-c) provide curves for TR, 1bit TR and FDD 

TR respectively, with 1, 2, 4 and 8 Taps respectively. As expected, except for 1 Tap, the SINR satu-

rates at high SNR, due to Inter-Symbol Interference. In addition, pure TR outperforms 1bit TR. FDD 

TR performs slightly worse than 1 bit TR. 

 
Fig. 4.1.3 32x1, M=1, 2 or 4 Tap(s) 

Let us have a closer look at Fig. 4.1.3. First, let us recall that 1bit TR allocates the same power to all 

taps (in the prefilter). It therefore boosts lower power echoes and increases the inter-symbol interfer-

ence. FDD TR uses an imperfect estimation of the downlink channel (as explained at the end of 

section 4.1.2.5). It therefore better reflects the relative powers of the taps, compared to 1bit TR, how-

ever not as well as the pure TR. This explains why at high SNR, in Fig. 4.1.3, TR outperforms FDD 

TR, which outperforms 1bit TR. This also explains why the difference between FDD TR and 1 bit TR 

is higher with large number of taps. Regarding, the difference between FDD TR and pure TR, it is not 
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due to inter-symbol interference, as we are considering a single tap channel. It is due to the power al-

located to each transmit antenna. Indeed, in FDD TR, the power allocated to each transmit antenna is 

based on an imperfect estimation of the downlink channel amplitude.  

 
Fig. 4.1.4 32x1 Winner II 

Let us have a closer look at Fig. 4.1.4. As already mentioned earlier, 1bit TR increases the amount of 

inter-symbol interference, compared to FDD TR and pure TR, by boosting low-power echoes in the 

prefilter. In the ‘LOS’ scenario simulated in Fig. 4.1.4, the channel has low power multiple echoes and 

a strong dominant LOS component. In such propagation conditions, 1bit TR strongly boosts low pow-

er echoes, strongly increases the inter-symbol interference, and therefore strongly degrades the 

performance. This explains why FDD TR outperforms 1bit TR in the ‘LOS’ scenario. In the ‘NLOS’ 

scenario simulated in Fig. 4.1.4, the multiple echoes are closer to each other in power value than they 

are in the ‘LOS’ scenario. In this case, the FDD and 1bit TR have similar performance. They are both 

outperformed by pure TR because they use an imperfect estimation of the downlink channel.     

4.1.5.2 16x2 and Instantaneous Normalisation 

In this sub-section, a 16x2 system and a 16x1 system are considered, thus, 𝑃 = 16, 𝑁 = 1 or 𝑁 = 2. 

Equal power is allocated to all transmit antennas, thus for every 𝑖, 𝐸𝑖1 = 𝐸/(𝑃𝑁). Fading channel co-

efficient ℎ𝑖𝑗𝑘’s  are generated through simulation using Winner II indoor channel models. The NLOS 

and LOS ‘cluster delay line model’ for ‘indoor small office A1’ is used to generate fast fading, which 

is normalized as in 4.1.2. A linear array of 16 transmit antennas (spaced by half of the wavelength) and 

two receive antennas is simulated. Spatial correlation is taken into account. The bandwidth is 100MHz 

(corresponding to 𝑇 = 10−8seconds). The carrier frequency is 2GHz. A large number of fading sam-
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ples are generated, and for each sample, post receiver SINR is computed based on Eq. 4.1.9 and sum 

throughput over the receive antennas is computed based on Eq. 4.1.13 for various values of the SNR. 

Finally, the average over all samples of the sum throughput is plotted as a function of the SNR. Instan-

taneous normalization of the pre-filter, as defined in 4.1.2 and Eq. 4.1.6, has been applied, this time. 

Thus, the pre-filter power is constant and equal to 1, for each fading sample. We can notice that instan-

taneous normalization is more practical than average normalization. Fig. 4.1.4 and Fig. 4.1.7 (a)(b), 

illustrate the post receiver SINR for the 16x1 configuration. Fig. 4.1.5 and Fig. 4.1.8 (a-d), illustrate 

the post receiver sum throughput for the 16x2 configuration.  

Again, as in the previous section, in the 16x1 case, it appears that FDD TR achieves the same perfor-

mance than 1bit TR in NLOS conditions, and outperforms 1 bit TR in LOS conditions.  

In the 16x2 case, where the transmitter focuses onto two receive antennas, in LOS conditions, 1bit TR 

outperforms TR. This is due to the fact that 1bit TR has better spatial focusing properties than TR es-

pecially in these propagation conditions. Indeed, in a LOS scenario, the channel has low power echoes 

and a dominant strong LOS component. Low power echoes arrive later (than the dominant LOS com-

ponent) at the receive antenna, with a large angular spread. Thanks to their large angular spread, these 

low power echoes can help attaining a good spatial focusing, as long as their powers are sufficiently 

high. As 1bit TR boosts low power echoes it also improves the spatial focusing.  

 
Fig. 4.1.5 16x2 Winner II 
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Fig. 4.1.6 16x1 M Tap 
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Fig. 4.1.7 16x1 Winner II 
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Fig. 4.1.8 16x2 Winner II 
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4.1.6 Conclusion 

A new scheme, called FDD TR, based on unquantized and uncoded feedback. This scheme simply ap-

plies TR to the channel equivalent to propagation through the downlink and uplink channel 

successively. Assuming, instantaneous normalization of the pre-filtering, FDD TR outperforms 1bit 

TR in LOS conditions and achieves the same performance in NLOS conditions. In terms of overhead, 

FDD TR requires les overhead than 1bit TR. 

4.2 Time reversal in mobility 

4.2.1 Introduction 

As explained in section 2, in TDD wireless communications, channel reciprocity and channel state 

information at the transmitter can be exploited by MISO techniques, such as MRT beamforming 

(equivalently TR) [8], to achieve a high performance, still with a low complexity [92]. Recent work 

has shown that very large antenna arrays at the base station have the potential to save energy without 

performance degradation [92][96][97]. The theoretical energy saving at the base station linearly in-

creases with the number of uncorrelated transmit antennas [96][97], if the beamforming can be 

performed accurately. These “massive antenna configurations” are currently being studied for the fu-

ture 5G networks [98]. 

In a conventional TDD, transmit beamforming system, which we will refer to as “Reference System” 

(RS), the mobile station sends pilots in the uplink, the base station acquires channel state information 

at the transmitter to predict the channel, and then computes beamforming weights. Shortly thereafter, 

the base station transmits data in the downlink using these weights. Thanks to the beamforming, a tar-

get SNR can be attained at a lower transmit power, as compared to the single-antenna case.  

 
Fig. 4.2.1 Adaptive downlink beamforming towards a vehicle, LOS propagation scenario 

There is a time delay between channel estimation and downlink transmission so the channel estimate 

becomes outdated for a moving terminal. If this time delay were short, it would be no major problem 
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in an ideal free space LOS propagation environment. An antenna array would then simply form a 

beam, as illustrated by Fig. 4.2.1. This beam would typically be much wider than the distance the ve-

hicle travels from the time the channel is estimated to the time when the downlink transmission takes 

place. The transmit beam would then be slightly misplaced due to the time delay, but the receiver an-

tenna on the vehicle would still be positioned well within the beam. In this case, the mispointing of the 

beam will not affect the performance of the system. 

The situation is very different in the common case of a multipath fading environment, where NLOS 

propagation is significant. In this case, the result of the adaptive transmit beamforming does no longer 

look like a beam.  

If we first consider the particular case where a single antenna at the base station is applying a MRT 

beamforming weight to its transmission, the net effect of reflections of scattering from multiple objects 

in the environment on the energy transmitted by an antenna can then be described by a standing wave 

pattern near the receiver antenna. This pattern has peaks separated by around half a carrier wavelength, 

as illustrated by Fig. 4.2.2 a. These peaks are in fact a main beam at the target receive antenna sur-

rounded by side beams. In this SISO configuration, the main beam and the side beams have 

comparable strengths, and no beamforming gain is observed.   

 
Fig. 4.2.2  Adaptive downlink beamforming towards a vehicle, NLOS propagation scenario. 
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 As illustrated in Fig. 4.2.1, in the MISO case, the phenomenon described for the SISO case in a multi-

path environment will occur for the transmissions from all transmit antennas in an antenna array, as 

illustrated by Fig. 4.2.2-b. The MRT beamforming strives to adjust the phases of the signals from all 

transmit antennas so that the phases add constructively at the precise location of the receiver antenna. 

This does not result in a clean and regular narrow beam in the area of the target receiver. Instead, the 

system creates a strong main beam centred on the receiver antenna, surrounded by weak side beams 

spaced by half a wavelength on average. As a consequence, if the vehicle moves by only a fraction of a 

carrier wavelength between the time the channel is estimated and the instant when transmission takes 

place, the receive antenna is off the centre of the main beam. Beamforming mispointing now becomes 

a problem. Indeed, the signal-to-noise ratio and block error rate (BLER) targets are then not attained. 

In addition, the effect of mispointing is more severe when the base station antenna array is larger, as 

confirmed by studies conducted in [99]. 

Extrapolating previous channel samples using Wiener or Kalman prediction can improve the situation 

in some scenarios [100][101][102][103]. However, these techniques cannot reliably predict multipath 

fading channels by more than approximately 0.2-0-3 carrier wavelengths in space. This is inadequate 

at vehicular velocities for carrier wavelengths above 1 GHz [105][103].  

The key challenge that motivates our present work is to develop methods that enable the use of precise 

channel state information at the transmitter also in such situations, with multipath fading channels rap-

idly varying in space. This would enable the use of the most advanced transmission models and 

techniques in our arsenal also for high data rate radio transmission to vehicles. 

Recently, motivated by the problem of designing high-performance links to vehicular moving relays, 

the works [103][105] have introduced the new fundamental concept of “Predictor Antenna”. A predic-

tor antenna is positioned on the roof of a vehicle and one or several separate receive antennas are 

aligned behind the predictor antenna. The vehicle is assumed to move through a stationary electro-

magnetic standing wave pattern. In other words, the base station creates a static electromagnetic field, 

and the vehicle simply moves through it. Due to this movement, receive antennas naturally replace the 

predictor antenna and see the same channel as the predictor antenna, but simply a bit later. Known pi-

lot signals transmitted to the receiver from the predictor antenna can therefore be used to predict the 

channel of the receive antennas. This generic concept is an enabler for any technique based on channel 

state information at the transmitter. It is not restricted to Time division duplex and it is applicable to 

downlink and uplink. Further analysis and experimental validation of the concept with a vehicle in 

outdoor urban areas has been conducted in [105][107][108][109][109].  

Recently, for the particular purpose of large MISO downlink beamforming in TDD, a closely related 

scheme called Separate Receive and Training Antennas (SRTA) described in the annex 7.2, has fur-
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thermore been proposed to achieve high energy efficient wireless downlinks towards very fast moving 

vehicles. The vehicle roof has one predictor antenna at the front and several “Candidate Antennas” 

aligned behind. The predictor antenna sends pilots in the uplink and the base station computes beam-

forming weights. Among the candidate antennas, a “Receive Antenna”, responsible for data 

demodulation, is dynamically selected among the candidate antennas as a function of the vehicle 

speed. The TDD frame is also dynamically extended. The receive antenna is selected and the extended 

frame is computed to ensure that, during the downlink phase, the receive antenna is at the position that 

was previously occupied by the predictor antenna during the uplink phase. A somewhat similar scheme 

was proposed in [110]. There, antennas on the vehicle roof were transmitting successively to perform 

uplink beamforming from a roughly fixed position in space. Current standards support frame exten-

sions with a time granularity of 1 ms. However, with such a coarse granularity, SRTA performance still 

suffers from residual beamforming mispointing (see details in the annex).  

We here propose and investigate two ways to improve SRTA robustness.   

 We first investigate a low complexity approach which consists in muting some transmit an-

tennas to widen the beam when mispointing is too severe. Two schemes are studied, 

denoted the “border Switch Off Scheme” (BSOS) and the “Random Switch Off Scheme” 

(RSOS).  

 We then explore a more complex approach, through the “Polynomial Interpolation” 

scheme, where all antennas at the vehicle are used as a Predictor Antenna Array, and all of 

them send uplink pilot symbols. Uplink measurements are collected from the transmission 

from all antennas during multiple periods, to obtain channel estimates over a dense pattern 

of positions in space. As these positions surround the position for which the channel must 

be predicted, polynomial interpolation can be used to provide an accurate estimate of the 

desired channel component. 

Sub-section 4.2.2 presents our generic transmission model. Parameters which are specific to schemes 

are detailed in sub-section 4.2.3. Sub-section 4.2.4 gives an initial analysis, which is then validated 

and complemented by simulation results presented in sub-section 4.2.5. Sub-section 4.2.6 concludes 

the study. The following notations are used throughout the paper: �⃗� ∈ ℝ3 is a vector with Cartesian 

coordinates; if 𝑢 ∈ ℝ, [𝑢] is the integer part of 𝑢; if 𝑢 ∈ ℂ, |𝑢| is its module; if �⃗� ∈ ℝ3, ‖�⃗�‖ is its 

norm. [𝑎, 𝑏[= {𝑥 ∈ ℝ|𝑎 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑏}. 

4.2.2 Common system model 

This sub-section presents common parameters and constrains for the proposed and investigated down-

link transmit schemes.  
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We consider a downlink wireless backhaul link between a base station and a vehicle moving with a 

velocity vector �⃗� and speed 𝑣 = ‖�⃗�‖. All investigated schemes use MISO MRT beamforming weights 

based on channel state information at the transmitter, and target the same signal-to-noise ratio 𝑥𝑇. The 

required prediction horizon between the acquisition of the channel state information at the transmitter 

and the data transmission is at least 𝑡0, with 𝑡0 being the minimum time required for processing at the 

base station.  

4.2.2.1 Antennas and positions at different times 

The base station has 𝐾 transmit antenna(s), each with an index 𝑘 ∈ 𝐴0, with 𝐴0 = {𝑘 ∈ ℕ, 0 ≤ 𝑘 <

𝐾}. A subset 𝐴 ⊆ 𝐴0 of 𝐾𝑎 antenna(s) is active.  

The vehicle has 𝐿 antenna(s), each with an index l ∈ Λ, with  Λ = {𝑙 ∈ ℕ, 0 ≤ 𝑙 < 𝐿}. Among these 

antennas,  

 For simplicity of exposition, one antenna called the “receive antenna”, is of interest in the 

downlink. It is to receive a beamformed downlink transmission that is demodulated and 

decoded. Furthermore,  

 𝑃 antenna(s), called “predictor antenna(s)”, each with an index 𝑙 ∈ Π, with  Π =

{𝑙 ∈ ℕ, 0 ≤ 𝑙 < 𝑃} is(are) responsible for sending pilots in the uplink.  

Let 𝑙𝑎 be the index of the receive antenna.  

 
Fig. 4.2.3 Vehicle antennas 

As illustrated by Fig. 4.2.3, the antennas of the vehicle are placed on the roof and are spaced by a dis-

tance ∆. The antenna positions are aligned with the vehicle direction of travel �⃗� behind the front 

antenna (i.e. the antenna with index 𝑙 = 0). Let 𝑛𝑙
𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  and 𝑛𝑙

′⃗⃗⃗⃗   be the position vectors of the antenna 

number 𝑙 at the specific times 𝜏𝑚 and 𝑡′ (to be defined later on), respectively. We assume that the posi-

tion vectors 𝑛𝑙
𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  and 𝑛𝑙

′⃗⃗⃗⃗   satisfy the following conditions:   

 𝑛𝑙
′⃗⃗⃗⃗   − 𝑛0

′⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗   = 𝑛𝑙
𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗     − 𝑛0

𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗     = −𝑙∆𝑣−1�⃗�, 

Eq. 4.2.1 

l=L-1 l=0

speed v

Δ
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 𝑛𝑙
′⃗⃗⃗⃗    − 𝑛𝑙

𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ = (𝑡′ − 𝜏𝑚)�⃗�. Eq. 4.2.2 

We define �⃗� as the position of the front antenna of the vehicle at time 𝜏0. With this notation, we can 

write: 

 �⃗� = 𝑛0
0⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗. Eq. 4.2.3 

We define 휀⃗ as the position of the receive antenna (i.e. the antenna with index 𝑙 = 𝑙𝑎) at time 𝑡′. With 

this notation, we can write:  

 휀⃗ = 𝑛𝑙𝑎
′⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ . Eq. 4.2.4 

4.2.2.2 Static Spatially Correlated Channel Model 

The vehicle is assumed to be moving in a time-invariant and spatially correlated fading propagation 

channel, which will be further described in sub-section 4.2.5.1. This assumption has been verified ex-

perimentally in [105][107][108][109][109]. Measurement-based investigations [109] have shown that 

a very high correlation can be obtained between the propagation channel from/to two antennas on a 

vehicle that at different time instants move through the same position. In this study, we assume that the 

two channels seen by two antennas successively occupying the same position in space are exactly 

equal.  

OFDM is assumed. Hence, for a given sub-carrier and OFDM symbol, the channel gain between base 

station antenna 𝑘 and any antenna at position �⃗⃗� can be modeled by a complex coefficient 𝑔𝑘(�⃗⃗�). 

4.2.2.3 Channel prediction and beamforming 

We consider a TDD frame, with uplink and downlink periods  [−𝜏𝑈𝐿 , 0[ and [0, 𝜏𝐷𝐿[, respectively.  

Both the acquisition of the channel state information at the transmitter and the beamforming operation 

are performed on a per OFDM symbol and sub-carrier basis. For each transmitted downlink data sym-

bol, sub-carrier and antenna 𝑘, the base station computes a beamforming weight based on one or 

several channel coefficient(s) measurement(s). Therefore, the base station applies two distinct beam-

formers to two consecutive symbols of the same frame.  
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Such a tight adaptation of the transmission to the current channel condition is useful for extremely 

high speeds or extremely large frames. However, it is un-necessarily complex for lower speeds. In 

practice, the frequency for the update of beamforming coefficients in the time domain and frequency 

domain would be optimized according to the channel coherence time and the channel coherence 

bandwidth, respectively.  

It is assumed that for each sub-carrier, downlink data symbol and antenna, the same procedure is run. 

The following mathematical description is therefore valid for any sub-carrier, downlink data symbol 

and antenna number 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾𝑎.  

We consider the transmission of a downlink data symbol at time 𝑡′ ∈ [0, 𝜏𝐷𝐿[. The base station trans-

mits the considered data symbol using the pre-computed prediction 𝛾𝑘 of the channel coefficient 

𝑔𝑘(휀⃗ ) from transmit antenna k. This prediction is used to send the data with the MRT beamforming 

[8][92] weight 𝑝𝑘. It equals the scaled complex conjugate of the predicted channel coefficient:  

 𝑝𝑘 = 𝛾𝑘
∗√𝐸, Eq. 4.2.5 

where 𝐸 > 0 is a transmit power scaling factor, equal for all antennas. 

 

We constrain the prediction 𝛾𝑘 to be computed based on a set of channel measurement(s) 𝐶𝑘. 𝐶𝑘 is de-

fined as the set of measurements performed for each of the 𝑃 ≥ 1 predictor antenna(s) and at 𝑀 ≥ 1 

different times during the uplink frame. By definition, 𝐶𝑘 always contain 𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 = 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝐶𝑘) = 𝑃 ×

𝑀 ≥ 1 measurements. We define 𝜏𝑚 ∈ [−𝜏𝑈𝐿 , 0[ as the measurement time number 𝑚, with 𝑚 ∈ 

Γ = {𝑚 ∈ ℕ, 0 ≤ 𝑚 < 𝑀}. With this notation,𝐶𝑘  = {𝑔𝑘 (𝑛𝑙
𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ) |𝑚 ∈ Γ, 𝑙 ∈ Π}, where 𝑔𝑘 (𝑛𝑙

𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ) is the 

measurement of 𝑔𝑘 (𝑛𝑙
𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ) performed by the base station for the predictor antenna number 𝑙 at the time 

𝜏𝑚.  

We define the prediction horizon  𝛿𝑚 associated with the measurement performed at time 𝜏𝑚 as the 

delay between 

 the time 𝑡′ when the prediction 𝛾𝑘is used for the transmission of the considered data sym-

bol and  

 the time 𝜏𝑚 when the channel measurement is performed before being used for the predic-

tion 𝛾𝑘.  
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We constrain the prediction horizon  𝛿𝑚 to satisfy:   

 𝛿𝑚 = 𝑡′ − 𝜏𝑚 ≥ 𝑡0. Eq. 4.2.6 

Finally, we assume that measurements are perfect and noiseless: 

 𝑔𝑘 (𝑛𝑙
𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ) = 𝑔𝑘 (𝑛𝑙

𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ). Eq. 4.2.7 

 
Fig. 4.2.4 RS and SRTA systems. Distinct beamformers are computed for distinct times during the 

downlink frame. Each beamformer is based on a distinct channel measurement performed during the 

uplink frame. All channel measurements go through the same procedure and undergo the same pro-

cessing delay before being converted into beamformers. a) In the RS system, during the delay between 

the channel measurement and the data transmission, the vehicle moves by a displacement vt0. This 

causes beamforming mis-pointing to occur. b) In the SRTA system, during the during the delay be-

tween the channel measurement and the data transmission the vehicle moves by a displacement which 

is vtav) compensated by the use of a predictor antenna which is distinct from the receive antenna. In 

this case, mispointing is avoided.  
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4.2.2.4 Signal-to-noise ratio and energy saving metrics 

To save energy, the BS computes the required transmit power scaling factor 𝐸 that is exactly necessary 

to attain a target signal-to-noise ratio 𝑥𝑇. Since 𝑥𝑇𝑁0 is the total received power per unit bandwidth,  

 
𝑥𝑇 =

|∑ 𝛾𝑘𝑝𝑘𝑘∈𝐴 |2

𝑁0
=

𝐸|∑ |𝛾𝑘|2𝑘∈𝐴 |2

𝑁0
, Eq. 4.2.8 

where 𝑁0 is the noise power per unit bandwidth at the receiver and where Eq. 4.2.5 was used in the 

last equality. The target transmit power scaling factor 𝐸 is obtained from Eq. 4.2.8. as 

 𝐸 = 𝑥𝑇𝑁0|∑ |𝛾𝑘|2𝑘∈𝐴 |−2 . Eq. 4.2.9 

In current standards [112], the subcarrier spacing is large enough so that inter carrier interference can 

be neglected even for high speed. Therefore, the approximated achieved signal-to-noise ratio metric 𝑥 

is: 

 
𝑥 =

|∑ 𝑔𝑘(휀⃗)𝑝𝑘𝑘∈𝐴 |2

𝑁0
=

𝐸|∑ 𝑔𝑘(휀⃗)𝛾𝑘
∗

𝑘∈𝐴 |2

𝑁0
. Eq. 4.2.10 

By inserting Eq. 4.2.9 into Eq. 4.2.10, we obtain: 

 𝑥 = 𝑥𝑇|∑ 𝑔𝑘(휀⃗)𝛾𝑘
∗

𝑘∈𝐴 |2|∑ |𝛾𝑘|2𝑘∈𝐴 |−2. Eq. 4.2.11 

We define the energy saving metric 𝑒𝑆 as the energy required by a SISO system divided by the energy 

required by the studied MISO system, for the same target signal-to-noise ratio 𝑥𝑇. This metric is a 

multiplicative factor. It measures how much less energy is consumed at the BS thanks to the use of a 

MISO system with a set 𝐴 of base station antennas instead of a SISO system that uses only antenna 

𝑘 = 0. For instance, if 𝑒𝑆 = 2, this then means that the BS uses twice less energy in MISO than in SI-

SO. The required transmit power per unit bandwidth for a SISO system with one transmit antenna is, 

by Eq. 4.2.5 and Eq. 4.2.9, |𝑝0|
2 = |𝛾0|

2𝐸 = |𝛾0|
2𝑥𝑇𝑁0|𝛾0|

−4 = 𝑥𝑇𝑁0|𝛾0|
−2. For a MISO system 

with a set 𝐴 of base station antennas, the required transmit power per unit bandwidth is ∑ |𝑝𝑘|2𝑘∈𝐴 =

(∑ |𝛾𝑘|2𝑘∈𝐴 )𝐸 = (∑ |𝛾𝑘|2𝑘∈𝐴 )𝑥𝑇𝑁0|∑ |𝛾𝑘|2𝑘∈𝐴 |−2 = 𝑥𝑇𝑁0|∑ |𝛾𝑘|2𝑘∈𝐴 |−1. The attained energy saving 

for a MISO system therefore equals:  
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𝑒𝑆 =

|𝑝0|
2

∑ |𝑝𝑘|2𝑘∈𝐴
= ∑|𝛾𝑘/𝛾0|

2

𝑘∈𝐴

. Eq. 4.2.12 

4.2.2.5 Beamforming mispointing effect 

The signal-to-noise ratio metric 𝑥 and the energy saving metric 𝑒𝑆 depend on the channel estimate 𝛾𝑘 

and the actual channel 𝑔𝑘(휀⃗) only. If the prediction is accurate (i.e. if the channel estimate 𝛾𝑘 equals 

the actual channel 𝑔𝑘(휀⃗)), then Eq. 4.2.11 reduces  to 𝑥 = 𝑥𝑇, i.e. the signal-to-noise ratio target is 

met. Otherwise, beamforming mispointing occurs and the signal-to-noise ratio 𝑥 is expected to be 

smaller than the target value 𝑥𝑇.  

4.2.3 Systems specific models 

The investigated schemes differ by the values of the parameters 𝐾𝑎, 𝐴0, 𝑀, 𝑃, 𝐿, 𝜏𝑈𝐿, 𝜏𝐷𝐿, 𝛿𝑚, and 𝑙𝑎 

previously introduced in Sub-section 4.2.2, the prediction 𝛾𝑘 and the resulting performance metrics 𝑥 

and 𝑒𝑆.  

4.2.3.1 Reference System (RS)  

For RS,  all antennas at the BS side are used. At the vehicle side, a single antenna is used both for 

prediction and for data reception. The UL/DL frames are set equal to a fixed value denoted 𝑡0. A single 

measurement from the PA is used for prediction, with a prediction horizon 𝛿0 between  the channel 

estimation and the data transmission is equal to the frame duration.  

Using the previously defined notations, the number of active antennas 𝐾𝑎 equals 𝐾, the set of active 

antennas 𝐴 is 𝐴0, the number of antennas on the vehicle 𝐿 equals 1, the number of predictor antennas 

𝑃 equals 1, the index 𝑙𝑎 of the receive antenna equals 0, the uplink/downlink frames durations are 

𝜏𝐷𝐿=𝜏𝑈𝐿=𝑡0, the number of measurement times 𝑀 equals 1,  the prediction horizon 𝛿0 between the 

channel estimation and the data transmission is 𝛿0 =𝑡0. With these assumptions, Eq. 4.2.3 and  Eq. 

4.2.7, we use a simple extrapolation in time of the present channel estimate as channel predictor: 

 𝛾𝑘  = 𝑔𝑘(�⃗�), Eq. 4.2.13 

The signal-to-noise ratio metric 𝑥 and the energy saving metric 𝑒𝑆 are then derived using Eq. 4.2.1-Eq. 

4.2.6 and Eq. 4.2.10-Eq. 4.2.12: 
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𝑥 =
|∑ 𝑔𝑘(�⃗� + 𝑡0�⃗�)𝑔𝑘

∗(�⃗�)𝑘∈𝐴0
|
2

|∑ |𝑔𝑘(�⃗�)|2𝑘∈𝐴0
|
2 𝑥𝑇 , Eq. 4.2.14 

 

𝑒𝑆 = | ∑ |𝑔𝑘(�⃗�)/𝑔0(�⃗�)|2

𝑘∈𝐴0

|

2

. Eq. 4.2.15 

One can note that the signal-to-noise ratio metric 𝑥 is speed-dependent whereas the energy saving met-

ric 𝑒𝑆 remains constant. At low speed, the signal-to-noise ratio is met whereas at high speed, 

mispointing occurs and we expect the signal-to-noise ratio to be below the target value 𝑥𝑇.  

Fig. 4.2.4-a illustrates the RS operation and the resulting beamforming mispointing effect.  

4.2.3.2  Separate Receive and Training Antennas (SRTA) 

This sub-section briefly describes the SRTA scheme detailed in sub-section 7.2. As for RS, all transmit 

antennas are used, and the uplink/downlink frames are equal. Prediction relies on a single 

measurement from a single predictor antenna, with a prediction horizon equal to the frame duration. 

The base station and the vehicle are assumed to have a perfect estimate of the speed using e.g. the  

Global Positioning System (GPS).  

As illustrated in Fig. 4.2.4, SRTA avoids mispointing by selecting dynamically, and according to 

speed, an extended frame and the receive antenna is selected among several candidate antennas located 

behind the predictor antenna, to ensure that the receive antenna is at the previous position of the pre-

dictor antenna.  

As for RS, the number of active antennas 𝐾𝑎 equals 𝐾, the set of active antennas 𝐴 is 𝐴0, the number 

of predictor antennas 𝑃 equals 1, the predictor antenna is the front antenna (with index 𝑙=0), the 

number of measurement times 𝑀 equals 1.  

Contrary to RS, the number of antennas on the vehicle 𝐿 is strictly higher than 1, the frame duration 

𝜏𝐷𝐿=𝜏𝑈𝐿 and the corresponding prediction horizon  𝛿0 equal a speed-dependent function 𝑡𝑎(𝑣) which 

is always strictly higher than 𝑡0. The index of the receive antenna 𝑙𝑎 equals a speed-dependent 

function 𝑟𝑎(𝑣). 

The vehicle signals to the base station the antenna index 𝑟𝑎(𝑣) and the extended frame duration 𝑡𝑎(𝑣). 

𝑡𝑎(𝑣) defines the new prediction horizon. 𝑟𝑎(𝑣) and 𝑡𝑎(𝑣) are selected by the vehicle to ensure that 

휀⃗ ≈ �⃗�.  
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In current standards [112], frames are adaptive by steps (such as sub-frames or slots) of constant size 

𝑑. Sub-section 7.2 details the choices of  𝑟𝑎(𝑣), 𝑡𝑎(𝑣) and 휀⃗  as functions of 𝑑: 

 𝑟𝑎(𝑣) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝑙 ∈ Λ | [𝑙∆(𝑑𝑣)−1]𝑑 > 𝑡0 }, Eq. 4.2.16 

 𝑡𝑎(𝑣) = [𝑟𝑎(𝑣)∆𝑣−1𝑑−1]𝑑, Eq. 4.2.17 

     𝜌(𝑣) = [𝑟𝑎(𝑣)∆(𝑑𝑣)−1]𝑑𝑣 − 𝑟𝑎(𝑣)∆,                                  Eq. 4.2.18 

 휀⃗ = �⃗� + 𝜌(𝑣)𝑣−1�⃗�.      Eq. 4.2.19 

 

The relation Eq. 4.2.17 above ensures that Eq. 4.2.13 is attained for speeds up to 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥, given by 

𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥=(𝐿 − 1)∆|𝑡0|
−1.   The prediction in this case is, as for RS: 𝛾𝑘 = 𝑔𝑘(�⃗�).  

Finally, the signal-to-noise ratio metric 𝑥 and the energy saving metric 𝑒𝑆 are derived in as follows: 

 

𝑥 =
|∑ 𝑔𝑘(�⃗� + 𝜌(𝑣)𝑣−1�⃗�)𝑔𝑘

∗(�⃗�)𝑘∈𝐴0
|
2

|∑ |𝑔𝑘(�⃗�)|2𝑘∈𝐴0
|
2 𝑥𝑇 , Eq. 4.2.20 

 

𝑒𝑆 = | ∑ |𝑔𝑘(�⃗�)/𝑔0(�⃗�)|2

𝑘∈𝐴0

|

2

. Eq. 4.2.21 

As for RS, the signal-to-noise ratio metric 𝑥 is speed dependent and the energy saving metric 𝑒𝑆 is 

constant.  

For 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉, (with 𝑉 = {𝑢 = ∆(𝑑𝑝)−1|𝑝 ∈ ⟦1, 𝐿 − 1⟧}) the signal-to-noise ratio 𝑥 equals the target val-

ue 𝑥𝑇 and mispointing is canceled. In other words, at a discrete set of speeds belonging to 𝑉, the 

channel aging is “perfectly compensated”. 

For 𝑣 ∉ 𝑉, due to the granularity 𝑑 (see sub-section 7.2), the signal-to-noise ratio 𝑥is different from 

the target value 𝑥𝑇, and most of the time lower. In other words, a speed 𝑣 ∉ 𝑉 is a “non perfectly com-

pensated” speed. In this case, the SRTA system suffers from a residual mispointing.    
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4.2.3.3 SRTA with Switch Off Scheme (SOS) 

SOS is used on top of SRTA, to reduce the degradation in terms of signal-to-noise ratio and block error 

rate due to residual beamforming mispointing for the “non perfectly compensated” speeds identified in 

sub-section 4.2.3.2. SOS detects mispointing and switches off antennas at the base station with the aim 

to strengthen the side beams relatively to the main beam in the area of the target receiver.  

As illustrated in Fig. 4.2.5, SOS does not cancel the residual mispointing, (i.e. the distance between 

the target beamforming position and the actual receive antenna position), however it reduces the sig-

nal-to-noise ratio degradation. 

 
Fig. 4.2.5 SRTA and SRTA-BSOS systems. a) in SRTA system, residual beamforming mispointing 

occurs for the considered speed. The target antenna receives the data with a weak power. b) in the 

SRTA-BSOS system, multiple side lobes are strengthened to give more opportunities for the target 

antenna to receive the data with a high power. 

 

SOS is a closed loop mechanism. Initially, SRTA is run with 𝐾𝑎= 𝐾 antennas. The vehicle assesses the 

achieved signal-to-noise ratio and compares it to a threshold (in our evaluations corresponding to  a 

20% block error rate). If the signal-to-noise ratio is lower than the threshold, then the vehicle sends a 

feedback message to the base station, the base station switches off half of its antennas (𝐾𝑎 = 𝐾𝑎/2) 

and updates 𝐴. Then, SRTA is run again, with the new 𝐾𝑎 and A parameters. 𝐾𝑎 is divided by 2, suc-

cessively, until the signal-to-noise ratio threshold is exceeded. If the signal-to-noise ratio increases 

over a threshold, then antennas are added so the beam is narrowed. The achieved signal-to-noise and 

energy saving are obtained by using Eq. 4.2.20, Eq. 4.2.21 with 𝐴 instead of 𝐴0: 
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𝑥 =

|∑ 𝑔𝑘(�⃗� + 𝜌(𝑣)𝑣−1�⃗�)𝑔𝑘
∗(�⃗�)𝑘∈𝐴 |2

|∑ |𝑔𝑘(�⃗�)|2𝑘∈𝐴0
|
2 𝑥𝑇 , Eq. 4.2.22 

 

𝑒𝑆 = |∑|𝑔𝑘(�⃗�)/𝑔0(�⃗�)|2

𝑘∈𝐴

|

2

. Eq. 4.2.23 

Here, the energy saving metric 𝑒𝑆 is lower than for SRTA when 𝐴 is smaller than 𝐴0.  

Two variants of the scheme are investigated:  

 SRTA Random SOS (SRTA-RSOS), which reduces the number of utilized transmit anten-

nas without giving any preference to specific antenna positions.  

 SRTA-Border SOS (SRTA-BSOS), which removes the antenna elements at the outer parts 

of the linear array from use in transmission, and thus reduces the array aperture. 

In a pure LOS propagation scenario, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2.1, the width of the transmit beam as per-

ceived by the receiver decreases with the transmit array aperture. In this case, one should use SRTA-

BSOS.  

In a NLOS scenario, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2.2, the base station aperture as perceived by the receive 

antenna is no longer defined by its array size. Indeed, due to the scattering, the receive antenna sees 

rays arriving from many directions. In this case, there is no reason to switch off border antennas more 

than any other, and SRTA-RSOS might give similar or even better performance.   

4.2.3.4 SRTA with Polynomial Interpolation (SRTA-PI) 

As RS and SRTA, SRTA-PI uses 𝐾𝑎= 𝐾 transmit antennas at the base stations.  
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Fig. 4.2.6 SRTA and SRTA-PI systems. a) In SRTA system, for the considered speed, residual beam-

forming mis-pointing occurs and the beamformer ‘misses’ the  receive antenna (the first antenna 

behind the front antenna). b) in the SRTA-PI system,  several channel measurements collected over a 

duration of ta(v), and coming from several predictor antennas are collected and interpolated to predict 

the channel and beamform over the exact position of the new receive antenna (the second antenna be-

hind the front antenna).  

As illustrated by Fig. 4.2.6, SRTA-PI is based on SRTA, and mitigates mispointing by focusing 

“between” several “sensed” positions of the predictor antennas instead of focusing “over” a single 

position. As illustrated in Fig. 4.2.7, multiple measurements are collected by multiple predictor 

antennas, at multiple specific measurement times to obtain a dense pattern of measurements in space. 

Then, polynomial interpolation is applied to these measurements to predict the channel at the future 

position of the receive antenna. Contrary to all the previous discussed schemes, the number of 

measurement times 𝑀, the number of vehicle 𝐿 and predictor antennas 𝑃 are all strictly higher than 1. 
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Fig. 4.2.7 SRTA-PI, one channel realization at 240kmph. The real part of the channel measurements, 

cumulated over predictor antennas and measurement times, are plotted. Each measurement is plotted 

as a function of the corresponding sensed position in space. The exact values of the channel coeffi-

cients of five antennas of the vehicles at the data transmission time are also plotted. One can observe 

that the channel predicted for the 5th antenna obtained by interpolation of the measurements, perfectly 

matches the exact value.   

As for all previous presented schemes, we keep the constrain of having exactly the same procedure 

being applied per data symbol and sub-carrier, with the same prediction horizon.  To that aim we 

impose the downlink frame duration to be half the uplink frame duration: 𝜏𝐷𝐿=0.5 𝜏𝑈𝐿. As illustrated 

by Fig. 4.2.6, all data symbols go through the same procedure. Though this procedure involves several 

distinct measurement times 𝜏𝑚 and several associated distinct prediction horizons 𝛿𝑚 = 𝑡′ − 𝜏𝑚, we 

constrain the prediction horizon 𝛿𝑚 to be the same for any 𝑡′. As illustrated by Fig. 4.2.6, the 

prediction is based on measurements collected during 𝜏𝐷𝐿 seconds and at least 𝜏𝐷𝐿 seconds before 

beamforming is considered. The prediction horizon 𝛿𝑚 therefore varies between 𝜏𝐷𝐿 and 2𝜏𝐷𝐿. 

As for SRTA, the downlink frame duration is extended compared to the RS frame: 𝜏𝐷𝐿=𝑡𝑎(𝑣)>𝑡0. The 

extended frame duration 𝑡𝑎(𝑣) and the index 𝑟𝑎(𝑣) are computed using Eq. 4.2.16, Eq. 4.2.17. The 

index 𝑙𝑎 of the receive antenna is then derived as follows: 

 𝑙𝑎 = 𝑟𝑎(𝑣) + 1. Eq. 4.2.24 

The set 𝐶𝑘 of channel measurements is  defined as follows. The measurement 𝑔𝑘 (𝑛𝑙
𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ) performed at 

time 𝜏𝑚 belongs to the set 𝐶𝑘 if and only if it satisfies the following conditions: 

 𝛿𝑚 = 𝑡𝑎(𝑣) + 𝑑. 𝑝, 𝑝 ∈ ℕ  and  

 𝛿𝑚 ≤ 2𝑡𝑎(𝑣). 

Eq. 4.2.25 
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The polynomial interpolation is performed as follows.  For each channel measurement 𝑔𝑘 (𝑛𝑙
𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ) be-

longing to 𝐶𝑘, the base station stores the couple constituted of the channel measurement 𝑔𝑘 (𝑛𝑙
𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ) and 

the corresponding “sensed” position 𝑛𝑙
𝑚 (where 𝑛𝑙

𝑚 ∈ ℝ is the scalar coordinate corresponding to 𝑛𝑙
𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ , 

along the vehicle short term linear trajectory). Then, the relations Eq. 4.2.17 to Eq. 4.2.19 are used to 

predict the position 휀⃗ (and its equivalent scalar coordinate 휀) of the selected receive antenna. Finally, 

the base station performs polynomial interpolation over the stored couples, with the position 휀 and 

channel 𝛾𝑘 as the input and output of the interpolation operation, respectively.  

One can note that Eq. 4.2.25 is feasible for all data symbols, i.e. for all 𝑡′ ∈ [0, 𝜏𝐷𝐿[, if 𝜏𝑈𝐿 satisfies :  

 𝜏𝑈𝐿 = 2𝜏𝐷𝐿 = 2𝑡𝑎(𝑣).  Eq. 4.2.26 

In other terms, the uplink frame needs to be twice larger than the downlink frame to ensure an identi-

cal processing and performance for all symbols of the downlink frame.  

The relation Eq. 4.2.24 guarantees that the position 휀⃗ is between at least two stored “sensed” positions. 

This enables the system to avoid extrapolation, which is less reliable than interpolation.  

The number 𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 of measurements involved in the prediction of one channel coefficient is given by:  

 𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 = 𝐿⌈𝑡𝑎(𝑣)𝑑−1⌉ ≥ 𝐿. Eq. 4.2.27 

Polynomial interpolation is performed for the real and imaginary parts of the channel separately, with 

order 𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 − 1. This number of measurements 𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 is a critical parameter as the complexity of the 

polynomial interpolation increases with it. On one hand, the measurements used for one channel 

prediction are collected during the duration 𝑡𝑎(𝑣). On the other hand, the duration 𝑡𝑎(𝑣) increases 

with the speed, due to Eq. 4.2.17.  As a consequence, the number of measurements  𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 increases 

when the speed decreases.  Consequently, at low 𝑣, where SRTA is already sufficient (see sub-section 

4.2.3.2), the SRTA-PI scheme is the most complex.  

To avoid un-necessary complexity, we therefore trigger polynomial interpolation for speeds larger than 

a predefined threshold 𝑣𝑃𝐼. For speeds lower than 𝑣𝑃𝐼, SRTA will be used instead.  

The signal-to-noise ratio metric 𝑥 and the energy saving metric 𝑒𝑆 are derived using equations Eq. 

4.2.11, 4.2.12, and using the prediction 𝛾𝑘 obtained after polynomial interpolation.  
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4.2.4 Initial comparison of the studied schemes 

Parameter 

RS SRTA SRTA 

BSOS/RSOS 

SRTA-PI 

𝜏𝐷𝐿 𝑡0 𝑡𝑎(𝑣) > 𝑡0 

𝛿𝑚 𝑡0 𝑡𝑎(𝑣) ∈ [𝑡𝑎(𝑣), 2𝑡𝑎(𝑣)] 

𝜏𝑈𝐿/𝜏𝐷𝐿 1 2 

𝐾𝑎 𝐾 ≤ 𝐾 𝐾 

𝐿 1 > 1 

𝑙𝑎 0 𝑟𝑎(v) 𝑟𝑎(v) + 1 

𝑃 1 𝐿 

M 1 >1 

𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 1 ≥ 𝐿 

Best 𝑥 4 3 2 1 

Best 𝑒𝑆 1 1 2 1 

Most 

Simple 

1 2 3 4 

Table 4.2.1 Parameters and expected ordering 

Table 4.2.1 gives an overview of the values of the parameters and an initial comparison, based on the 

mathematical expressions given in sub-section 4.2.3, such as Eq. 4.2.14, Eq. 4.2.15, Eq. 4.2.20 and Eq. 

4.2.21.  

Regarding the prediction horizon 𝛿𝑚, all SRTA schemes outperform RS by allowing  higher values, 

thanks to the extended and speed-dependent downlink frame 𝑡𝑎(𝑣) (defined by Eq. 4.2.17) which ex-

ceeds the RS fixed value t0.  

Regarding energy efficiency, the two SOS schemes may use a lower number 𝐾𝑎 of active antennas, 

and are then expected to save less energy than RS and SRTA schemes. 

 Regarding the complexity, SRTA is more complex than RS as it implies the dynamic adaptation of the 

frame duration and the indexes of the predictor and the receive antenna. The SRTA-BSOS and SRTA-

RSOS schemes are slightly more complex as they adapt the transmit array size to the speed. SRTA-PI 

which performs polynomial interpolation of 𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 > 1 measurements collected for multiple predictor 

antennas (𝑃 > 1) at multiple times (𝑀 > 1) is probably the most complex of all the studied schemes.  

Regarding the robustness to speed of the achieved signal-to-noise ratio and the block error rate, RS 

should be the worst scheme as it will always suffer from beamforming mispointing. SRTA cancels 
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mispointing for “perfectly compensated speeds” only, and should therefore be the 2
nd

 best scheme. 

SOS schemes enhance SRTA for “non perfectly compensated” speeds, and should be the 3
rd

 bests. Fi-

nally, SRTA-PI completely cancels mispointing for all speeds and should hence be the best of all 

schemes.  

4.2.5 Performance comparison 

4.2.5.1 Simulation assumptions and methodology 

The following simulation assumptions are used: 𝑡0= 2ms [112]; the carrier frequency 𝑓0is 2GHz; the 

wavelength is λ = 𝑐/𝑓0; where 𝑐=3.10
8
 m/s is the speed of light; the base station has a linear array 

with 𝐾= 64 antennas  separated by 0.5𝜆. In SRTA and SRTA-BSOS/RSOS the vehicle has 𝐿= 4 anten-

nas separated by Δ, with 𝛥 = 0.5𝜆. For SRTA-PI, 𝐿= 5. The time step for frame extension is 𝑑= 1 ms, 

which is feasible in current standards [112].  It is also used for SRTA-PI measurements selection in Eq. 

4.2.25. The vehicle speed 𝑣 ranges from 0 to 300kmph. The target SNR is 𝑥𝑇=15.5 dB, which corre-

sponds to a target BLER of 0.01 for 64QAM with code rate 3/4.  𝑣𝑃𝐼 =50 kmph is chosen to trigger 

PI, for SRTA-PI. 

In all studied systems, the same procedure, with the same prediction horizon(s), is applied to perform 

the transmission of any downlink data symbol over any sub-carrier. We therefore model and assess the 

performance of the studied systems on a single downlink data symbol and sub-carrier basis. A large 

number of downlink data symbols are simulated. The performance is assessed for each symbol, and 

the final result is averaged over all symbols. 

For each simulated data symbol, channel coefficients for the uplink channel measurement and for the 

downlink data transmission phases, are generated in a random manner. Although these channel coeffi-

cients are random, they are correlated in the space and time domains. The angle giving the direction of 

the base station antenna array and the angle of the vector �⃗� are generated randomly and are uniformly 

distributed between 0 and 2π. The position vector �⃗� is also generated randomly. All other positions are 

deduced from �⃗� and �⃗�. Channel coefficients are then generated using a spatially correlated Ricean 

channel model with a LOS to total power ratio factor 𝑅 which is either equal to 0 or 0.8. 𝑅 = 0 corre-

sponds to NLOS. For 𝑅 = 0.8, the channel is dominated by the LOS component. We apply the method 

used to generate space-time correlated propagation channel coefficients for a scattering environment in 

sub-section 7.2 to our particular scenario. The propagation channel is modeled as a sum of the contri-

butions of several planar waves. Each planar wave (or ray) is characterized by a random complex 

amplitude, a random angle of departure and a random angle of arrival (with angles uniformly distrib-

uted between 0 and 2π). 
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For each simulated data symbol, the following metrics are computed for various values of the speed 𝑣: 

the downlink frame duration 𝜏𝐷𝐿, the selected receive antenna index 𝑙𝑎, the number of active antennas 

𝐾𝑎, the signal-to-noise ratio metric 𝑥 and the energy saving metric 𝑒𝑆. As the simulations are per-

formed on a data symbol basis, only the data symbol error rate can be derived in a straight forward 

manner from the signal-to-noise ratio. However, in this study, we will assume that all the data symbols 

within a data block are likely to be received with the same signal-to-noise ratio even for very high 

speed. Although the channel certainly differs from one data symbol to the other at high speed, the 

“width” of the beam and the corresponding mispointing is similar from one data symbol to the other, 

and mainly depends on the number of transmit antennas and the Ricean channel parameter 𝑅. In this 

study, we will therefore deduce the block error rate (or the block error probability) from the signal-to-

noise ratio 𝑥 using results stored in Table 4.2.2 based on link level simulations with  constant channels 

and additive white Gaussian noise. 

All the previously listed metrics are stored for each simulated data symbol and each speed 𝑣, and then 

averaged over data symbols, and plotted as a function of speed 𝑣. 

SNR 14.5 15.0 15.5 15.7 16.0 

BLER 1.0 0.8205 0.0125 0.0028 0.000001 

Table 4.2.2 BLER For 64 QAM, rate ¾, Turbo code, with block length of 6000 bits 

4.2.5.2 Robustness and energy efficiency  

In this sub-section, simulations use a pure NLOS channel.  

 
Fig. 4.2.8 Selected antennas 

Fig. 4.2.8 illustrates the index 𝑙𝑎 of the selected receive antenna as a function of 𝑣. RS only uses a sin-

gle antenna, therefore 𝑙𝑎=0. As discussed in Sub-section 4.2.3.3, the SRTA and SRTA-RSOS/BSOS 

schemes share the same value. As explained in Sub-section 4.2.3.4, SRTA-PI uses a farther antenna 

than SRTA to avoid extrapolation. As expected, the receive antenna is selected farther behind the pre-

dictor antenna to compensate higher speeds. 
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Fig. 4.2.9  Extended frame versus speed 

Fig. 4.2.9 illustrates the downlink frame duration  𝑡𝑎(𝑣) as a function of the speed 𝑣. As explained in 

4.2.4, all SRTA schemes use  the same value, which decreases with speed but is always strictly higher 

than 𝑡0, thus higher than for RS. 

 
Fig. 4.2.10 SNR versus speed 

 
Fig. 4.2.11 BLER versus speed 

Fig. 4.2.10 and Fig. 4.2.11 illustrate the signal-to-noise ratio and the block error rate as a function of 

the speed 𝑣, respectively. With RS, the performance degrades strongly for speeds larger than 50 kmph, 

reaching a block error rate of 1. Note in Table 4.2.2 that the block error rate is a sensitive function of 

the attained signal-to-noise ratio. As explained in Sub-section 4.2.3, SRTA is efficient for “perfectly 

compensated” speeds but not “non perfectly compensated” speeds. SRTA-BSOS/RSOS better handles 

“non perfectly compensated” speeds by reducing degradation in terms of signal-to-noise ratio and 

block error rate. RSOS outperforms BSOS as an irregular pattern of switched-off transmit antennas 

creates a tapering [113] effect.   

Fig. 4.2.12 and Fig. 4.2.13 illustrate the number of active transmit antennas 𝐾𝑎 and the corresponding 

energy saving 𝑒𝑆 as a function of the speed 𝑣, respectively. RS and SRTA use all antennas and achieve 
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the maximum energy saving. For “perfectly compensated” speeds, SRTA-BSOS/RSOS behave like 

SRTA, whereas for “non perfectly compensated” speeds, 𝐾𝑎 < 𝐾 antennas are used and less energy is 

saved. In other words, SOS schemes sacrifices energy saving to get better robustness of the block error 

rate against speed.  

 
Fig. 4.2.12 Transmit active antennas versus speed 

 
Fig. 4.2.13 Energy saving versus speed 

As illustrated by Fig. 4.2.10 to Fig. 4.2.13, SRTA-PI perfectly compensates all speeds larger than 

𝑣𝑃𝐼=50kmph, and still with maximum energy saving. For lower speeds, the polynomial interpolation is 

not triggered (as specified in 4.2.3.4), as SRTA is sufficient. SRTA-PI therefore outperforms SRTA-

RSOS with respect to energy saving and robustness. 

These simulation results confirm the ordering identified in Sub-section 4.2.4. 

4.2.5.3 Impact of the channel (LOS versus NLOS propagation) 

In this sub-section simulations are run with R=0.8, i.e. with a dominating LOS component.  Compar-

ing Fig. 4.2.14 to Fig. 4.2.11 shows that the RS and SRTA schemes undergo a stronger mispointing 

effect in NLOS (Fig. 4.2.11) than in LOS (Fig. 4.2.14). This is not surprising, as it has been shown that 

scattering increases spatial focusing of Time reversal beamforming [20] which is similar to MRT 

beamforming[88]. Indeed, scatterers surrounding the transmit and the receive antenna arrays virtually 

increase the apertures of these arrays. As a consequence, the focused beam is more narrow. 
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Fig. 4.2.14 BLER versus speed, strong LOS 

4.2.6 Conclusion 

In this study, we proposed three new schemes to improve the Separate Receive and Training Antenna 

technique to provide more robust energy efficient wireless downlink data transmission towards anten-

nas upon very fast moving vehicles. The two first schemes, the “Border Switch Off Scheme” and the 

“Random Switch Off Scheme” simply switch off transmit antennas to widen the beam when beam-

forming mispointing is too severe. They slightly improve robustness but reduce the energy savings. 

The third “Polynomial Interpolation” scheme is robust to all speeds up to 300 kmph and achieves max-

imum energy saving. This latter scheme relies on a Predictor Antennas Array and Polynomial 

Interpolation over multiple measurement samples. Ongoing studies focus on reducing its complexity, 

while keeping its ability to perfectly control the block error rate at any speed.  
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5 Chapter 5 - Design of new communication 

schemes and applications based on time reversal for 

mobile networks 

In this chapter, we propose new communication techniques (sub-section 5.1, 5.2, and 5.4) or new ap-

plications for mobile networks other than wireless communications (sub-section5.3). In all these 

proposed system, TR plays a prevalent role.  

5.1 Receive Antenna Shift Keying for time reversal wireless com-

munications 

5.1.1 Introduction 

The concern for energy consumption in wireless networks is growing, and first studies show that a 

large part of the consumption comes from the power amplifier [89]. Systems operating at low output 

power, in the low SNR region, are becoming popular. As explained in section 2, TR [11] appears to be 

a candidate technique for low SNR systems.  

All studies previously mentioned in section 3 on TR rely on a conventional phase and amplitude mod-

ulation (PAM), and show that at high SNR, the inter-symbol interference prevents from using high 

order PAM with a simple single tap receiver. Alternatively, [114] introduced a new modulation tech-

nique, called spatial modulation (SM) or space shift keying (SSK). In this schemes, at least two 

transmit antennas are necessary. During one symbol period, a single antenna among all transmit anten-

nas is activated. The index of the transmit antenna codes for an information, i.e. a mapping rule exists 

that relates the index of the transmit antenna to a sequence of bits. The receiver must determine the 

transmit antenna index to recover the sequence of bits. In this scheme, the transmit signal is not using 

any phase and amplitude modulation. In [115][116][117], channel coding is added to SSK scheme and 

the gain in capacity of the proposed scheme over PAM is evaluated. However, with these techniques, 

only one antenna is a lowed to transmit. Thus, these techniques cannot benefit from the beam-forming 

gain. 

In this study, we propose a new scheme, called receive antenna shift keying (RASK) that enables to 

use high order modulations with time reversal and single tap receivers. We consider a communication 

involving several antennas at the transmitter and several antennas at the receiver. TR or 1bit TR are 

used at the transmitter, to focus energy on one receive antenna from the receive antenna array. Contra-

ry to [115][116][117], all transmit antennas are active and focus toward a single target receive antenna. 

The index of the target receive antenna (instead of the transmit antenna) is coding for information. 
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This can be viewed as spatial modulation at the receiver side instead of the transmitter side. Sub-

section 5.1.2 introduces the concept of RASK with a simple example. Sub-section 5.1.3 sets our gener-

ic system model and provides the analytical expression of the output of the Single Tap Receiver for 

any pre-filtering and modulation scheme, under a target peak receiver SNR constrain. Sub-section 

5.1.4 describes PAM and RASK modulations and associated detection methods. Sub-section 5.1.5 

compares the performance of 16QAM and RASK, for the TR and 1bit TR pre-filters, using the formu-

la from 5.1.3. Sub-section 5.1.6 concludes this study. The Annex recalls the expressions of the TR and 

1bit TR pre-filters and expresses the target peak receive SNR constrain.    

In this study, we use ‘mathematical notations for single carrier transmissions studies’. Additionally, we 

define the following additional notations valid for this study only: 

- 𝐽𝑛 is the index of the target antenna at data symbol period 𝑛, in the spatial modulation scheme; 

- 𝑏𝑛,𝑘 is the bit number 𝑘 coded by the spatial modulation symbol number 𝑛; 

- 𝑅𝑗(𝑡) is the signal received at antenna 𝑗; 

- 𝑈𝑗(𝑡) is the useful part of the signal received at antenna 𝑗; 

- 𝑉𝑗(𝑡) is the inter-symbol interference part of the signal received at antenna 𝑗;  

- 𝑊𝑗(𝑡) is the multi-stream interference part of the signal received at antenna 𝑗.  

5.1.2 Introduction to receive antenna shift keying 

To introduce the concept of RASK, this sub-section briefly describes, the example (illustrated in Fig. 

5.1.1) of the transmission of the sequence of bits111000010110. A communication between a trans-

mitter and a receiver with 𝑁 = 16 antennas is considered. The channel impulse is assumed to be 

known at the transmitter. The number of bits that can be sent within one symbol duration is 𝐵 =

𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑁) = 4. RASK requires the following 6 steps. During step1, the sequence is segmented in 

smaller binary sequences of 𝐵 bits 𝑏11𝑏12𝑏13𝑏14 = 1110, 𝑏21𝑏22𝑏23𝑏24 = 0001 and 𝑏31𝑏32𝑏33𝑏34 =

0110 which will be sent during symbol period 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Then, for each symbol period𝑛, 

steps 2, 3, 4 and 5 are executed successively. In step 2, the transmitter determines  𝐽𝑛 as the integer 

coded by 𝑏𝑛1𝑏𝑛2𝑏𝑛3𝑏𝑛4. Therefore, 𝐽1 = 15, 𝐽2 = 2 and 𝐽3 = 7. In step 3, the transmitter performs TR 

pre-filtering and focuses toward the antenna having 𝐽𝑛 as index. In step 4, the receiver detects the an-

tenna 𝐽𝑛 among all its N antennas. A potential error on 𝐽𝑛  is caused by Inter-Symbol Interference, un-

perfect spatial focusing and noise. In step 5, the receiver converts 𝐽𝑛 into a sequence of bits 
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�̂�𝑛1�̂�𝑛2�̂�𝑛3�̂�𝑛4 which will content errors if 𝐽𝑛 is erroneous. Finally, in step 6, the receiver concatenates 

the small binary sequences of the 3 successive symbols. 

 
Fig. 5.1.1 Example of RASK with 16 receive antennas and 3 symbol periods 

5.1.3 Generic system model and expression of the output of the single tap re-

ceiver 

This sub-section provides a generic description of our system model. It also provides an analytical ex-

pression of the Single Tap Receiver output, which is valid for any TR pre-filtering and modulation 

technique, and which will be used for performance assessment in 5.1.5. Fig. 5.1.2 illustrates our sys-

tem model for PAM and RASK. 

 

Fig. 5.1.2 System Model for PAM and RASK 

A communication between a transmitter with 𝑃 antennas and a receiver with 𝑁 antennas is considered, 

with 𝑁 = 1 for PAM and 𝑁 > 1 for RASK. During the 𝑛𝑡ℎ symbol period, the transmitter focuses a 

modulation symbol 𝐴𝑛 onto receive antenna 𝐽𝑛. For PAM,  𝐽𝑛 = 1 and 𝐴𝑛 is variable, while for RASK 

𝐽𝑛 is variable and 𝐴𝑛 =1. These two parameters will be further described in sub-section 5.1.4. In all 

cases, 𝐴𝑛 must verify: 

 max
𝑛

[|𝐴𝑛|2] = 1. 
Eq. 5.1.1 

Assuming per transmit antenna and per user pre-filtering 𝑝𝑖𝑗(𝑡), equal power allocation per antenna, 
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𝑆𝑖(𝑡) = √
𝐸

𝑃
∑𝐴𝑛 𝑓(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑇)

𝑛

∗ 𝑝𝑖𝐽𝑛
(𝑡), 

Eq. 5.1.2 

where 𝑇 is the symbol period and 𝑓(𝑡) is a pulse shape filter occupying a bandwidth of  1/𝑇 and veri-

fying 

 1

𝑇
∫ |𝑓(𝑡)|2

+∞

−∞

𝑑𝑡 = 1. 

Eq. 5.1.3 

The fast fading channel impulse response ℎ𝑖𝑗(𝑡) between transmit antenna 𝑖 and receive antenna 𝑗 is 

modelled with 𝐾 taps, and has the following expression: 

 

ℎ𝑖𝑗(𝑡) = ∑ ℎ𝑖𝑗𝑘𝛿(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑘)

𝐾

𝑘=1

, 

Eq. 5.1.4 

where ℎ𝑖𝑗𝑘 and 𝜏𝑘 are the gain and the delay of the 𝑘𝑡ℎtap, respectively. The fast fading channel coef-

ficients ℎ𝑖𝑗𝑘  vary due to mobility. However in average, the power is assumed to be equal to 1: 

 

𝐸 [∑|ℎ𝑖𝑗𝑘|
2

𝐾

𝑘=1

] = 1. 

Eq. 5.1.5 

The pre-filter 𝑝𝑖𝐽𝑛
(𝑡) (which is either the TR prefilter or the 1bit TR prefilter as both defined in section 

3.1) is a 𝐾-tap pre-filter with inversed time delays compared to ℎ𝑖𝐽𝑛, which meets a target peak receive 

SNR value 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑟𝑥 (defined in the Annex) and which focuses a signal towards receive antenna 𝐽𝑛: 

 

𝑝𝑖𝐽𝑛
(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝐽𝑛𝑘𝛿(−𝑡 − 𝜏𝑘)

𝐾

𝑘=1

. 

Eq. 5.1.6 

The signal received at antenna 𝑗, and filtered by 𝑞(𝑡) is: 
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𝑅𝑗(𝑡) = ((∑𝛼𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑖 ∗ ℎ𝑖𝑗 + 𝑛𝑗

𝑃

𝑖=1

) ∗ 𝑞) (𝑡). 

Eq. 5.1.7 

where 𝛼𝑖𝑗 is the path loss gain, 𝑛𝑗(𝑡) is an additive white gaussian noise process of zero mean and 

spectral density 𝑁0, and 𝑞(𝑡) is matched to 𝑓(𝑡), i.e.,  

 𝑞(𝑡) = 𝑓∗(−𝑡). 
Eq. 5.1.8 

We assume perfect synchronization, at the receiver. The output of the single tap receiver of antenna 𝑗, 

sampled at time 𝑡 = 𝑛𝑇 has the following expression (derived from Eq. 5.1.2, Eq. 5.1.4, Eq. 5.1.6 and 

Eq. 5.1.7):  

 𝑅𝑗(𝑛𝑇) = 𝑈𝑗(𝑛𝑇) + 𝑉𝑗(𝑛𝑇) + 𝑊𝑗(𝑛𝑇), 
Eq. 5.1.9 

where, 

 𝑈𝑗(𝑛𝑇) = √𝐸𝐴𝑛휁𝑗,𝑙=0, 

Eq. 5.1.10 

 

𝑉𝑗(𝑛𝑇) = √𝐸 ∑ 𝐴𝑛−𝑙휁𝑗𝑙

𝐾

𝑙=−𝐾

, 

Eq. 5.1.11 

 𝑊𝑗(𝑛𝑇) = 𝑛𝑗(𝑛𝑇)𝑞(0), 
Eq. 5.1.12 

with 휁𝑗𝑙 as defined below for every 𝑗 and 𝑙: 

 

휁𝑗𝑙 = ∑𝛼𝑖𝑗√
1

𝑃
∑ ℎ𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑝𝑖𝐽𝑛𝑘′𝜌𝑓(𝑙𝑇 + 𝜏𝑘𝑘′)

𝐾

𝑘,𝑘′=1

𝑃

𝑖=1

. 

Eq. 5.1.13 

With these notations, 𝑈𝐽𝑛
(𝑛𝑇) and 𝑉𝐽𝑛

(𝑛𝑇) are the useful signal and the inter-symbol interference sig-

nal, respectively, received at the target antenna 𝐽𝑛. For 𝑗 ≠ 𝐽𝑛 (hence for RASK only), 𝑈𝑗(𝑛𝑇) +
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𝑉𝑗(𝑛𝑇) is the unwanted signal received at the antenna 𝑗. For any antenna 𝑗, 𝑊𝑗(𝑛𝑇) is the sampled 

noise. 

5.1.4 PAM and RASK Modulation Schemes 

This sub-section specifies the computation of the modulation symbol 𝐴𝑛 and the target receive antenna 

index 𝐽𝑛 during the 𝑛𝑡ℎ symbol period. In this sub-section, we consider the transmission of a binary 

sequence 𝐵𝑛 = {𝑏𝑛1 …𝑏𝑛𝐵} of 𝐵 bits taking values in {0,1}. The mapping of 𝐵𝑛 onto 𝐽𝑛 and 𝐴𝑛, the 

detection and de-mapping methods, are described hereafter. Ân, 𝐽𝑛 and �̂�𝑛 = {�̂�𝑛1 … �̂�𝑛𝐵} are the esti-

mates of 𝐴𝑛,  𝐽𝑛 and  𝐵𝑛, respectively.  

5.1.4.1 PAM modulation 

For PAM, the transmitter always focuses towards the same target receive antenna, i.e.,  𝑁 = 1 and  

𝐽𝑛 = 1. 𝐴𝑛 is variable. 

At the transmitter side, 𝐵𝑛 is mapped onto 𝐴𝑛 which is a PAM symbol verifying (Eq. 5.1.1) with 2𝐵as 

constellation size. 16QAM is used if 𝐵 = 4, and 64QAM is  used if 𝐵 = 6.  

At the receiver side, √𝐸 is estimated based on received pilots. The output of the Single Tap Receiver 

𝑅1(𝑛𝑇) is used to detect �̂�𝑛. �̂�𝑛 is simply the nearest PAM symbol from 𝑅1(𝑛𝑇)/√𝐸, in Euclidian 

distance. Finally, �̂�𝑛 is converted into �̂�𝑛 using 16QAM or 64QAM de-mapping. 

5.1.4.2 RASK modulation 

For RASK, we set 𝑁 = 2𝐵 and 𝐴𝑛 = 1. Fig. 5.1.2 illustrates RASK for a given symbol period 𝑛. 𝐽𝑛 is 

variable this time. 

At the transmitter side, 𝐽𝑛 is computed as follows:  

 

𝐽𝑛 = ∑ 𝑏𝑛𝑘2
𝑘−1

𝐵

𝑘=1

+ 1. 

Eq. 5.1.14 

At the receiver side, the output 𝑅𝑗(𝑛𝑇) of the Single Tap Receiver of each antenna 𝑗 is stored. Then, 𝐽𝑛 

is determined very simply. 𝐽𝑛 is simply the index belonging to [1: N] verifying: 

 ∀j ∈ [1: N], Real (𝑅𝑗(𝑛𝑇)) ≤ Real (𝑅Ĵn  (𝑛𝑇)). 

Eq. 5.1.15 
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Finally, �̂�𝑛 is de-mapped. It is simply the sequence verifying: 

 

𝐽𝑛 = ∑ �̂�𝑛𝑘2
𝑘−1

𝐵

𝑘=1

+ 1. 

Eq. 5.1.16 

5.1.5 Simulation Results 

The performance of the system described in sub-section 5.1.3, is evaluated through BER versus 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑟𝑥 

curves (where 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑟𝑥 is introduced in sub-section 5.1.3 and defined in the Annex), for various pre-

filters and modulations. The performance evaluation methodology is depicted hereafter. For a given 

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑟𝑥 value, samples of fast fading channel are generated through simulation. For each channel sam-

ple, random bits are generated, and segmented into sequences of 𝐵 bits as described in 5.1.3. Each 

sequence is mapped onto a modulation symbol and a target antenna according to sub-section 5.1.4. 

The output of the Single Tap Receiver is computed using Eq. 5.1.9 and pre-filtering coefficients de-

fined in the Annex.  These output values are then processed according to the detection and de-mapping 

methods described in sub-section 5.1.4. The resulting detected bits are compared to the original bits 

and the BER is computed.  

Simulation assumptions are listed hereafter. We consider 𝐵=4 bits per symbol, and compare 16QAM 

to 16RASK. The receive antenna array size is 𝑁=1 for 16QAM and 𝑁 = 2𝐵=16 for 16RASK. Both 

TR and 1bit TR are implemented. 𝑃=1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 64 transmit antennas are simulated. Channels 

𝐾 = 1 tap and with 𝐾 =15taps, are simulated. For each 𝑖 and 𝑗 we set 𝛼𝑖𝑗=1. Fast fading coefficients 

ℎ𝑖𝑗𝑘 are generated through simulation as complex random independent and identically distributed var-

iables with Rayleigh distribution, equal average power and verifying Eq. 5.1.5. Thus, the channel is 

un-correlated in time and space. The filter 𝑓(𝑡) is the square raised root cosine filter with roll-off fac-

tor of 0.22. Finally, we generate a sufficient number of bits to measure raw BER values (down to 10
-2

) 

which are typical in packet based wireless systems [118]. 

Fig. 5.1.3 illustrates the performance of 16QAM and 16RASK, with TR pre-filter and 𝐾 = 1 tap. In 

the case of 16QAM, there is no inter-symbol interference. Indeed, Eq. 5.1.11 becomes 𝑉1(𝑛𝑇) = 0. As 

a consequence, the BER depends on the useful signal 𝑈1(𝑛𝑇) and the noise 𝑊1(𝑛𝑇), i.e. on 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑟𝑥, 

which is fixed in Eq. 5.1.18 and does not depend on 𝑃. As the BER versus 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑟𝑥 curve is the same 

for all 𝑃 values, for the comfort of the reader, we only represent the 𝑃 = 1 curve for 16QAM. Regard-

ing 16RASK, though the inter-symbol interference on the target antenna 𝐽𝑛 is also null (i.e. 𝑉𝐽𝑛
(𝑛𝑇) =

0), the unwanted signal  𝑈𝑗(𝑛𝑇) + 𝑉𝑗(𝑛𝑇) on antennas 𝑗 ≠ 𝐽𝑛 is non null. Increasing 𝑃 enhances the 
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spatial focusing and lowers the unwanted signals. Consequently, the RASK detector performance is 

better when 𝑃 increases. Indeed, 16RASK outperforms 16QAM when 𝑃 ≥ 16.  

 

Fig. 5.1.3 TR, K=1tap, P=1, 2, 4, 8, 16 or 64 transmit antennas 

 
Fig. 5.1.4 1bit TR, K=1tap, P=1, 2, 4, 8, 16 or 64 transmit antennas     

In Fig. 5.1.4, the same observations made with pure TR can be made with 1bit TR. However, a slight 

degradation, relatively to TR, is observed. As a 1tap channel is simulated, the difference is not due to 

inter-symbol interference in the time domain, and is purely due to spatial focusing properties. The 1bit 

TR allocates the same power to all transmit antennas. Under the same sum transmit power constrain, it 

therefore delivers less power at the target, compared to the pure TR. It therefore explains that pure TR 

outperforms 1bit TR. 

Fig. 5.1.5 and Fig. 5.1.6 are the equivalent of Fig. 5.1.3 and Fig. 5.1.4 respectively. This time, K is set 

to 15 instead of 1, and consequently, 16QAM curves for all values of P are plotted. With such strong 

multi-path, Inter Symbol Interference VJn
(nT) is non null and is impacting both 16QAM and 

16RASK. We can observe that 16RASK outperforms 16QAM in this case. The 16RASK detection 

which relies on spatial focusing is more robust to Inter Symbol Interference than the 16QAM detec-

tion. 
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Fig. 5.1.5 TR, K=15taps, P=1, 2, 4, 8, 16 or 64 transmit antennas 

 
Fig. 5.1.6 1bit TR, K=15taps, P=1, 2, 4, 8, 16 or 64 transmit antennas 

Again, the same observations made with pure TR can be made with 1bit TR. And again, pure TR out-

performs 1bit TR. This is due to two reasons. The first reason is that, due to the strong level of multi-

path the level inter-symbol interference is dramatically increased for 1bit TR compared to pure TR. 

The second reason is that the simulated multipath is based on a Rayleigh model: all the echoes have 

similar power values (no strong dominant component). Hence, 1bit TR cannot even exploit its ability 

to boost low power echoes to improve spatial focusing.   
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5.1.6 Conclusion 

A new scheme, called RASK has been proposed to reach higher spectral efficiency with Time reversal 

pre-filters, while keeping the low complexity of single tap receivers. Contrary to PAM, RASK focuses 

a symbol with a constant phase and amplitude on a changing target receive antenna. Information bits 

are mapped onto a target receive antenna index instead of a phase and amplitude. Simulations show 

that in 16RASK scheme, the detection of the target receive antenna is more robust to inter-symbol in-

terference that the symbol detection in 16QAM. Indeed, 16RASK outperforms 16QAM for large 

transmit antennas arrays or under strong multipath channels.  

5.1.7 Annex 

In this sub-section, the pre-filtering coefficients 𝑝𝑖𝐽𝑛𝑘are specified for a given 𝐽𝑛 and 𝐴𝑛. We first de-

fine the peak receive SNR, 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑟𝑥, as follows:  

 

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑟𝑥 =
𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑛
[|𝑈𝐽𝑛

(𝑛𝑇)|
2
]

𝐸 [|𝑊𝐽𝑛
(𝑛𝑇)|

2
]

. 

Eq. 5.1.17 

Normalizing factors 𝜆𝐽𝑛 ensuring 휁𝐽𝑛,𝑙=0 = 1 will be computed to guaranty that 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑟𝑥 meets the fol-

lowing target: 

 
𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑟𝑥 =

𝐸

𝑁0
. 

Eq. 5.1.18 

Indeed, if 휁𝑗0 = 1, then Eq. 5.1.12 will lead to: 

 𝑈𝐽𝑛
(𝑛𝑇) = √𝐸𝐴𝑛. 

Eq. 5.1.19 

By replacing Eq. 5.1.19 in Eq. 5.1.17 we obtain: 

 
𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑟𝑥 =

𝐸

𝑁0
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑛,𝑗

[|𝐴𝑛𝑗|
2
]. 

Eq. 5.1.20 

Due to Eq. 5.1.1, Eq. 5.1.20 will become equivalent to Eq. 5.1.18, as desired. The 𝑝𝑖𝑗𝑘 coefficients are 

updated periodically to track the variations of the fast fading coefficients ℎ𝑖𝑗𝑘. Two pre-filters based on 
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the inversed channel impulse response are considered: TR and 1bit TR namely. In the case of TDD, 

channel reciprocity is assumed and perfect channel knowledge is supposed to be available at the 

transmitter. Pure TR pre-filter is therefore used. For each transmit antenna 𝑖 and each channel tap 𝑘, 

𝑝𝑖𝐽𝑛𝑘 and 𝜆𝐽𝑛 have:  

 
𝑝𝑖𝐽𝑛𝑘 =

ℎ𝑖𝐽𝑛𝑘
∗

𝜆𝐽𝑛

, 

Eq. 5.1.21 

 

𝜆𝐽𝑛 = √
1

𝑃
∑𝛼𝑖𝐽𝑛 ∑ ℎ𝑖𝐽𝑛𝑘ℎ

𝑖𝐽𝑛𝑘′
∗ 𝜌𝑓(𝜏𝑘𝑘′)

𝐾

𝑘,𝑘′=1

𝑃

𝑖=1

. 

Eq. 5.1.22 

In the case of FDD, 1bit TR is used and the coefficients are assumed to be computed and reported by 

the receiver. For each transmit antenna 𝑖 and each tap 𝑘, 𝑝𝑖𝐽𝑛𝑘 and 𝜆𝐽𝑛have the following expressions, 

with 𝑦 as defined in sub-section 5.1.1.:  

 
𝑝𝑖𝐽𝑛𝑘 =

𝑦(ℎ𝑖𝐽𝑛𝑘
∗ )

𝜆𝐽𝑛

, 

Eq. 5.1.23 

 

𝜆𝐽𝑛 = √1/𝑃 ∑𝛼𝑖𝐽𝑛 ∑ ℎ𝑖𝐽𝑛𝑘𝑦(ℎ𝑖𝐽𝑛𝑘
∗ )𝜌𝑓(𝜏𝑘𝑘′)

𝐾

𝑘,𝑘′=1

𝑃

𝑖=1

. 

Eq. 5.1.24 
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5.2  “Make-It-Real” precoders for MIMO OFDM/OQAM with-

out inter carrier interference 

5.2.1 Introduction 

Low complexity MIMO precoders for OFDM, such as MRT [8] and MMSE precoders [10]  enable to 

multiplex data streams in the spatial domain, without breaking OFDM orthogonality in the frequency 

domain. Though these precoders do provide a spectral efficiency gain thanks to spatial multiplexing, 

one can further enhance the system performance by using MIMO OFDM receivers that reduce or can-

cel the inter stream interference [120][121]. 

OFDM/OQAM is a multi-carrier transmission mode [122][123]  which is more spectrally efficient 

than OFDM as it does not require cyclic prefix. Unfortunately, spatial multiplexing in OFDM/OQAM 

with traditional MRT and MMSE precoders break the orthogonality in the frequency domain, and in-

troduce inter-carrier interference, in addition to inter stream interference. It therefore requires receivers 

which are able to mitigate the inter-carrier interference [124][125], and which are therefore more com-

plex than conventional MIMO OFDM receivers.  

ZF precoders [126] do achieve orthogonality in both the frequency and the spatial domains and can 

therefore be used safely with OFDM/OQAM. However, at low SNR, or when the MIMO channel ma-

trix is not well conditioned, ZF performance becomes very poor [126]. For OFDM at least, and for low 

SNR ZF, is outperformed by MRT precoder, and for low to medium SNR, ZF precoder is outper-

formed by MMSE precoder [10] .  

Alternatively, new transmit filters [127][128] especially designed for OFDM/OQAM can achieve op-

timum performance, in MISO configuration. However, these filters are highly complex and still 

introduce inter-carrier interference. 

This study proposes a new family of low complexity precoders, for OFDM/OQAM, called “Make-It-

Real”(MIR) Precoders to achieve better performance than ZF precoder. MIR MRT and MIR MMSE 

precoders are obtained by performing a slight modification of the traditional MRT and MMSE precod-

ers. MIR precoders are designed so that the equivalent channel, after precoding and wireless 

propagation, is “made real”, and the OFDM/OQAM orthogonality in the frequency domain is con-

served.  

The paper is organized as follows. Sub-section 5.2.2 presents our system model. Sub-section 5.2.3 pre-

sents MRT, MMSE and ZF traditional precoders for MIMO OFDM, and MIR MRT, MIR MMSE, and 

ZF precoders for OFDM/OQAM. Sub-section 5.2.4 presents our performance evaluation methodology. 
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Sub-section 5.2.5 presents simulation results and compares MIMO OFDM with MRT, MMSE, ZF pre-

coders to MIMO OFDM/OQAM with MIR MRT, MIR MMSE and ZF precoders under various SNR 

conditions. Sub-section 5.2.6 concludes this study. 

The following notations are used throughout this study:  

- 𝐚(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑁×1 is the vector of 𝑁 data symbols sent during symbol period 𝑛 on sub-carrier 𝑙; 

- 𝐛(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑁×1 is the vector of signals received over the 𝑁 receive antennas on sub-carrier 𝑙; 

- 𝑐 is the spectral efficiency without guard time taken into account; 

- 𝐶 is the spectral efficiency with guard time taken into account; 

- f𝑛
(𝑙)

∈ ℝ+ is the spectral efficiency of data stream 𝑛 on sub-carrier 𝑙; 

- g𝑛
(𝑙)

∈ ℝ+ is the truncated spectral efficiency of data stream 𝑛 on sub-carrier 𝑙; 

- 𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum spectral efficiency; 

- 𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the maximum spectral efficiency; 

- 𝐇(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑁×𝑀 is the MIMO channel matrix on sub-carrier 𝑙; 

- 𝐇𝑛,𝑚
(𝑙)

 is the complex channel gain between receive antenna 𝑛 and transmit antenna 𝑚, on sub-

carrier 𝑙;  

- 𝐤(𝑙) ∈ ℝ𝑁×1 the vector of  𝑁 real data symbols are sent over even periods of duration 0.5𝑇𝑢 

on sub-carrier 𝑙;  

- 𝑙 is the sub-carrier index; 

- 𝐿 is the number of sub-carriers; 

- 𝑚 is the transmit antenna index; 

- 𝑀 is the number of transmit antennas; 

- 𝑛 is the data symbol index; 

- 𝑁 is the number of receive antennas; 
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- 𝐑(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑁×𝑁 is the equivalent channel, after precoding and propagation through the wireless 

MIMO channel on sub-carrier 𝑙; 

- 𝐑(𝑙),𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 ∈ ℝ𝑁×𝑁 is the real extraction of 𝐑(𝑙) ; 

- 𝐑(𝑙),𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔 ∈ ℝ𝑁×𝑁 is the imaginary extraction of 𝐑(𝑙) ; 

- 𝑆𝑁𝑅 is the transmit signal-to-noise power; 

- s𝑛
(𝑙)

∈ ℝ+  is the signal-to-noise ratio of data stream 𝑛 on sub-carrier 𝑙; 

- 𝐬(𝑙) ∈ ℝ𝑁×1 is the inter-carrier interference term on sub-carrier 𝑙; 

- 𝑇𝑠 is the overall duration of the OFDM symbol;  

- 𝑇𝑢 is the useful symbol duration; 

- 𝑇𝑔 is the guard time duration; 

- 𝐮(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑁×1 the vector of the receivers complex noise samples of the 𝑁 receive antennas; 

- 𝐯(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑁×1 is the vector of the 𝑁 data demodulated symbols received over the 𝑁 receive an-

tennas; 

- 𝐖(𝑙) ∈ ℂ𝑀×𝑁 is the precoding matrix on sub-carrier 𝑙; 

- 𝐱(𝑙) ∈ ℝ𝑁×1 is the vector of  𝑁 real data symbol are sent during odd periods of duration 0.5𝑇𝑢 

on sub-carrier 𝑙;  

- 𝐲(𝑙) ∈ ℝ𝑁×𝑁 is the real part of the received vector of data symbols; 

- 𝐳(𝑙) ∈ ℝ𝑁×1 is the inter-carrier interference term on sub-carrier 𝑙; 

- 𝛾 ∈ ℝ+ is a normalising factor; 

- 𝜆𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 is the average power of data symbols; 

- 𝜆𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 is the noise power; on sub-carrier 𝑙; 

5.2.2 System model 

This sub-section presents our system model. Sub-section 5.2.2.1 describes the common framework for 

MIMO OFDM and MIMO OFDM/OQAM, and for any precoders. Sub-sections 5.2.2.2 and 5.2.2.3 

describe MIMO OFDM and MIMO OFDM/OQAM specificities, respectively. Sub-section 5.2.2.4 de-

fines common metrics. 
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5.2.2.1 Common framework   

We consider a MIMO wireless communication between a transmitter with 𝑀 antennas and a receiver 

with 𝑁 antennas. A multi-carrier transmission with 𝐿 sub-carriers is used. We denote 𝑇𝑠 the overall 

duration of the OFDM symbol. 𝑇𝑢 and 𝑇𝑔 denote the useful symbol and guard time durations, respec-

tively. The wireless propagation channel between the transmitter and the receiver is flat over each sub-

carrier. We also assume that MIMO precoding and AMC is performed on a sub-carrier basis. In this 

case, one can study each sub-carrier independently. All equations in sub-section 5.2.2 are valid for any 

sub-carrier 𝑙. The MIMO propagation channel can be modeled by a complex matrix 𝐇(𝑙). 𝐇𝑛𝑚
(𝑙)

 is the 

complex channel gain between receive antenna 𝑛 and transmit antenna 𝑚. Spatial multiplexing of 𝑁 

data streams is performed at the transmitter using a precoding matrix 𝐖(𝑙) which is computed based 

on perfect CSIT (which is possible in Time division duplex mode for instance). To allow for a fair 

comparison between various precoders, 𝐖(𝑙) is always designed to verify: 

 ‖𝐖(𝑙)‖ = 1. 

Eq. 5.2.1 

During one OFDM symbol duration, for each data stream 𝑛, a complex data symbol 𝐚𝑛
(𝑙)

 is sent over 

each transmit antenna 𝑚, with the precoding weight 𝐖𝑚𝑛
(𝑙)

. Equal average power per data stream, is 

assumed, and 𝐚𝑛
𝑙 ’s are assumed to be complex independent identically distributed (iid) random varia-

bles with power 𝜆𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 = E[|𝐚𝑛
(𝑙)

|
2
].We denote by 𝐮(𝑙) the vector of the receivers complex noise 

samples of the 𝑁 receive antennas. 𝐮𝑛
(𝑙)

 are assumed to be complex iid gaussian random variables with 

power 𝜆𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = E[|𝐮𝑛
(𝑙)

|
2
].We denote 𝐑(𝑙) the equivalent channel, after precoding and propagation 

through the wireless MIMO channel: 

 𝐑(𝑙) = 𝐇(𝑙)𝐖(𝑙). Eq. 5.2.2 

5.2.2.2 MIMO OFDM specificities 

For OFDM, the guard time is non null: 𝑇𝑔 > 0. Using notations of Sub-section 5.2.2.1, one can derive 

the expression of the vector 𝐛(𝑙) of the 𝑁 data symbols received over the 𝑁 receive antennas as fol-

lows: 

 𝐛(𝑙) = 𝐇(𝑙) 𝐖(𝑙)𝐚(𝑙) + 𝐮(𝑙) = 𝐑(𝑙)𝐚(𝑙) + 𝐮(𝑙) Eq. 5.2.3 
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For any data stream 𝑛, 𝐑𝑛𝑛
(𝑙)

 and 𝐑𝑛,𝑚
(𝑙)

, with 𝑚 ≠ 𝑛  are the weighting factors of the useful signal and 

interference components between streams 𝑚 and 𝑛, respectively. However, this interference, is purely 

spatial, and comes from the same sub-carrier 𝑙. In other words, though spatial multiplexing does intro-

duce inter stream interference, it does not break the orthogonality of OFDM in the frequency domain. 

Some practical implementations of advanced receivers exist that cancel inter stream interference alone 

[120][121].  

5.2.2.3 MIMO OFDM/OQAM specificities and condition of orthogonality in the frequency 

domain 

For OFDM/OQAM, the guard time is null: 𝑇𝑔 = 0. This sub-section summarizes the principles of 

MIMO OFDM/OQAM [122][123][124][125]. Using notations in Sub-section 5.2.2.1, one can decom-

pose the data symbol 𝐚𝑛
(𝑙)

 into real and imaginary part: 

 𝐚𝑛
(𝑙)

= 𝐱𝑛
(𝑙)

+ 𝐽. 𝐤𝑛
(𝑙)

. Eq. 5.2.4 

𝐱𝑛
(𝑙)

 real data symbols are sent during odd periods of duration 0.5𝑇𝑢 while 𝐤𝑛
(𝑙)

 real data symbols are 

sent over even periods of duration 0.5𝑇𝑢. For the comfort of the reader, we will write the equations for 

𝐱𝑛
(𝑙)

 only, as the same equations apply for 𝐤𝑛
(𝑙)

. For each data stream 𝑛, 𝐱𝑛
(𝑙)

 is sent over each transmit 

antenna 𝑚, with the precoding weight 𝐖𝑚𝑛
(𝑙)

. The MIMO OFDM/OQAM transmitter architecture is 

illustrated in Fig. 5.2.1.  
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Fig. 5.2.1 MIR Precoder OFDM/OQAM Transmitter architecture 

Based on [122][123], and assuming that the channel 𝐇(𝑙) is constant in time and flat over a few con-

tiguous sub-carriers, the vector 𝐯(𝑙) of the 𝑁 data demodulated symbols received over the 𝑁 receive 

antennas can be written as: 

𝐯(𝑙) = 𝐇(𝑙) 𝐖(𝑙)(𝐱(𝑙) + 𝐽. 𝐳(𝑙)) + 𝐬(𝑙) + 𝐮(𝑙), Eq. 5.2.5 

where 𝐳(𝑙) and 𝐬(𝑙) are two inter-carrier interference terms. 𝐳(𝑙) is a purely real containing terms 𝐱(𝑝) 

from sub-carriers 𝑝 ≠ 𝑙 with low |𝑝 − 𝑙| values, whereas  𝐬(𝑙) contains terms 𝐱(𝑝) from sub-carriers 

𝑝 ≠ 𝑙 with large |𝑝 − 𝑙| values. According to [123], if the prototype filter of OFDM/OQAM is de-

signed to be well localized in time and frequency, 𝐬(𝑙) can be neglected and equation Eq. 5.2.5 can be 

simplified into:  

 𝐯(𝑙) = 𝐇(𝑙) 𝐖(𝑙)(𝐱(𝑙) + 𝐽. 𝐳(𝑙)) + 𝐮(𝑙), Eq. 5.2.6 
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where 𝐳(𝑙) is a purely real inter-carrier interference term due to OFDM/OQAM modulation. In other 

terms, 𝐳(𝑙) contains terms 𝐱(𝑝) from sub-carriers 𝑝 ≠ 𝑙. The MIMO OFDM/OQAM receiver architec-

ture is illustrated in Fig. 5.2.2.  

 
Fig. 5.2.2 OFDM/OQAM Receiver architecture 

Using, as in [122], a very simple receiver which only needs to extract the real part of the demodulated 

signals, we get the vector 𝐲(𝑙): 

 𝐲(𝑙) = ℜ(𝐯(𝑙)). Eq. 5.2.7 

Using Eq. 5.2.2 and Eq. 5.2.6, one can re-write Eq. 5.2.7 as follows: 
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 𝐲(𝑙) = ℜ(𝐑(𝑙)  (𝐱(𝑙) + 𝐽. (𝐳(𝑙))) + 𝐮(𝑙)). Eq. 5.2.8 

Additionally, 𝐑(𝑙) can be decomposed as follows: 

 𝐑(𝑙) = 𝐑(𝑙),𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 + 𝐽. 𝐑(𝑙),𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔. Eq. 5.2.9 

where, 𝐑(𝑙),𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 and 𝐑(𝑙),𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔, are two real matrices. We can then distinguish two different cases. 𝐑(𝑙) 

can be either complex or real.  

If 𝐑(𝑙) is complex, then 𝐑(𝑙),𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔 ≠ 0, and (8) becomes equivalent to: 

 𝐲(𝑙) = 𝐑(𝑙),𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙𝐱(𝑙) − 𝐑(𝑙),𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝐳(𝑙) + ℜ(𝐮(𝑙)). Eq. 5.2.10 

𝐲(𝑙) suffers from an inter-carrier interference term 𝐑(𝑙),𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝐳(𝑙) which has to be deleted at the receiver 

side, using algorithms which are more complex  than for OFDM [124][125][126][127].  

On the contrary, if 𝐑(𝑙) is real, then 𝐑(𝑙),𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔 = 0, 𝐑(𝑙) = 𝐑(𝑙),𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙, and Eq. 5.2.10 becomes equivalent 

to: 

 𝐲(𝑙) = 𝐑(𝑙)𝐱(𝑙) + ℜ(𝐮(𝑙)). Eq. 5.2.11 

This equation, is very similar to Eq. 5.2.3. Thus, 𝐲(𝑙) only suffers from inter stream interference just 

like for MIMO OFDM. MIMO OFDM receivers [120][121] can directly be used for the MIMO 

OFDM/OQAM.  

In this study, only MIMO OFDM/OQAM precoders for which ensure that 𝐑(𝑙) real are studied. 

5.2.2.4 Common Performance Metrics 

First of all, one can notice that 𝐱𝑛
𝑙  has a power of 0.5𝜆𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 and that ℜ(𝐮(𝑙)) has a power of 0.5𝜆𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒. 

For both OFDM and OFDM/OQAM systems, the Signal-to-noise ratio 𝑆𝑁𝑅 is therefore: 

 
𝑆𝑁𝑅 =

𝜆𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

𝜆𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒
. 

Eq. 5.2.12 
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As we want to focus on the precoder design, for both OFDM and OFDM/OQAM modulation schemes, 

we consider a basic receiver (without interference cancellation and without interference mitigation). In 

this case, the expression of the Signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio s𝑛
𝑙  of data stream 𝑛 and sub-

carrier 𝑙 is simply given by: 

 

s𝑛
(𝑙)

=
|𝐑𝑛𝑛

(𝑙)
|
2

∑ |𝐑𝑛𝑝
(𝑙)

|
2

N−1
p=0 + 𝑆𝑁𝑅−1

. 

Eq. 5.2.13 

Assuming AMC, the achievable peak spectral efficiency f𝑛
(𝑙)

in bits/s/Hz of data stream 𝑛 and sub-

carrier 𝑙 is then given by: 

 f𝑛
(𝑙)

= log2 (1 + s𝑛
(𝑙)

). Eq. 5.2.14 

For practical Modulation and Coding Schemes (MCS), f𝑛
(𝑙)

 takes integer values. The corresponding 

spectral efficiency is therefore bounded. We denote it by g𝑛
(𝑙)

, it lies between 𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥. The 

bounded spectral efficiency is denoted g𝑛
(𝑙)

. To obtain statistical results, one may generate several sam-

ples of 𝐇(𝑙), sum g𝑛
(𝑙)

 over data streams, average the result over sub-carriers and over samples. In this 

case, the system peak spectral efficiency 𝑐 is given by: 

 

𝑐 =
1

𝐿
𝐸 [∑ ∑ g𝑛

(𝑙)

𝑁−1

𝑛=0

𝐿−1

𝑙=0

]. 
Eq. 5.2.15 

The peak spectral efficiency does not account for the guard interval. Hence, one must also evaluate the 

spectral efficiency 𝐶 defined by: 

 
𝐶 =

𝑇𝑢

𝑇𝑠
𝑐. 

Eq. 5.2.16 

5.2.3 Precoders 

This sub-section defines the studied precoders 𝐖(𝑙) and the corresponding equivalent channel 𝐑(𝑙). 

For the comfort of the reader, and just in this sub-section, we will use 𝐇, 𝐑 and 𝐖 notations instead of 

𝐇(𝑙), 𝐑(𝑙) and 𝐖(𝑙). In each sub-section, 𝛾 ∈ ℝ+ is a normalizing factor ensuring that Eq. 5.2.1 is veri-
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fied. A “Make-It-Real” precoder 𝐖 is built very simply, based on the equivalent channel 𝐑 of a tradi-

tional “inspiring” precoder: 

𝐖 = 𝛾𝐇𝐻(𝐇𝐇𝐻)−1ℜ(𝐑) Eq. 5.2.17 

The resulting equivalent channel is ℜ(𝐑) instead of 𝐑 and is therefore “made real”. According to sub-

section 5.2.2.3, the orthogonality of OFDM/OQAM is thus not broken in the frequency domain. Also, 

𝐖 is expected to benefit from its traditional “inspiring” precoder. 

5.2.3.1 MRT Precoder for OFDM 

MRT precoder is extremely simple, and is known to be better at low SNR [8]: 

𝐖 = 𝛾𝐇𝐻. Eq. 5.2.18 

5.2.3.2 MMSE Precoder for OFDM 

MMSE [10] requires the knowledge of SNR at the transmitter. It is known to outperform ZF precoder 

at medium and low SNRs. 

𝐖 = 𝛾𝐇𝐻(𝑆𝑁𝑅−1I + 𝐇𝐇𝐻)−1. Eq. 5.2.19 

5.2.3.3 ZF Precoder for OFDM and OFDM/OQAM 

ZF precoder [10] inverses the channel, it can therefore be used for both MIMO OFDM and MIMO 

OFDM/OQAM. 

𝐖 = 𝛾𝐇𝐻(𝐇𝐇𝐻)−1. Eq. 5.2.20 

5.2.3.4 MIR MRT Precoder for OFDM/OQAM 

W = 𝛾𝐇𝐻(𝐇𝐇𝐻)−1ℜ(𝐇𝐇𝐻). Eq. 5.2.21 

5.2.3.5 MIR MMSE Precoder for OFDM/OQAM 
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𝐖 = 𝛾𝐇𝐻(𝐇𝐇𝐻)−1ℜ(𝐇𝐇𝐻(𝑆𝑁𝑅−1I + 𝐇𝐇𝐻)−1). Eq. 5.2.22 

5.2.3.6 Regularity of the MIR precoders matrices 

It might often happen that 𝐇𝐻(𝐇𝐇𝐻)−1 has a weak regularity. However, the MIR precoders them-

selves will most of the time have good regularity properties. Let  𝜆𝑙𝑜𝑤 and 𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ be the lowest and 

highest singular values of the matrix 𝐇𝐇𝐻, respectively. Even though 𝜆𝑙𝑜𝑤 and 𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ may be very dif-

ferent, the singular values of (𝐇𝐇𝐻)−1ℜ(𝐇𝐇𝐻) are much closer to each other. As a consequence, the 

MIR MRT precoder, most of the time, has good regularity properties. Similarly, the same conclusions 

can be derived for the MIR MMSE precoder. 

5.2.4 Performance evaluation methodology 

The 𝑆𝑁𝑅 value is fixed. 𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 1bits/s/Hz, which corresponds to the practical MCS QPSK with cod-

ing rate ½, and 𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 6 bits/s/Hz, which corresponds to the practical MCS 64QAM with coding rate 

1. A large number of random and independent channel samples 𝐇𝑛𝑚
𝑙  are generated through simulations 

according to a Rayleigh distribution law. The channel is normalized so that: 
1

𝑁×𝑀
‖𝐇(𝑙)‖

2
= 1. For 

each sample, and each sub-carrier 𝑙, the precoders 𝐖(𝑙), is computed based on 𝐇(𝑙)  using formulas 

defined in Sub-section 5.2.3. The peak spectral efficiency 𝑐𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑚
𝑧𝑓

,𝑐𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑚
𝑚𝑟𝑡 , 𝑐𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑚

𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑒, 𝑐𝑜𝑞𝑎𝑚
𝑧𝑓

,𝑐𝑜𝑞𝑎𝑚
𝑚𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑟𝑡, 

𝑐𝑜𝑞𝑎𝑚
𝑚𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑒 are then deduced for MIMO OFDM with ZF, MRT and MMSE precoders, and MIMO 

OFDM/OQAM with ZF, MIR MRT, MIR MMSE precoders, respectively, using formula Eq. 5.2.15. 

One can notice that 𝑐𝑜𝑞𝑎𝑚,𝑧𝑓 = 𝑐𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑚,𝑧𝑓. To account for the guard interval, the spectral efficiency 

𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑚
𝑧𝑓

,𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑚
𝑚𝑟𝑡 , 𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑚

𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑒, 𝐶𝑜𝑞𝑎𝑚
𝑧𝑓

, 𝐶𝑜𝑞𝑎𝑚
𝑚𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑟𝑡, 𝐶𝑜𝑞𝑎𝑚

𝑚𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑒 are also computed according to formula Eq. 5.2.16, 

with 
𝑇𝑢

𝑇𝑠
𝑂𝐹𝐷𝑀 = 0.75 (as in WiMAX [129]) and 

𝑇𝑢

𝑇𝑠
𝑂𝑄𝐴𝑀 = 1. 

5.2.5 Results 

In this sub-section, the number of transmit and receive antennas is equal to 𝑁 = 𝑀 = 8. Due to the 

way 𝐇𝑙 is generated, 𝑁 = 𝑀 ensures that 𝐇(𝑙)(𝐇(𝑙))
𝐻

 is invertible. 

5.2.5.1 Peak Spectral Efficiency 

Fig. 5.2.3 plots 𝑐𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑚
𝑧𝑓

= 𝑐𝑜𝑞𝑎𝑚
𝑧𝑓

,𝑐𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑚
𝑚𝑟𝑡 , 𝑐𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑚

𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑒, 𝑐𝑜𝑞𝑎𝑚
𝑚𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑟𝑡, 𝑐𝑜𝑞𝑎𝑚

𝑚𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑒 as a function of 𝑆𝑁𝑅. 
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Fig. 5.2.3 Peak spectral efficiencies, 8x8 MIMO 

For MIMO OFDM, the well known behavior of MRT, ZF and MMSE precoders are observed: MRT is 

the best solution at low SNR, ZF at high SNR, and MMSE for all SNRs. MMSE tends towards ZF at 

very high SNR and towards MRT at very low SNR (the integer and bounded values of 𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 

prevent from having exact same performance). 

For MIMO OFDM/OQAM, the behavior of MIR MRT, MIR MMSE and ZF precoders is very similar 

to the one of MRT, MMSE and ZF precoders for MIMO OFDM. This confirms the interest of design-

ing new precoders such as MIR MRT and MIR MMSE precoders for OFDM/OQAM, as they do 

outperform ZF precoder at low SNR. 

When comparing MRT OFDM and MIR MRT OFDM/OQAM, one can observe that the first solution 

is better at low SNR while the second solution is better at high SNR. This is due to the fact that MRT 

equivalent channel R𝑙 has real coefficients on its diagonal. Therefore, MIR MRT equivalent channel 

has the same diagonal than MRT equivalent channel but has lower out of diagonal terms (and thus 

lower interference). As a consequence MIR MRT is a little bit closer to ZF than MRT is. Therefore, as 

ZF, MIR MRT outperforms MRT at high SNR and is outperformed by MRT at low SNR. 

When comparing MMSE OFDM and MIR MMSE OFDM/OQAM, one can observe that the first solu-

tion always outperforms the second one, because it is perfectly adapted to the noise level. 

5.2.5.2 Spectral Efficiency (Accounting for Guard Interval) 

Fig. 5.2.3 does not provide a fair comparison between MIMO OFDM and MIMO OFDM/OQAM as it 

does not account for the guard interval of OFDM. We therefore plot 𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑚,𝑧𝑓, 𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑚
𝑧𝑓

,𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑚
𝑚𝑟𝑡 , 𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑚

𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑒, 

𝐶𝑜𝑞𝑎𝑚
𝑧𝑓

, 𝐶𝑜𝑞𝑎𝑚
𝑚𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑟𝑡, 𝐶𝑜𝑞𝑎𝑚

𝑚𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑒 in Fig. 5.2.4, as a function of SNR. This time, in many SNR conditions, 

MIMO OFDM/OQAM outperforms MIMO OFDM. Indeed, For SNR values between 15 and 25 dB, 
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in particular, we observe that 𝐶𝑜𝑞𝑎𝑚
𝑚𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑟𝑡 > 𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑚

𝑚𝑟𝑡 , 𝐶𝑜𝑞𝑎𝑚
𝑚𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑒 > 𝐶𝑜𝑓𝑑𝑚

𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑒 and also that 𝐶𝑜𝑞𝑎𝑚
𝑚𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑒 is better 

than all solutions. This confirms the interest in designing new precoders for MIMO OFDM/OQAM, as 

better performance can be achieved than with MIMO OFDM, at least when a large guard interval is 

necessary for OFDM, and under the assumption that the OFDM/OQAM prototype filter is properly 

localized in time and frequency to verify Eq. 5.2.6.  

 

Fig. 5.2.4 Spectral efficiencies with 
𝑇𝑢

𝑇𝑠
𝑂𝐹𝐷𝑀 = 0.75 and 

𝑇𝑢

𝑇𝑠
𝑂𝑄𝐴𝑀 = 1, 8x8 MIMO 

5.2.6 Conclusion 

New precoders, called MIR MRT and MIR MMSE precoders, based on traditional MRT and MMSE 

precoders have been proposed to perform data multiplexing in the spatial domain for OFDM/OQAM. 

They are designed so that the equivalent channel after precoding and wireless propagation is “made 

real”. As a consequence, a low complexity receiver, simply extracting the real part of the received sig-

nal, is enough to de-multiplex data streams without suffering from inter-carrier interference. Only 

inter-data streams interference, as for an OFDM system remains. First performance evaluation studies 

show that MIR MRT and MIR MMSE precoders do behave like MRT and MMSE precoders. Finally, 

when the ratio between the useful symbol duration and the total OFDM symbol duration is 0.75, 

OFDM/OQAM with MIR MMSE precoder outperforms all MIMO OFDM solutions, in many SNR 
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conditions.  Further studies are needed to assess the performance of MIR precoders by simulations 

including the effective impact of some given OFDM/OQAM filters.   

5.3 Time reversal for ant trails in wireless networks 

5.3.1 Introduction 

 This study proposes to use standard wireless networks to guide robots along unknown itineraries 

which have been previously taken by human or robotic explorers. The paper tackles the problem of 

navigation and exploration, in the particular and challenging context of complex environments without 

maps.  

 
  Fig. 5.3.1 two examples of ‘exploration-followed-by-navigation’ process 

Fig. 5.3.1 illustrates two well known examples of such ‘exploration-followed-by-navigation’ proce-

dure. The first example comes from nature [130]. A first ant leaves a pheromone trail along its path, 

during its research for food. Later on, another ant follows the pheromone trail to reach the food. The 

second example comes from child literature [131]. During the day, Hansel and Gretel explore the for-

est and leave white pebbles along their path. When the night falls, the children follow the path of 

pebbles shining under the moonlight, and find their way back to home. In both examples, a two-step 

procedure is performed: during an exploration phase, a moving ‘explorer’ marks his itinerary with 

beacons (either pheromones or white pebbles); later on, during a navigation phase, a ‘navigator’ fol-

lows the path of beacons, either in the forward or backward direction. We stress that no map of the 

environment is necessary. 

In [132], robots mimic ants by generating and detecting odors. However, due to the persistence of 

odors, this solution does not seem practicable. In [133], a human deploys a network of telecommuni-

cating nodes along the desired trajectory. Later on, the nodes are activated remotely to broadcast a 

wireless beacon, one after the other. Attracted by the beacon the robot moves from one node to the 

other. As the nodes must be deployed again for each new trajectory, this solution is not practicable ei-

ther. Alternative solutions such as in [134][135] allow for the deployment of nodes in arbitrary 

locations. This time, all nodes send beacons. The ‘navigator’ analyses the delay of the signal received 

from each node and deduces its position relatively to the nodes, using a triangularization method. The 

‘navigator’ uses a map of the environment, with the recorded positions of the nodes and the desired 

a) ants b) Hansel and Gretel
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trajectory, to deduce its own position and guide himself along the trajectory. The drawback of such 

technique is that a map is required. Also, highly complex triangularization techniques are required to 

cope with complex environments undergoing strong multi-path, such as indoor.  

 
Fig. 5.3.2 Time reversal focusing 

Recently, [136] has proposed to replace physical kilometer markers on the railway tracks to facilitate 

tracks maintenance, by virtual electromagnetic beacons which are created by radio transmitters placed 

outside the railway. TR is used to generate the focused beacons. As explained in section 2 and as illus-

trated in Fig. 5.3.2, during a learning phase, a source sends an ultrasound pulse and a network of 

sensors records the received signals; during the focusing phase, the network of sensors plays the rec-

orded signals time reversely. The resulting wave propagates back to the source with a high power at 

the source: space-time focusing is obtained. As explained in section 2, MRT beamforming, applied to a 

multi-carrier waveform such as OFDM, is a variant of Time reversal focusing, at the sub-carrier level.  

In this study, we propose a new scheme, called ‘time reversal for Ant Trails’ (TRAT). As in [134] 

[135], it relies on a network of arbitrarily deployed nodes. Similarly to [133], beacons are placed along 

the considered trajectory of the ‘explorer’ to guide the ‘navigator’. As in [136], these beacons are ‘vir-

tual’ and generated by distant nodes thanks to Time reversal focusing technique. Finally, to ensure that 

TRAT is compatible with wireless standards using OFDM [137][112], Maximum Ratio Transmission, 

as a variant of Time reversal, is used on a sub-set of sub-carriers [85].   

The paper is organized as follows. Sub-section 5.3.2 describes the proposed system. Sub-section 5.3.3 

gives the performance evaluation methodology. Sub-section 5.3.4 provides some simulation results. 

Sub-section 5.3.5 concludes this study.  

The following notations are used throughout this study: 

- 𝑐 = 3 × 108m/s is the speed of light; 

source

Learning phase Focusing phase

Target

… …… …

Recorded signals

sensor

Transmitted Time Reversed signals
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- 𝐝𝑛 is the displacement vector of the navigator at the iteration number 𝑛; 

- 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum distance reached by the navigator without being lost; 

- 𝐷𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 is the distance for which 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 is ensured; 

- 𝑓0 is the considered sub-carriers average frequency; 

- 𝑓0,𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the carrier frequency of the reference simulated scenario; 

- 𝐅𝑛 ∈ ℂ𝑁𝑟𝑥×𝑁𝑡𝑥 be the channel matrix between the network node and the ‘navigator’; 

- �⃗⃗⃗⃗�𝑗 is the position vector of the navigator antenna 𝑗  relatively to the ‘navigator’ position; 

- 𝑗 is the navigator antenna index; 

- 𝑘 is the network antenna index; 

- 𝑙𝑛 is the index of the navigator antenna being detected; 

- 𝐿 is the length of the labyrinth in meters; 

- 𝑛 is the iteration (or beacon) index; 

- 𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the number of iterations for which the navigator is considered as lost; 

- 𝑁𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑛 is the number of beacons; 

- 𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐶 is the number of multipath components; 

- 𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐶,𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the number of multipath components of the reference simulated scenario; 

- 𝑁𝑟𝑢𝑛 is the number of simulation runs; 

- 𝑁𝑟𝑥 is the number of receive antennas; 

- 𝑁𝑟𝑥,𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the number of receive antennas of the reference simulated scenario; 

- 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑗 is the number of trajectories; 

- 𝑁𝑡𝑥 is the number of transmit antennas; 

- 𝑁𝑡𝑥,𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the number of transmit antennas of the reference simulated scenario; 
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- 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 is the target probability of being lost; 

- 𝐩𝑛 is the MRT beamformer at iteration number 𝑛; 

- 𝑆 is the side of the square grid in which sensing is performed; 

- 𝐬𝑛 ∈ ℂ𝑁𝑟𝑥×𝑁𝑡𝑥 is the equivalent channel after precoding and propagation; 

- �⃗⃗⃗� = (1,0,0);  

- �⃗⃗� = (0,1,0); 

- �⃗�𝑛 as the position of the ‘explorer’ at the iteration number 𝑛, it is also the beacon number 𝑛; 

- 𝐳′⃗⃗⃗𝑛 is the position of the ‘navigator’ at iteration number 𝑛; 

- 𝐡𝑘
𝑛 is the channel between the antenna of the ‘explorer’ and the antenna number 𝑘 of the net-

work, at the iteration number 𝑛; 

- 𝑥𝑡,𝑟 is the value of 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥  for the trajectory number 𝑡 and the simulation run 𝑟; 

- 𝛽 is the angle of the linear trajectory; 

- 𝛿 is the inter-beacon spacing in meters; 

- 𝛿𝑟𝑒𝑓 is inter-beacon spacing in meters of the reference simulated scenario; 

- 𝛾𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

 is the amplitude of departure of the multipath component number 𝑙 for network antenna 𝑘 

and iteration number 𝑛; 

- 𝛾′𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

 is the amplitude of arrival of the multipath component number 𝑙 for network antenna 𝑘 

and iteration number 𝑛;  

- 휃𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

 is the angle of departure of the multipath component number 𝑙 for network antenna 𝑘 and 

iteration number 𝑛; 

- 휂(𝑥𝑡,𝑟, 𝐷) = 1 if 𝑥𝑡,𝑟 < 𝐷 and 휂(𝑥𝑡,𝑟 , 𝐷) = 0 otherwise; 

- 𝜆 is the wavelength; 

- 𝜆0,𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the wavelength of the reference simulated scenario; 
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- σ
𝛾𝑘

𝑛,𝑙 is the variance of 𝛾𝑘
𝑛,𝑙; 

- σ
𝛾′𝑘

𝑛,𝑙 is the variance of 𝛾′𝑘
𝑛,𝑙 . 

5.3.2 System model 

5.3.2.1 Overall System Description 

We consider a bi-directional wireless communication between a network equipped with 𝑁𝑡𝑥 antennas, 

and two devices: the ‘explorer’ and the ‘navigator’. The antennas of the network have fixed arbitrary 

positions and can be either co-located or distributed. The ‘explorer’ has one antenna, whereas the ‘nav-

igator’ has 𝑁𝑟𝑥 receive antennas. OFDM is considered, and a sub-set of contiguous sub-carriers is 

used. The propagation channel between each transmit antenna and each receive antenna (either from 

the ‘navigator’ or the ‘explorer’) is assumed to be flat in frequency over the considered sub-carriers, 

and is therefore modeled as a complex coefficient. We define 𝑓0 as the considered sub-carriers average 

frequency. 𝜆 = 𝑐/𝑓0 is the corresponding wavelength, with 𝑐 = 3 × 108m/s being the speed of light. 

The ‘explorer’ receive antenna number 𝑗 has a fixed position vector �⃗⃗⃗⃗�𝑗 relatively to the ‘navigator’ 

position �⃗�. Both the ‘navigator’ and the ‘explorer’ are moving.  

 
Fig. 5.3.3 TRAT procedure 

 As illustrated in Fig. 5.3.3, the TRAT scheme consists of two phases. During the ‘exploration’ phase, 

the trajectory of the moving ‘explorer’ is recorded by the network, under the shape of received bea-

cons. During the ‘guided-navigation’ phase, the ‘navigator’ follows the path of ‘virtual’ beacons 

generated by the network based on the previously recorded trajectory.    

II. Navigation phase ‘Navigator’
…

I. ‘Exploration’ phase ‘Explorer’

‘Virtual’ Beacon
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5.3.2.2 Exploration phase 

During the ‘exploration’ phase, the ‘explorer’ moves from an ‘start’ position to an unknown ‘destina-

tion’ position, and sends a wireless beacon, iteratively. Let 𝑁𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑛 be the total number of iterations. 

By its definition, 𝑁𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑛 is therefore also the number of beacons. For the iteration number 𝑛, based 

on the received beacon number 𝑛, the network perfectly estimates 𝐡𝑛 which is defined as follows: 𝐡𝑘
𝑛 

is the channel between the antenna of the ‘explorer’ and the antenna number 𝑘 of the network, at the 

iteration number 𝑛. We denote �⃗�𝑛 as the position of the ‘explorer’ at the iteration number 𝑛. As �⃗�𝑛 is 

unknown, the network records 𝐡𝑛 instead, to have a picture of the exploratory trajectory.   

5.3.2.3 Guided-navigation phase 

During the navigation phase, the following procedure is performed, iteratively. During the iteration 

number 𝑛, the network generates the ‘virtual’ beacon number 𝑛, which is a focused signal centered 

over position �⃗�𝑛. As the network does know �⃗�𝑛, it simply transmits a wireless beacon pre-coded by the 

MRT beamformer 𝐩𝑛, given by: 𝐩𝑛 = (𝐡𝑛)H. The ‘navigator’ uses its antennas to estimate the loca-

tion of the ‘virtual’ beacon relatively to its own position. Let 𝐅𝑛 be the channel matrix between the 

network node and the ‘navigator’. 𝐅𝑗𝑘
𝑛  is the channel between the antenna number 𝑘 of the network and 

the ‘navigator’ antenna number 𝑗. The ‘virtual’ beacon is received at the ‘navigator’ through the equiv-

alent channel 𝐬𝑛 given by [8]: 𝐬𝑛 = 𝐅𝑛𝐩𝑛. The ‘navigator’ perfectly estimates 𝐬𝑛 based on the 

received beacon, and then, determines the antenna 𝑙𝑛, among all its antennas, which maximizes the 

received power: 𝑙𝑛 = arg (max𝑙|𝐬
𝑛|2). Let us define 𝐳′⃗⃗⃗𝑛 as the current position vector of the ‘naviga-

tor’. The ‘navigator’ moves himself by a vector of displacement  𝐝𝑛 = �⃗⃗⃗⃗�𝑙𝑛. Therefore, its new 

position 𝐳′⃗⃗⃗𝑛+1  is given by: 𝐳′⃗⃗⃗𝑛+1 = 𝐳′⃗⃗⃗𝑛 + 𝐝𝑛. Finally, the ‘navigator’ sends a message to the network, 

asking for the ‘virtual’ beacon number 𝑛 + 1.  
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Fig. 5.3.4 ‘Navigation’ phase 

This iterative procedure, is run either in increasing (like ants) or de-creasing (like Hansel & Gretel) 

order of 𝑛, until the destination is reached. We stress that neither the network, nor the ‘explorer’ or the 

‘navigator’ need to know the absolute positions �⃗�𝑛 or 𝐳′⃗⃗⃗𝑛. Fig. 5.3.4 illustrates the ‘navigation’ phase. 

One must notice that the inter-beacon spacing and the receive array size should be chosen ‘smaller’ 

than the focusing area (which is around half a wavelength large). 

5.3.2.4 Lost ‘navigator’ criterium 

If at iteration number 𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥, the ‘navigator’ gets farther than one wavelength from its target ‘virtual’ 

beacon, i.e. ‖𝐳′⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥

− �⃗�𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥‖ > 𝜆, we consider that the navigator is ‘lost’, and the system behavior 

is no longer modeled. 

5.3.2.5 Emmulating a dense pattern of ‘virtual’ receive antennas 

A dense pattern of receive antennas in space is desirable to detect the ‘virtual’ beacon with precision. 

However, the coupling effect prevents using such arrays of antennas. We propose to use a small set of 

antennas spaced by at least half a wavelength to avoid coupling. These physical antennas are moved 

mechanically to emulate 𝑁𝑟𝑥 very close ‘virtual’ antennas. In this case, the coefficients of the vector 

𝐬𝑛 are acquired sequentially, in time instead of simultaneously, according to a ‘scanning’ method, 

which is either ‘Grid-based’ or ‘Rotation-based’. In the grid-based scanning method, a single physical 

antenna is moved to occupy a regular grid of positions in a square of side 𝑆. √𝑁𝑟𝑥 is the number of 
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lines and columns of the grid. In the rotation-based scanning method, two physical antennas separated 

by a distance 𝑆, are mechanically and regularly rotated 𝑁𝑟𝑥/2 times around an axis. On one hand, if 

𝑆 ≫ 𝜆, a huge 𝑁𝑟𝑥  is needed to achieve a high spatial density, and the resulting ‘navigation’ procedure 

is complex. On the other hand, if 𝑆 ≪ 𝜆, the ‘virtual’ beacon risks to be out of the scanned area. We 

therefore choose 𝑆 = 0.5𝜆 as a trade-off between complexity and efficiency. The ‘virtual’ antenna po-

sitions are illustrated in Fig. 5.3.5 for 𝑆 = 0.5𝜆, and a few several values of 𝑁𝑟𝑥. 

 
Fig. 5.3.5 Positions of ‘virtual’ antennas depending on the scanning method 

 
Fig. 5.3.6 Example of implementation of the rotation-based scanning 

Fig. 5.3.6 illustrates a potential implementation of the ‘navigator’: a mobile robot with a rotating cou-

ple of antennas. 

5.3.3 Performance evaluation methodology 

This sub-section, we describe the performance evaluation methodology. 
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5.3.3.1 Random spatially correlated channel model with static scatterers 

We use a simplified version of the channel model in [86] for wireless fixed and mobile networks with 

random scatterers. We assume that the ‘navigator’ and the ‘explorer’ move in the same environment, 

with the same static scatterers. The channel between two antennas is therefore a function of the posi-

tions of the antennas. Also, we assume the ‘navigator’ and the ‘explorer to move on a plan and 2-

dimensional propagation is modeled.  

Let us consider the iteration number 𝑛 of the exploration procedure. The channel 𝐡𝑘
𝑛 (which is the 

channel between the network antenna 𝑘 and the ‘explorer’) is modeled as a sum of 𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐶 Multi-Path 

Components (MPC), each corresponding to one scatterer.  The MPC number 𝑙 is a plane wave, with 

the angle 휃𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

 and the amplitude 𝛾𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

 at the departure, and the angle 휃′𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

 and the amplitude 𝛾′𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

 at the 

arrival. 휃𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

, 휃′𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

, 𝛾𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

and 𝛾′𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

 are independent and random variables. They vary from one scatterer to 

the other, and from one antenna to the other. This ensures that antennas are un-correlated at the net-

work side, which is a good assumption for a distributed antenna system or a highly complex 

environment like indoor, with strong multi-path and NLOS propagation. These parameters also vary 

from one iteration to the other, even in the case of close iterations. This assumption is used, as fully 

spatially correlated channels over long distances (such as a trajectory) is still a research topic [138]. 

휃𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

 and 휃′𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

are uniformly distributed between 0 and 2𝜋. 𝛾𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

and 𝛾′𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

 are complex gaussian variables, 

with average powers σ
𝛾𝑘

𝑛,𝑙 = σ
𝛾′𝑘

𝑛,𝑙 = 𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐶
−1. Therefore, the channel is normalized. 

Let us consider the iteration number 𝑛 of the navigation procedure. Assuming planar waves, the chan-

nel between the antenna number 𝑘 of the network and the receive antenna number j of the ‘navigator’, 

is given by: 𝐡𝑘
𝑛 = ∑ 𝛾𝑘

𝑛,𝑙𝛾′𝑘
𝑛,𝑙𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐶

𝑙=1 𝑒𝑗𝜃𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

𝑒𝑗𝜃′𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

𝑒𝑗2𝜋(𝜆−1�⃗⃗⃗⃗�𝑗.�⃗⃗⃗�𝑘
𝑛,𝑙), where,  �⃗⃗⃗�𝑘

𝑛,𝑙 = cos(휃𝑘
𝑛,𝑙) �⃗⃗⃗� +

sin(휃𝑘
𝑛,𝑙)�⃗⃗�,  �⃗⃗⃗� = (1,0,0) and �⃗⃗� = (0,1,0). The channel 𝐅𝑘𝑗

𝑛  between the antenna j of the ‘navigator’ 

and the antenna 𝑘 of the network is then deduced from the position �⃗�𝑛 of the ‘virtual’ beacon number 

n and the position 𝐳′⃗⃗⃗𝑛 of the ‘navigator’ as follows: 

𝐅𝑘𝑗
𝑛 = ∑ 𝛾𝑘

𝑛,𝑙𝛾′𝑘
𝑛,𝑙𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐶

𝑙=1 𝑒𝑗𝜃𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

𝑒𝑗𝜃′𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

𝑒𝑗2𝜋(𝜆−1(�⃗⃗⃗⃗�𝑗+𝐳′⃗⃗ ⃗⃗
𝑛
−�⃗�𝑛).�⃗⃗⃗�𝑘

𝑛,𝑙). 

The term (�⃗⃗⃗⃗�𝑗 + 𝐳′⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑛

− �⃗�𝑛). �⃗⃗⃗�𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

 models the spatial correlation. For instance, the channels 𝐅𝑘𝑗
𝑛   and 

𝐅𝑘𝑗′
𝑛  sensed by antennas 𝑗 and 𝑗′, respectively, have close values if the antennas are close in space, i.e. 

if �⃗⃗⃗⃗�𝑗 ≈ �⃗⃗⃗⃗�𝑗′. Similarly, if the position 𝐳′⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑛
of the ‘navigator’ and the position �⃗�𝑛of the ‘virtual’ beacon 

are close in space, the channel  𝐅𝑘𝑗
𝑛  sensed during the navigation is close to the channel 𝐡𝑘

𝑛 recorded 

during the exploration. This model which is valid only if the ‘navigator’ is in the vicinity of the ‘virtu-
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al’ beacon is suited for the purpose of the TRAT assessment, as we only model what happens before 

the ‘navigator’ gets lost (as explained in sub-section 5.3.2.4).   

5.3.3.2 Description of one simulation run and Dmax metric 

The TRAT system is tested by simulation. First, the equation of the trajectory is defined, with its 

length 𝐿. The explorer is assumed to move with a constant speed, by steps of 𝛿 (in meters). For each 

iteration number 𝑛, the position �⃗�𝑛 is computed based on 𝛿 and the equation of the trajectory, accord-

ing to the exploration procedure described in sub-section 5.3.2. Then, for each 𝑛, the random 

parameters 휃𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

, 휃′𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

, 𝛾𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

and 𝛾′𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

 are drawn and the channel 𝐡𝑛 is derived, according to sub-section 

5.3.3.1. In a second phase, for each iteration number 𝑛, the channels 𝐅𝑛 are computed, according to 

sub-section  5.3.3.1, and 𝐳′⃗⃗⃗𝑛 is computed using the ‘navigation’ procedure described in 5.3.2.  

If at 𝑛 = 𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥, the ‘navigator’ gets lost (according to the criteria defined in 5.3.2), the simulation is 

stopped, and the current position of the ‘navigator’ 𝐳′⃗⃗⃗𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥 is recorded as the ‘navigator’ destination 

and compared to the desired destination. Also, the distance 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥𝛿 is stored.  

5.3.4 Simulation results 

This sub-section presents simulation results obtained with the methodology described in sub-section 

5.3.3. As explained in sub-section 5.3.2.3, the inter-beacon spacing and the receiver array size must be 

smaller than the focusing area to ensure a successful navigation. We therefore expect the TRAT per-

formance to strongly depend on the parameters 𝛿, 𝑁𝑡𝑥, 𝑁𝑟𝑥, 𝜆 and 𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐶.   

5.3.4.1 Study on one labyrinth type trajectory 

In this sub-section, the ‘labyrinth-type’ trajectory described in Fig. 5.3.7, is studied to provide an intui-

tive illustration of the effect of various parameters on the TRAT system performance.  

 

Fig. 5.3.7 Labyrinth-type trajectory, with total L=49a 
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Fig. 5.3.8 Reference simulation 

A reference simulation is run, with the following parameters: the length of the labyrinth is 

𝐿=10meters, the carrier frequency is 𝑓0,𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 800MHz, the wavelength is 𝜆0,𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 37.5centimeters, 

the inter-beacon separation is 𝛿𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 0.025 × 𝜆0,𝑟𝑒𝑓, the number of transmit antennas of the network 

is 𝑁𝑡𝑥,𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 10, the number of multi-path components is 𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐶,𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 10 and the ‘navigator’ uses rota-

tion-based scanning with 𝑁𝑟𝑥,𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 24 virtual receive antennas. The result of the simulation is given 

in Fig. 5.3.8. The ‘navigator’ is guided successfully from the starting point to the destination, erratical-

ly though. The erratic behavior is due to the fact that the inter-beacon spacing is chosen much smaller 

than the ‘navigator’ displacements. On one hand beacons are spaced by 𝛿𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 0.025 wavelengths. 

On the other hand, receive antennas are spaced by 0.2 to 0.7 wavelengths (as illustrated in Fig. 5.3.6 

for the rotation-based scanning with 𝑁𝑟𝑥 = 24 antennas) and thus generate displacements of the same 

size. As the ratio between the displacements and the inter-beacon spacing is in the order of 10 to 30, 

the ‘navigator’ tends to stay around the same area.  

In next simulations, all parameters except one are kept equal to the values set for the reference simula-

tion. We will therefore visualize the impact of one parameter at a time. 

 
Fig. 5.3.9 𝛿 = 0.3 > 𝛿𝑟𝑒𝑓 

Fig. 5.3.9, illustrates a simulation run with a larger inter-beacon spacing 𝛿 = 0.3 > 𝛿𝑟𝑒𝑓. The trajecto-

ry of the ‘navigator’ is no longer erratic, as 𝛿 is in the order of magnitude of the ‘displacement’. 

However, the risk of having a ‘virtual’ beacon out of the area scanned by the ‘navigator’ is greater, and 

the ‘navigator’ gets lost. We conclude that the smaller δ the better.  
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Fig. 5.3.10 𝑁𝑟𝑥 = 4 < 𝑁𝑟𝑥,𝑟𝑒𝑓 

Fig. 5.3.10, illustrates a simulation run with a lower number of receive antennas 𝑁𝑟𝑥 = 4 < Nr𝑥,𝑟𝑒f. As 

illustrated in Fig. 5.3.6, the spatial density of the scanning is low. As a consequence, the precision of 

the navigation is lower and the ‘navigator’ gets lost. We conclude that the larger 𝑁𝑟𝑥 the better.  

 
Fig. 5.3.11 𝑁𝑡𝑥 = 6 < 𝑁𝑡𝑥,𝑟𝑒𝑓 

Fig. 5.3.11, illustrates a simulation run with a lower number of transmit antennas Ntx = 6 < Ntx,ref. It 

is well known that the spatial focusing quality increases with Ntx. Decreasing Ntx therefore increases 

side lobes in space, and the risk for the ‘navigator’ to move get in the wrong direction. As a conse-

quence, the ‘navigator’ gets lost before the destination. We conclude that the greater Ntx, the better 

(assuming perfect CSIT). 

 
Fig. 5.3.12 Scanning: grid-based instead of rotation-based 

Fig. 5.3.12, illustrates a simulation run with grid-based scanning and 𝑁𝑟𝑥 = 25 instead of rotation-

based scanning with 𝑁𝑟𝑥 = 24. As the spatial density is similar, the ‘navigator’ is successfully guided 

to the destination, with a slightly different path though.  

Fig. 5.3.13, illustrates the result of a simulation run with a higher carrier frequency f0 = 5GHz > f0,ref. 

This corresponds to a wavelength of  λ = 6cm. As the size of the focusing area depends on the wave-
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length, the inter-beacon spacing and the inter-antenna spacing are reduced accordingly. We keep 

𝛿/𝜆 = 𝛿𝑟𝑒𝑓/𝜆0,𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 0.025 and 𝑆/𝜆 = 0.5. As a consequence, the ‘navigator’ path is much closer to 

the trajectory which still has a length of 𝐿 = 10meters. Surprisingly, the performance is degraded by 

smaller wavelength and the smaller inter-beacon spacing and the smaller scanned area. Actually, this 

new configuration increases the number of iterations 𝑁𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 for the entire trajectory. As at each iter-

ation there is the same risk to get lost as in the reference simulation, increasing 𝑁𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠, also 

increases the probability of getting lost before destination. 

 
Fig. 5.3.13 𝑓0 = 5𝐺𝐻𝑧 > 𝑓0,𝑟𝑒𝑓 

5.3.4.2 A more statistical study on the labyrinth type trajectory 

The channel is generated randomly (through parameters 휃𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

, 휃′𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

, 𝛾𝑘
𝑛,𝑙

). Hence, a statistical study of 

the performance requires a large number 𝑁𝑟𝑢𝑛 of independent simulations, with different random val-

ues. For each simulation, the 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 value is collected, and then statistics over the 𝑁𝑟𝑢𝑛 simulations are 

performed. The cumulative density function (cdf) of 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 is defined as the probability of 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 < 𝑥. 

It is computed as the ratio of the number of runs with 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 < 𝑥 divided by 𝑁𝑟𝑢𝑛. Simulations are run 

with following the parameters: 𝐿=200meters, all other parameters are the same as for the reference 

simulation. A first set of simulations are run, with four different values of 𝑁𝑡𝑥. The cdf of 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 is plot-

ted in the Fig. 5.3.14, and confirms the well known advantage of using a large 𝑁𝑡𝑥 to create well 

focused ‘virtual’ beacons. Another set of simulations are run, with different values of 𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐶. The cdf of 

𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 is plotted in Fig. 5.3.15, and illustrates the well known property of time reversal of exploiting 

strong multi-path for better spatial focusing. Therefore, the larger 𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐶, the better. 
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Fig. 5.3.14 CDF of Dmax with NMPC = NMPC,ref and varying 𝑁𝑡𝑥 

 
Fig. 5.3.15 CDF of 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 with 𝑁𝑡𝑥 = 𝑁𝑡𝑥,𝑟𝑒𝑓 and varying 𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐶 

5.3.4.3 Performance metrics for statistical study  

In this sub-section, linear trajectories starting at coordinate (0,0,0) and ending at coordinate 

𝐿(cos(𝛽), sin(𝛽), 0), with 0 ≤ 𝛽 < 2𝜋. To obtained more statistical results than with the labyrinth-

type trajectory, we propose to assess the proposed scheme over a large number 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑗 of linear trajecto-

ries with different 𝛽 values. For each trajectory, 𝑁𝑟𝑢𝑛 independent simulations are run, and the 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 

metric is collected. We denote 𝑥𝑡,𝑟 as the value of 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥  for the trajectory number 𝑡 and the simulation 

run 𝑟. The probability of being lost at distance 𝐷 is given by: 

Γ(𝐷) = (𝑁𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑗)
−1

∑ ∑ 휂(𝑥𝑡,𝑟, 𝐷)
𝑁𝑟𝑢𝑛−1
𝑟=0

𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑗−1

𝑡=0 , 

where 휂(𝑥𝑡,𝑟, 𝐷) = 1 if 𝑥𝑡,𝑟 < 𝐷 and 휂(𝑥𝑡,𝑟, 𝐷) = 0 otherwise. Let 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 be a target probability of be-

ing lost. Let 𝐷𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 be the distance for which 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 is ensured. 𝐷𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 is given by: 

𝐷𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 = arg𝐷(Γ(𝐷) = 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡). 

Simulations are run with a trajectory length is 𝐿=10meters and the same parameters as for the refer-

ence simulation. A first set of simulations is run with grid-based scanning, and is illustrated in Fig. 

5.3.16, for various target 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 and 𝑁𝑟𝑥values. As expected, larger distances 𝐷𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 are reached, but only 
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with larger probabilities 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 of being lost. Also, large 𝑁𝑟𝑥 (high spatial density of the scanning) in-

crease the scheme performance. The same set of simulations, is run again, with the rotation-based 

scanning instead of the grid-based scanning, and is illustrated in Fig. 5.3.17. The grid-based scanning 

slightly outperforms the rotation-based scanning, probably thanks to its more homogeneous pattern. 

 
Fig. 5.3.16 Grid-based scanning 

 
Fig. 5.3.17 Rotation-based scanning 

5.3.5 Conclusion 

In this study, we introduce a new protocol for wireless networks, called Time reversal for Ant Trails 

which mimics ants by using electromagnetic ‘virtual’ beacons generated by Time reversal focusing 

instead of pheromones. During an ‘exploration’ phase, a moving ‘explorer’ regularly sends wireless 

beacons, which are used by the network to record the trajectory of the ‘explorer’ under the shape of a 

bank of successive estimates of the propagation channel. Later on, during the ‘navigation’ phase, the 

network guides a ‘navigator’ with ‘virtual’ electromagnetic beacons generated by Time reversal based 
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on the recorded channels. The ‘navigator’ locates the beacon and moves towards it, by scanning its 

close environment. Simulations show that for a given trajectory, the performance of the proposed 

scheme increases with the quality of the focusing (obtained either with a large number of transmit an-

tennas or strong multi-path), with the precision of the scanning, and decreases with the inter-beacon 

spacing and the carrier frequency. Further studies will include experimental assessments, more realis-

tic channel models, the analysis of the required signaling and information storage capacity. Finally, the 

use of large spectrums to obtain better and more robust spatial focusing will be studied.  

5.3.6 Details 

In this sub-section, we provide the computation of �⃗⃗⃗⃗�𝑗. For the grid-based scanning, we set 𝑗 = 𝑣 + 𝑢 

with 0 ≤ 𝑣 < √𝑁𝑟𝑥 − 1 and 0 ≤ 𝑢 < √𝑁𝑟𝑥 − 1 and �⃗⃗⃗⃗�𝑗=𝑣+𝑢 = 𝑆(−
1

2
+

(𝑣−1)

√𝑁𝑟𝑥−1
, −

1

2
+

(𝑢−1)

√𝑁𝑟𝑥−1
0). For 

the rotation-based scanning, we define 𝑗 = 2𝑣, with 0 ≤ 𝑣 < 𝑁𝑟𝑥/2 − 1, 𝛼𝑣 = 2𝜋𝑣/(𝑁𝑟𝑥/2), 

�⃗⃗⃗⃗�𝑗=2𝑣 = 0.2𝑆(𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼𝑣 + 𝜋) , 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼𝑣 + 𝜋) , 0) and �⃗⃗⃗⃗�𝑗=2𝑣+1 = 0.3𝑆(𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼𝑣) , 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼𝑣) , 0). Except for 

𝑁𝑟𝑥 = 4, where we use a rotation by 𝜋/2. 

5.4 Discrete Fourier transform based spatial multiplexing and 

MRT for millimetre wave large MIMO 

5.4.1 Introduction 

An air interface such as the 60GHz WIFI standard [139][140][141], can provide throughputs of several 

Gigabits per second in indoor, by using millimeter-waves (mm-waves). Recent investigations, as illus-

trated by Fig. 5.4.1, propose to extend the use of mm-waves to the outdoor mesh networks 

[142][143][144] or to 5G networks [145], for both the direct link and the backhaul link.   

 
Fig. 5.4.1 Example of outdoor wireless meshed network 

 The well known MIMO spatial multiplexing techniques, enable to improve the spectral efficiency of a 

wireless link, by using several antennas at the transmitter and the receiver, provided that the rank of 

the MIMO channel is large enough[146]. For millimeter waves, a rank much higher than 1 can be 

achieved even in LOS conditions, as long as the spacing between antennas of the same array is chosen 

large enough compared to the transmitter-receiver distance (which is typically of tens to a few hun-

dreds of meters) and the wavelength. For instance, in [147], the diffraction theory in optics is used to 

compute the inter-antenna spacing which ensures that the angular separability of antennas of the 

transmit array and the angular resolution of the receiver array are equal. The computed inter-antenna 

spacing is a function of the distance between the transmitter and receiver and of the wavelength. It en-

Mobile Device

Outdoor Access Point

Base Station
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sures that the MIMO channel is well conditioned. It thus allows the use of low complexity spatial mul-

tiplexing schemes such as the ZF [148], the MMSE [10] or the MRT [8]  precoders. Similar 

observations have been made in [149] for short-range communications exploiting the spherical wave.  

One could extend the approach of [147]  to the mm-waves and the large MIMO systems, which exploit 

hundreds of antennas to reach huge energy savings [96]. However, in practice, it seems difficult to de-

ploy arrays with the inter-antenna spacing optimized for each possible distance between transmitters 

and receivers, and for each carrier frequency. If, contrary to what is shown in [9], the inter-antenna 

spacing is arbitrarily chosen, then the MIMO channel has a great risk to be ill conditioned. Singular 

value decomposition could be applied [150][151] to determine the number of data streams to be sent, 

assuming that CSIT and the receiver CSIR. However, in large MIMO systems, the complexity of the 

processing rapidly grows with the number of antennas, at both the receiver and the transceiver [96]. 

We acknowledge that for backhauling in the outdoor, the complexity is not an issue, because the chan-

nel is static or slowly varies. Indeed, in this case, the SVD processing can be done with a slow update 

rate. However, in cellular networks [145], where a frequent and fast update is required, low complexi-

ty schemes are preferable. 

In this study, we propose a new low complexity system for large MIMO mm-wave communications, 

with arbitrary inter-antenna spacing. This technique, called Discrete Fourier Transform based spatial 

multiplexing with maximum ratio transmission (DFT-SM-MRT) combines two techniques: 

 DFT based Spatial Multiplexing (DFT-SM) ; 

 MRT beamforming (equivalently TR on a sub-carrier basis). 

The DFT-SM scheme uses an inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) performed in the spatial do-

main [152][153] at the transmitter, and a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) also in the spatial domain, 

at the receiver. When the DFT-SM scheme is used with linear arrays, the data streams are mapped onto 

beams of various angles of departures [152][153] which are then detected at the receiver side, by 

beams with various angles of arrivals. When the DFT-SM scheme is used with circular arrays, data 

streams are mapped onto vortices with various orbital angular momentums [154]. The DFT-SM 

scheme is better suited for arrays being aligned according to Fig. 5.4.2 and Fig. 5.4.3, for linear and 

circular arrays, respectively. The authors of [153] have in fact demonstrated that the DFT-SM achieves 

the SVD performance, if the circular arrays are perfectly aligned. Also, based on a spherical wave 

channel model, [149] has shown that the alignment of linear arrays provide better conditions for spa-

tial multiplexing in LOS conditions. In practice, slight misalignments (which are expected to reduce 

the number of streams which can be spatially multiplexed) cannot be avoided. We therefore introduce 
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the MRT precoder based on CSIT, in order to pre-equalize the channel [10] and compensate for misa-

lignments. 

 
Fig. 5.4.2 DFT-SM for aligned linear arrays 

 
Fig. 5.4.3 DFT-SM for aligned circular arrays 

This study is organized as follows. Sub-section 5.4.2 introduces the common system model, sub-

section 5.4.3 presents the SVD, DFT-SM, DFT-SM-MRT schemes and a fourth scheme called “DFT-

SM-MRT filtered”. Sub-section 5.4.4 presents the performance evaluation methodology. Sub-section 

5.4.5 presents some numerical results and sub-section 5.4.6 concludes this study. The following nota-

tions are used throughout this study: A𝐻 is the transpose conjugate of A. 𝐸[|. |2] is the expectation 

operation. A𝐷𝐹𝑇 and A𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑇 are the butler matrices corresponding to the DFT and IDFT operation re-

spectively [156][157]. 

The following notations are used for this study: 

- 𝐚 ∈ ℂ𝑁×1 is the vector of 𝑁 complex data symbols; 

- 𝐚′ℂ𝑁𝑎×1 is the vector of 𝑁 complex data symbols for active data streams; 

- 𝐀𝐼𝐹𝑇 is the butler matrix for the DFT 

- 𝐀𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑇 is the butler matrix for the inverse DFT 

- 𝐴 is the common aperture of the transmitter and the receiver; 

- 𝒃 ∈ ℂ𝑁×1 is the vector of 𝑁 received complex data symbols; 

- c is the speed of light; 

- 𝐷 is the transmitter-receiver distance; 

- 𝑓 is the carrier frequency; 

- 𝑔(. ) is the path loss law as a function of the transmitter-receiver distance; 

Transmitter

array

Receiver

array

Transmitter

array

Receiver
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- 𝐹𝑖 is the noise figure; 

- 𝐇 ∈ ℂ𝑁×𝑁 is the channel matrix; 

- 𝐌 ∈ ℂ𝑁×𝑁 is a matrix; 

- 𝑚 is the ‘physical metric’; 

- 𝑁 is the number of transmit antennas; 

- 𝑁𝑎 is the number of active data streams; 

- 𝑁𝑜 is the thermal noise power spectral density; 

- 𝐏 ∈ ℂ𝑁×𝑁 is the precoding matrix; 

- 𝐏′ ∈ ℂ𝑁×𝑁𝑎 is the truncated precoding matrix; 

- 𝑃𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 is the average power of data symbols; 

- 𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 is the average noise power; 

- 𝐐 ∈ ℂ𝑁×𝑁 is a decoding matrix; 

- 𝐐′ ∈ ℂ𝑁𝑎×𝑁 is the truncated decoding matrix; 

- 𝑟 is the coefficient of relection; 

- 𝑅 is the radius of the circular array or half of the length of the linear array; 

- 𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 is the symbol duration; 

- 𝐔 ∈ ℂ𝑁×𝑁 is the result of the SVD; 

- 𝐕 ∈ ℂ𝑁×𝑁 is the result of the SVD; 

- 𝐰 ∈ ℂ𝑁×1 is the vector of 𝑁 complex noise samples; 

- 𝑥𝑛 is the SINR of the data stream number 𝑛; 

- 𝛼 is the oxygen loss; 

- 𝛾 is a normalising factor; 
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- 𝛾′ is a normalising factor; 

- 𝛿𝑛𝑞 is the distance between the transmit antenna 𝑞 and the receive antenna 𝑛; 

- 𝛿𝑛𝑞
′  is the distance between the virtual source corresponding to the reflection of antenna 𝑞 and 

the receive antenna 𝑛; 

- 𝛿𝑧 is a translation along the z-axis; 

- 𝚫 ∈ ℂ𝑁×𝑁 is the result of the SVD; 

- 𝜗𝑥 is the angle of rotation around the x-axis; 

- 𝜗𝑦 is the angle of rotation around the y-axis; 

- 𝜗𝑧 is the angle of rotation around the z-axis; 

- 𝚪 ∈ ℂ𝑁×𝑁 is the equivalent channel; 

- 𝚪′ ∈ ℂ𝑁𝑎×𝑁𝑎 is the truncated equivalent matrix; 

- 𝜆 is the wavelength; 

- 𝛬(𝑁) is the ratio of the complexity scaling laws of the proposed scheme versus the SVD; 

- 𝛬1(𝑁) is the complexity scaling law for FFT; 

- 𝛬2(𝑁) is the complexity scaling law for SVD; 

- 𝜌 is a normalising factor; 

- 𝛷𝑛 is the truncated spectral efficiency of data stream 𝑛 ; 

- 𝜑𝑛 is the spectral efficiency of data stream 𝑛 ; 

- 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum spectral efficiency; 

- 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 is maximum spectral efficiency. 

- 𝜌 is a normalising factor; 

- 𝜌′ is a normalising factor. 
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5.4.2 Common system model 

5.4.2.1 System description 

A wireless link between a transmitter and a receiver, both having an identical array of 𝑁 antennas, is 

considered. In this study, we restrict our analysis to a narrowband single carrier transmission, and we 

therefore consider the channel as being flat in the frequency domain. The results of the paper could 

easily be extended to the wideband multi-carrier scenario, by considering each sub-carrier, inde-

pendently. Indeed, the 60GHz WIFI standard is based on orthogonal frequency division multiplex 

(OFDM) [139][140][141].  

Assuming flat fading, one can model the MIMO propagation channel by a complex 𝑁 × 𝑁 matrix 𝐇. 

The TDD  mode is considered, and CSIT and CSIR are assumed to be perfectly known. The transmit-

ter sends a vector 𝐚 of 𝑁 complex data symbols with an average power 𝑃𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 = 𝐸[
1

𝑁
∑ |𝐚𝑛|2𝑁−1

𝑛=0 ]. The 

power is equally shared between data streams. The transmitter multiplexes data streams by multiplying 

to the vector 𝑎 with the precoding matrix 𝜌𝐏, where 𝜌 is a normalizing factor ensuring that 

∑ ∑ |𝜌𝐏𝑛𝑝|
2𝑁−1

𝑝=0
𝑁−1
𝑛=0 = 1. The receiver de-multiplexes the data streams by applying the decoding ma-

trix 𝛾𝐐, with 𝛾 being a normalizing factor ensuring that ∑ |𝛾𝐐𝑛𝑝|
2𝑁−1

𝑝=0 = 1, ∀𝑛. Let 𝑤 be the vector of 

the additive white Gaussian noise samples at the 𝑁 receive antennas, with average power 𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 =

𝐸[|𝐰𝑝|
2
]. With these notations, the expression of the vector 𝒃 of the 𝑁 received complex data symbols 

is given by: 

 𝐛 = 𝚪𝐚 + 𝛾𝐐𝐰, Eq. 5.4.1 

where, 𝚪 is the equivalent channel defined by: 

 𝚪 = 𝜌𝛾𝐐𝐇𝐏. Eq. 5.4.2 

5.4.2.2 Performance metrics 

Based on the diffraction theory, we expect the performance to increase with the following “physical 

metric” 𝑚: 

 𝑚 =
𝑅2

𝜆𝐷
, Eq. 5.4.3 
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where, 𝑅 is the radius of the circular array or half of the length of the linear array, 𝜆 is the wavelength 

and 𝐷 is the transmitter-receiver distance. In fact, 𝑚 is simply proportional to the ratio of the transmit 

array maximum angular separation 𝐴/𝐷 (i.e. the angle between the two antennas located at the array 

borders, thus separated by 𝐴, and viewed from a distance 𝐷 [9]) over the receive array maximum reso-

lution 𝜆/𝐴 (i.e. the smallest angle between two objects that the receiver is able to resolve with an 

aperture 𝐴 [9]), where 𝐴 is the common aperture of the transmitter and the receiver (with 𝐴 = 2𝑅).  

We expect that a scheme (either SVD, DFT-SM or DFT-SM-MRT) tested with the same number of 

antennas and the same value of 𝑚 but with different combinations of 𝑅, 𝐷 and 𝜆 values, and therefore 

different values of inter-antenna spacing, may result in a similar performance.  

 
Fig. 5.4.4 System model 

All the following performance metrics (defined hereafter) will be assessed as a function of the physical 

metric 𝑚: the SINR 𝑥𝑛 and the spectral efficiency 𝛷𝑛 of data stream 𝑛 and the number of active data 

streams 𝑁𝑎. The data symbols and the noise samples are considered to be independent Gaussian varia-

bles with zero mean. The same assumption is taken for the interference which is supposed to be a large 

sum of independent variables. With these assumptions, and based on Eq. 5.4.1, one can derive the fol-

lowing SINR expression for 𝑥𝑛: 

 
𝑥𝑛 =

|𝚪𝑛𝑛|2P𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

P𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 + ∑ |𝚪𝑛𝑞|
2
P𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

𝑁−1
𝑞=0,𝑞≠𝑛

. 
Eq. 5.4.4 

Per sub-carrier and per data stream Adaptive modulation and coding  is assumed. 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 are 

the minimum and maximum spectral efficiencies, achievable with practical modulation and coding 

schemes. We set 𝜑𝑛 = log2(1 + 𝑥𝑛). The expression of 𝛷𝑛 is given by: 𝛷𝑛 = 𝜑𝑛 if 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝜑𝑛 ≤

𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝛷𝑛 = 0 if 𝜑𝑛 < 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛, and 𝛷𝑛 = 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 if  𝜑𝑛 > 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥.  

If 𝛷𝑛 = 0, the stream 𝑛 is considered ‘inactive’, if 𝛷𝑛 > 0, the stream 𝑛 is considered ‘active’. 𝑁𝑎 is 

the number of active streams. The inactive streams are sent, consuming power and creating interfer-

ence. This is sub-optimal, of course. Ideally, a reduced and optimum set of data streams (after an 

exhaustive search over all possible combinations of streams) would be selected, at the cost of extra 
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complexity. However, the main objective of the study is to see the potential benefit of the precod-

ers/decoders alone, without smart power allocation and stream selection.   

5.4.3 Studied systems 

This sub-section presents the specific expressions of the 𝐏, 𝐐 and 𝚪 matrices introduced in sub-section 

5.4.2 for the SVD, DFT-SM, DFT-SM-MRT and “DFT-SM-MRT filtered” schemes. We here define 

the matrix 𝐌 by: 𝐌 = 𝐇𝐇𝐻. We recall that the expression of the MRT precoder is 𝐇𝐻 [8]. 

5.4.3.1  SVD 

In the studied SVD scheme, the data stream 𝑛 is mapped onto the 𝑛𝑡ℎ singular value of 𝐌. The SVD 

of 𝐌 is given by 𝐌 = 𝐔𝚫𝐕, where 𝐔 and 𝐕 are unitary matrices and 𝚫 is a diagonal matrix with the 

singular values as coefficients. The expressions of 𝐏, 𝐐  and 𝚪 are given by: 𝐏 = 𝐇𝐻𝐕𝐻; 𝐐 = 𝐔𝐻 and  

𝚪 = 𝜌𝛾𝚫. 𝐇 is a square matrix, therefore one could simply make the SVD of 𝐇 and use the following 

equality to simplify the system: 𝐕 = 𝐔H. However, we prefer to study the SVD of 𝐌, as it has the ad-

vantage to be applicable to non-square MIMO matrices.  

5.4.3.2  DFT-SM 

The expressions of 𝐏, 𝐐 and 𝚪 are given by: 𝐏 = 𝐀𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑇;       𝐐 = A𝐷𝐹𝑇 and 𝚪 = 𝜌𝛾𝐀𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑇𝐇𝐀𝐷𝐹𝑇; 

where 𝐀𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑇 and 𝐀𝐷𝐹𝑇, are the butler matrices for the inverse DFT and the DFT, respectively. 

5.4.3.3  DFT-SM-MRT 

The expressions of 𝐏 and 𝐐 and 𝚪 are therefore given by: 𝐏 = 𝐇𝐻𝐀𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑇; 𝐐 = 𝐀𝐷𝐹𝑇 and 𝚪 =

𝜌𝛾𝐀𝐷𝐹𝑇𝐌𝐀𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑇. 

5.4.3.4  DFT-SM-MRT filtered 

In the “DFT-SM-MRT filtered” scheme, the system computes the expected spectral efficiency for the 

DFT-SM-MRT in a first step. Then, it determines which streams are not useful to be transmitted (inac-

tive streams), and thus only transmits the other streams (active streams). In this case, the model 

presented in II must be slightly modified: 𝐚, 𝐏, 𝐐 and 𝚪 are replaced by 𝐚′ of size 𝑁𝑎, 

with 𝐸[
1

𝑁𝑎
∑ |𝐚′𝑛|2𝑁𝑎−1

𝑛=0 ], 𝐏′ of size  𝑁 × 𝑁𝑎, 𝐐′ of size  𝑁𝑎 × 𝑁  and 𝚪′ of size 𝑁𝑎 × 𝑁𝑎. 𝐏′ and 𝐐′ on-

ly include the lines of 𝐏 and the column of 𝐐, respectively, which correspond to active streams and 

𝚪′ = 𝜌′𝛾′𝐐′𝐇𝐏′. 𝜌′ and 𝛾′ are set to ensure that ∑ ∑ |𝜌′𝐏′𝑛𝑝|
2𝑁𝑎−1

𝑝=0
𝑁−1
𝑛=0 = 1 and 

∑ ∑ |𝛾′𝐐′𝑛𝑝|
2𝑁−1

𝑝=0
𝑁𝑎−1
𝑛=0 = 1.The SINR expression 𝑥′𝑛 is then computed using Eq. 5.4.4, with 𝚪′ and 𝑁𝑎 

instead of 𝚪 and 𝑁, and for active streams only. Finally, Φn is updated with 𝑥′𝑛 instead of 𝑥𝑛, using 

the same method as in sub-section 5.4.2.1. This scheme suppresses the interference created by inactive 
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streams over active streams, by simply muting inactive streams. We do not propose filtering for SVD 

as it is already orthogonal. We do not propose it for DFT-SM either, as it is expected to deliver almost 

no active data streams in the misalignment conditions. 

5.4.3.5 Basic Complexity Comparison 

This sub-section gives a first complexity analysis of the studied schemes, for large values of the num-

ber 𝑁 of antennas.  

First of all, the complexity at the transmitter side is estimated. MRT needs a matrix transposition, a 

matrix conjugation and a matrix multiplication. Compared to MRT, DFT-SM-MRT requires an addi-

tional DFT. Compared to MRT, the studied SVD scheme needs an additional SVD. According to 

[156][157], the complexity of the FFT scales with 𝛬1(𝑁) = 𝑁log2(𝑁), and the complexity of SVD 

scales with 𝛬2(𝑁) = 𝑁3. We define the complexity ratio 𝛬(𝑁) between the SVD and the DFT-SM-

MRT schemes as: 𝛬(𝑁) =
𝛬2(𝑁)

𝛬1(𝑁)
=

𝑁2

log2(𝑁)
. Fig. 5.4.5 plots 𝛬(𝑁) as a function of the number of anten-

nas 𝑁, and shows that 𝛬(𝑁) becomes tremendous for large MIMO systems (𝑁 > 100).  

Now, on the receiver side, MRT needs no particular operation. DFT-SM-MRT and SVD schemes need 

the same operations as for the transmitter side, and therefore have the same complexity ratio.   

 
Fig. 5.4.5 Complexity ratio versus number of antennas 

To conclude, at first sight, SVD is much more complex than DFT-SM-MRT especially for large 

MIMO systems. Computations based on low complexity implementations of the SVD would be need-

ed for a more fair comparison.  

5.4.4 Performance evaluation methodology 

5.4.4.1 Main assumptions 

The number of antennas 𝑁 is fixed to 512.  
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The system carrier frequency 𝑓 is varied. The wavelength 𝜆 is given by: 𝜆 = 𝑐/𝑓, where 𝑐 is the speed 

of light. 

Regarding the MCS, QPSK with coding rate ½ is chosen as the lowest MCS, corresponding to 

𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 1bits/s/Hz, and 64 QAM with coding rate 1 is chosen as the maximum MCS, corresponding 

to 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 6bits/s/Hz.  

As we are considering a single carrier transmission, the value of the power spectral density (in watts 

per Hz, or watts×seconds) is used instead of the power (in watts) for 𝑃𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 and 𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒. 𝑃𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 is chosen 

equal to 20dBm× 𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙, with 𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 =800 ns, which corresponds to a typical value for 60GHz 

standards [139][140][141] and 𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = 𝐹𝑖𝑁𝑜, where 𝑁𝑜 is the thermal noise power spectral density 

and 𝐹𝑖 is the noise figure.  𝑁𝑜 = −174dBm/Hz and 𝐹𝑖=5dB. 

5.4.4.2 Misaligned arrays 

As already stated in II, the transmit antenna array and the receive antenna array are identical, and have 

𝑁 elements. Linear arrays of lengths 2𝑅 and circular arrays of radius 𝑅 are tested, to ensure they have 

the same aperture: 𝐴 = 2𝑅. The positions of the transmitter and the receiver arrays are determined us-

ing a two step approach. In a first step, they are “aligned”: i.e. they are set perpendicular to the y-axis, 

centered over the y-axis and separated by the distance D.  In the linear case, the arrays are set parallel 

to the z-axis.  In a second step, a translation by 𝛿𝑧 along the z-axis is applied to the receive array, and 

rotations by the angles 𝜗𝑥, 𝜗𝑦 and 𝜗𝑧 around the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis, respectively, are applied to 

the transmit array. Circular and linear arrays are illustrated in Fig. 5.4.6 and Fig. 5.4.7 respectively. 

 
Fig. 5.4.6 Model for translated, rotated circular array with reflection 

 

Fig. 5.4.7 Model for translated, rotated linear array with reflection 

5.4.4.3 Channel Model 

The MIMO channel H is generated using a ray tracing propagation model. One infinite and perfectly 

flat reflector (illustrated by Fig. 5.4.6 and Fig. 5.4.7) is considered. It is orthogonal to the z-axis and its 
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coordinate is: 𝑧 = −𝑅.  A virtual source, defined as the symmetrical image of the array through the 

surface, is used to model the perfect reflection. This could be, for instance, a basic model for a roof 

top. A reflection coefficient 𝑟 is applied. The path loss between the transmit antenna 𝑛 and the receive 

antenna 𝑞 is given by [142][143][144]:  

 
𝑔(𝛿𝑛𝑞) = (

𝜆

4𝜋𝛿𝑛𝑞
)

2

10−0.1×𝛼×(
𝛿𝑛𝑞

1000
). 

 

where 𝛼 is the oxygen loss, 𝛿𝑛𝑞 is the distance between the transmit antenna 𝑞 and the receive antenna 

𝑛. Let 𝛿𝑛𝑞
′  be the distance between the virtual source corresponding to the reflection of antenna 𝑞 and 

the receive antenna 𝑛. The same equation can be used with 𝛿𝑛𝑞
′  instead of 𝛿𝑛𝑞. The channel coefficient 

𝐻𝑛𝑞 is therefore: 

 
H𝑛𝑞 = √𝑔(𝛿𝑛𝑞)𝑒

𝑗2𝜋
𝛿𝑛𝑞

𝜆 + 𝑟√𝑔(𝛿𝑛𝑞
′ )𝑒𝑗2𝜋

𝛿𝑛𝑞
′

𝜆 . 
 

5.4.4.4 Testing various configurations 

In order to make the study with arbitrary inter-antenna spacings (with respect to the transmitter-

receiver distance, and the wavelength), all possible combinations of the following values for the fre-

quency, the radius and the transmitter-receiver distance, are tested: 𝑓 between 10 and 100GHz; R 

between 0.4 and 3 meters and D between 10 and 100 meters.  

For each combination, the physical parameter 𝑚 is computed using Eq. 5.4.3 and the metrics N𝑎 and 

Φ𝑛 are computed using the equations in sub-section 5.4.2 and the matrices defined in 5.4.3.  

All possible combinations of the following values for the rotation, the translation and the reflection are 

tested: 𝜗𝑥, 𝜗𝑦 and 𝜗𝑧 between 0 and 0.2 radians (~11°),  𝛿𝑧 between 0 and 20cm, 𝑟 = 0 (no reflection) 

or  𝑟 = 1 (reflection). 

5.4.5 Results 

All simulation results are plotted as a function of the physical parameter 𝑚, with values between 0 and 

40. Points with 𝑚 beyond 40 correspond to huge arrays being very close to each other, compared to 

the wavelength. Such configurations are likely to be more rare than configurations with 𝑚 < 40. Also, 

in those configurations, the SVD performance saturates due to the fixed number of antennas 𝑁 = 512. 

In other terms, the channel becomes close to full rank, and low complexity precoders or decoders such 
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as ZF, MMSE or even MRT may suffice. Here are two examples of scenarios corresponding to 

𝑚 = 40: 𝑅 = 3m, 𝐷 = 45m and 𝑓 = 60GHz, or   𝑅 = 3m, 𝐷 = 75m and 𝑓 = 100GHz. 

 
Fig. 5.4.8 Circular array, translation effect only 

 
Fig. 5.4.9 Circular array, rotation effect only 

Fig. 5.4.8 illustrates the number of active streams 𝑁𝑎 and the spectral efficiency 𝛷𝑛 as a function of 

the physical parameter 𝑚, for SVD, DFT-SM and DFT-SM-MRT, when only translation is activated 

(𝜗𝑥 = 𝜗𝑦 = 𝜗𝑧 = 𝑟 = 0, and 𝛿𝑧 ≥ 0). Fig. 5.4.9 illustrates the impact of rotation alone, (𝛿𝑧 = 𝑟 = 0, 

𝜗𝑥 ≥ 0, 𝜗𝑦 ≥ 0, and 𝜗𝑧 ≥ 0). As expected, for all schemes, the performance mainly depends on 𝑚. 

One can observe that DFT-SM fails to deliver active streams due to the slight misalignment induced by 

either the translation or the rotation, whereas DFT-SM-MRT delivers almost the same number of ac-

tive streams as SVD. Regarding the spectral efficiency, DFT-SM-MRT reaches around one third of the 

SVD performance. 

 
Fig. 5.4.10 Circular array, reflection effect only 

Fig. 5.4.10 illustrates the impact of the reflector alone, (𝜗𝑥 = 𝜗𝑦 = 𝜗𝑧 = 𝛿𝑧 = 0, and 𝑟 = 1). This 

time, the transmitter and the receiver are perfectly aligned, and one reflector creates an additional path 
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in the propagation channel. DFT-SM alone is already robust to the multi-path, and DFT-SM-MRT does 

not bring additional gain, because the alignment is already perfect. 

 
Fig. 5.4.11 Circular array, rotation, translation and reflection effects  

Fig. 5.4.11 illustrates the combined effect of misalignment and reflection. Again, due to the misalign-

ment, and contrary to DFT-SM-MRT, DFT-SM performance collapses.  

 
Fig. 5.4.12 Circular array, rotation, translation and reflection (Zoom) 

Fig. 5.4.12 is a zoom of Fig. 5.4.11 with “DFT-SM-MRT filtered” scheme added. The filtered scheme, 

slightly improves the performance by muting non active streams, and by reducing the level of interfer-

ence over active streams. We recall that filtering is not proposed for SVD which is already orthogonal. 

It is not implemented for DFT-SM either, due to the very low number of active data streams. 

The same analysis as was shown from Fig. 5.4.8 to Fig. 5.4.12, can be made for the linear case, with 

Fig. 5.4.13 to Fig. 5.4.17. However, the linear array is much more sensitive to rotation than to transla-

tion. Also, when comparing Fig. 5.4.12 and Fig. 5.4.17, one can observe that the circular array 

outperforms the linear array for the same value of the physical parameter. Hence, even though DFT-

SM-MRT adapts to m as SVD does, without requiring an optimised antenna spacing with respect to m, 

it still clearly needs some particular antenna array “shapes”. 
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Fig. 5.4.13 Linear array, translation effect only 

 
Fig. 5.4.14 Linear array, rotation effect only 

 
Fig. 5.4.15 Linear array, reflection effect only 

 
Fig. 5.4.16 Linear array, translation, rotation and reflection effects 
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Fig. 5.4.17 Linear array, translation, rotation and reflection effects (Zoom) 

Table 5.4.1. summarizes the spectral efficiencies achieved by DFT-SM-MRT at 𝑚=40. Depending on 

the scenario, DFT-SM-MRT achieves hundreds of bits/s/Hz. In comparison with SVD, DFT-SMR-

MRT achieves 1/3 to 1/14 of SVD performance, with a complexity which is around 𝛬(𝑁)−1 =3.10
-5

  

times lower, for the considered number of antennas (N=512).  

Effects DFT-SM-MRT spectral efficiency (bits/s/Hz) Ratio  between DFT-SM-MRT and SVD 

spectral efficiencies 

Circular 

Array 

Linear Array Circular 

Array 

Linear Array 

Translation 770 224 >1/3  ~3/4  

Rotation 1000 215 ~1/3  ~5/7  

Reflection 440 135  >1/7  ~4/9 

All 215 189  >1/14  ~5/8 

Table 5.4.1 DFT-SM-MRT performance at 𝑚=40 

To conclude this sub-section, DFT-SM-MRT provides high spectral efficiency without inter-antenna 

spacing optimization with respect to the distance, and is robust to misalignement plus one reflector. 

5.4.6 Conclusion 

This study introduces a new low complexity scheme for large MIMO millimeter-wave communica-

tions where the MIMO matrix is likely to be ill conditioned if the antenna separation is not optimized 

as a function of the transmitter-receiver distance. The proposed scheme, called DFT based spatial mul-

tiplexing with MRT, combines IDFT and MRT precoders at the transmitter and DFT decoder at the 

receiver. At first sight, the system has a much lower complexity than singular value decomposition, 

which is the chosen reference solution for ill conditioned MIMO. Simulations with a simple ray trac-
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ing model and one perfectly flat reflector show that the proposed scheme achieves a very high spectral 

efficiency and is robust to slight misalignment. Additionally, it has been shown that the circular array 

outperforms the linear array. Future work will therefore focus on performance assessment with more 

realistic propagation channel models, on the design of new arrays shapes, and on some more precise 

complexity analysis. 
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6 Chapter 6 - Conclusion and future works 

6.1 Conclusions 

Time reversal is a space-time filtering technique that provides focusing in the time and the spatial do-

main. It can be implemented with single-carrier modulation by using distinct matched filters per 

transmit antenna. It can also be implemented with multi-carrier modulation by using distinct maximum 

ratio transmission beamformers per sub-carrier.  

Time reversal has been clearly identified by previous works to be beneficial for ultrawideband com-

munications by lowering the cost of the receivers. Thanks to our simulations and experiments, it is 

now a bit clearer that even for bands and spectrums typical for mobile networks, time reversal space-

time focusing can deliver high throughput to low cost devices also in indoor mobile networks (such as 

femto/small cell networks).  

Most of previous works on time reversal considered the best-case scenario: time division duplex mode 

and static environment. In mobile networks, two challenging scenarios are often met: frequency divi-

sion duplex mode and fast moving connected car. Thanks to our work on new enablers, it seems a bit 

more possible to benefit from TR advantages even in these challenging scenarios. In frequency divi-

sion duplex mode, a low cost device can still be used. In high mobility, the maximum ratio 

transmission beamforming gain can still be exploited to save energy at the network side.   

Most of previous works focus on using time reversal in wireless networks for data communication us-

ing single carrier modulation or OFDM. We also propose new communication schemes with 

alternative modulations (spatial modulation or OFDM/OQAM), new deployment scenarios (massive 

multiple input multiple output systems for wireless backhaul in ultra dense networks) and new applica-

tions apart from data transmission (guidance and navigation) based on time reversal focusing. 

6.2 Future works 

During all the aforementioned studies, it appeared that the quality of the space-time focusing property 

of time reversal strongly depends on the propagation, but also on the design of antennas. In our future 

works, we will therefore try to have a ‘cross antenna-environment-signal processing’ design approach, 

more systematically.  

For instance, in [162], section 7.2, we have very recently shown that massive antenna arrays facing 

each other in near to line of sight exhibit huge degrees of freedom, if a sufficiently high carrier fre-

quency is selected. They can potentially convey hundreds of data streams in parallel, multiplexed in 
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the spatial domain. This very early results show that by integrating antenna arrays in urban architec-

ture and objects, and exploiting the natural geometries one can provide huge data rates. Going further, 

we have seen in in chapter 5.4, that for some shapes and some particular geometries, the near to opti-

mum schemes can be very simple. In another example of study presented in [163], we propose a new 

and low complexity space-time block coding scheme for OFDM/OQAM MIMO systems which ex-

ploits near line-of-sight propagation to lower the complexity of the system. In the future, we will 

therefore try to optimize together the following three elements:  

 the geometries of antenna arrays so that they can be imbedded in urban architecture or objects;  

 the deployment scenarios of these antennas so that huge degrees of freedom with low com-

plexity can be met; 

 the signal processing schemes so that the best performance is obtained.  

One can also explore alternatives to antenna arrays. In [164] for instance, we start to take into account 

multiport antennas instead of antenna arrays, to perform time reversal focusing. More works will fol-

low on this kind of antennas, as they have the advantage to be more compact than antenna arrays. 

They mainly provide diversity in the angular domain. They are therefore good candidates for connect-

ed objects. 
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7 Annex 

7.1 Details on OFDM/OQAM with time reversal 

The figure below illustrates an OFDM/OQAM modulator and its associated demodulator.  

 
Fig. 7.1.1 OFDM/OQAM modulator and de-modulator 

Fig. 7.1.2 illustrates the architecture of a transceiver that implements TR in the time domain. The fig-

ure is drawn for an OFDM/OQAM waveform. However, it is valid for any multi-carrier transmission 

scheme. In this figure, 𝑊𝑛
(𝑙,𝑝)

 is the data symbol transmitted over the sub-carrier number 𝑙, which is 

intended to the receive antenna 𝑛 during the OFDM or OFDM/OQAM symbol number 𝑝. ℎ𝑛,𝑀(𝑡) is 

the impulse response of the propagation channel between the receive antenna number 𝑛 and the trans-

mit antenna number 𝑚, with 0 ≤ 𝑛 < 𝑁 − 1 and 0 ≤ 𝑚 < 𝑀 − 1. ℎ̂𝑛,𝑀(𝑡) is the estimate of ℎ𝑛,𝑀(𝑡).  

 

 
Fig. 7.1.2 Transmitter architecture, TR implementation 
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Fig.7.1.3 below illustrates the architecture of a transceiver that implements TR in the frequency do-

main, i.e. using MRT beamformer on a sub-carrier basis. The figure is drawn for an OFDM/OQAM 

waveform. However, it is valid for any multi-carrier transmission scheme. In this figure, 𝑊𝑛
(𝑙,𝑝)

 is the 

data symbol transmitted over the sub-carrier number 𝑙, which is intended to the receive antenna 𝑛 dur-

ing the OFDM or OFDM/OQAM symbol number 𝑝. 𝐻𝑛,𝑀
(𝑙)

 is the coefficient of the propagation channel 

between the receive antenna number 𝑛 and the transmit antenna number 𝑚, on sub-carrier number 𝑙, 

with 0 ≤ 𝑛 < 𝑁 − 1, 0 ≤ 𝑚 < 𝑀 − 1 and 0 ≤ 𝑙 < 𝐿 − 1. �̂�𝑛,𝑀
(𝑙)

 is the estimate of ℎ𝑛,𝑀(𝑡). 

 
Fig. 7.1.3 Transmitter architecture, Maximum Ratio Transmission implementation 

7.2 Details on separate receive and training antenna system 

7.2.1 Introduction 

Multiple antenna techniques are well known for their beneficial effect on wireless communications. 

Among them, beamforming based on CSIT is often proposed, in MISO systems, to maximize the re-

ceived SINR, and the DL throughput. More recently, large MISO systems have become popular, as 

they increase the beamforming gain simply by using larger transmit antennas arrays at the base station 

[srta1][95][srta2][158][srta3].  
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For such large systems, that we will latter call Reference Systems (RS), the Channel State Information 

feedback necessary in FDD mode is heavier. Hence, TDD is a better option. Classically, in TDD, dur-

ing the training phase, the mobile station (MS) sends pilots, which are used by the base station to 

perform UL channel estimation, CSIT acquisition and beamforming weights computation. During the 

data transmission phase, the base station transmits data in the downlink (DL) using the beamformer 

weights and a high SINR is finally achieved at the mobile station. The theoretical beamforming gain, 

i.e. the SINR gain, increases with the number of transmit antennas  [srta1][95][srta2] [158] 

[srta3][srta7][srta8][92].  

The mentioned beamforming gain is achievable for low speed mobile station. However, in the case of 

high speed mobile station, the propagation channel changes during the delay between the training 

phase and the data transmission phase, causing the CSIT to be outdated. In other terms, the beamform-

ing scheme “misses” its moving target and the beamforming gain is degraded [srta4][159][srta8] [92]. 

Moreover, this degradation worsens with the number of transmit antennas.  

For the particular case of high speed trains, works in [srta5][srta6][160][160] have experimented 

route-tracking beamforming. Contrary to approaches in [srta1][95][srta2] [158] [srta3], the base station 

does not use CSIT. Instead, it dynamically rotates the beam of a directive antenna towards the vehicle, 

based on its current position. The position is estimated by the vehicle GPS and fed back to the base 

station. In this case, the base station does not “miss” its target as the beam is large. However, as no 

CSIT is available, the achieved beamforming gain and spectral efficiency are very low. 

In this study, we propose a new scheme called Separate Receive and Training Antennas (SRTA), to 

achieve high beamforming gain thanks to a large transmit antenna array, even with a high speed mov-

ing vehicle. As for RS, this technique is based on TDD, beamforming and CSIT. Nevertheless, 

contrary to RS where a user has a single antenna, in our scheme, the vehicle is equipped with several 

antennas playing different roles: a “Training Antenna” (TA), several “Candidate Antennas” (CAs), and 

among the CAs, a particular antenna, called the “Receive Antenna” (RA). In SRTA, the TA is respon-

sible for sending UL pilots during the training phase, and the RA is responsible for data demodulation, 

during the data transmission phase, while in RS, the same antenna plays the two roles. In SRTA, the 

RA is dynamically selected among the CAs as a function of the vehicle speed. The delay between 

training and data transmission is also dynamically adapted to the vehicle speed. More precisely, the 

RA and the frame duration are computed to ensure that, during the data transmission phase, the RA is 

exactly at the position that was previously occupied by the TA during the training phase. The important 

advantage of SRTA is that the frame duration is extended for higher speeds. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sub-section 7.2.27.2.2 we present our generic system model. 

Specific parameters of the RS and the SRTA are detailed in sub-section 4.2.3 and 7.2.4 respectively. In 
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particular, the differences in the SINR expressions are highlighted. Sub-section 4.2.5 is a performance 

comparison. Sub-section 7.2.6 concludes this study.  

The following notations are used: 𝑘, 𝑙, 𝑝, 𝑣, 𝐾, 𝐿, 𝑃 ∈ ℕ. 𝜏, 𝑡, 𝑡0, 𝑡𝑠, 𝑣, ∆, 𝑥𝑇, 𝑁0 ∈ ℝ; 𝑡𝑎, 𝑡𝑎,𝑑:ℝ →

ℝ; 𝑙𝑎, 𝑙𝑎,𝑑, 𝑙𝑎,𝑑: ℝ → ⟦1, 𝐿 − 1⟧; 𝑔𝑘 , 𝑔𝑘 ∶ ℝ3 → ℂ; 𝑝𝑘 ∈ ℂ. 𝑛, 𝑛′, 𝑚, 𝑚′,  �⃗� ∈ ℝ3 are Cartesian coordi-

nates; if 𝑢 ∈ ℝ, [𝑢] is the integer part of 𝑢; if 𝑢 ∈ ℂ, |𝑢| is its module; if �⃗� ∈ ℝ3, ‖v⃗⃗‖ is its norm.  

7.2.2 Generic system model 

This sub-section presents common elements of RS and SRTA. For both systems, the beamforming 

scheme will be the MRT which was demonstrated to offer MISO SVD performance [92].  

A wireless DL transmission between a base station with 𝐾 transmit antennas and a moving vehicle is 

considered. The vehicle velocity vector is �⃗� and 𝑣 = ‖�⃗�‖. In SRTA, the vehicle has one TA and sever-

al CAs, the CAs include the RA, and the RA is different from the TA.  In RS, there is only one antenna 

on the vehicle, thus the TA and the RA are the same antenna.  

Spatially correlated flat fading channel is assumed. Hence, the propagation channel between any an-

tenna 𝑘 ∈ [0, 𝐾 − 1] of the base station and any position m of any antenna of the vehicle is a complex 

coefficient, and is denoted gk(m).  

 TDD mode is considered, with an equal UL and DL frame duration τ. The system symbol duration is 

𝑡𝑠. One frame is divided in symbols of duration 𝑡𝑠. Each data symbol sent by the base station at time 

𝑡′ ∈ [𝜏, 2𝜏[ during the data transmission phase described in sub-section B, uses beamforming weights 

previously determined at time 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝜏[, during the training phase, described in sub-section A, with: 

 𝑡′ = 𝑡 + 𝜏. Eq. 7.2.1 

𝜏 is thus also the delay between the training phase and the data transmission phase, for any data sym-

bol. For the sake of clarity, we use simple notations to describe positions of the vehicle moving 

antennas. We simply denote 𝑛 and 𝑛′ as the positions of the TA at time 𝑡 and 𝑡′ respectively, and 𝑚 and 

𝑚′ the positions of the RA at time 𝑡 and 𝑡′, respectively. The channel between the TA and the transmit 

antenna k at time t is thus 𝑔𝑘(𝑛), and the channel between the RA and the transmit antenna 𝑘 at time 

𝑡′ is 𝑔𝑘(𝑚′).    

For a first analysis we assume than the latency impact of base station acquiring precise vehicle speed 

information is neglected because not varying very quickly compared to the channel coherence time. 
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7.2.2.1 Training Phase 

At time 𝑡, the TA sends pilots from its current position 𝑛, the base station determines the estimate 

𝑔𝑘(𝑛) of 𝑔𝑘(𝑛) for each transmit antenna k and computes the maximum ratio transmission beamform-

ing weight 𝑝𝑘:  

 𝑝𝑘 = 𝑔𝑘
∗(𝑛). Eq. 7.2.2 

The base station computes the power allocation E verifying: 

 𝑥𝑇 = 𝐸𝑁0
−1|∑ 𝑝𝑘�̂�𝑘(𝑛)𝐾

𝑘=1 |
2
, Eq. 7.2.3 

where 𝑁0 is the noise power and 𝑥𝑇 is a target SNR. Using Eq. 7.2.2 and 7.2.3, the base station deduc-

es 𝐸: 

 𝐸 = 𝑥𝑇𝑁0|∑ |𝑔𝑘(𝑛)|2𝐾
𝑘=1 |

−2
. Eq. 7.2.4 

7.2.2.2 Data Transmission  

At time t′, the base station sends data with the power allocation E and the weights pk stored at time t. 

Thus, both RS and SRTA send the same signal with the same power. 

7.2.2.3 Received SNR expression  

The expression of the receive SNR 𝑥𝜏�⃗⃗� is given by: 

 𝑥𝜏�⃗⃗� = 𝐸𝑁0
−1|∑ 𝑔𝑘(𝑚′)𝑝𝑘

𝐾
𝑘=1 |

2
. Eq. 7.2.5 

By replacing 𝐸 by 7.2.4 and 𝑝𝑘 by 7.2.2, in 7.2.5, and by assuming perfect channel estimation 

(𝑔𝑘(𝑛) = 𝑔𝑘(𝑛)), one obtains: 

 𝑥𝜏�⃗⃗� = |∑ 𝑔𝑘(𝑚′)𝑔𝑘(𝑛)∗𝐾
𝑘=1 |

2
|∑ |𝑔𝑘(𝑛)|2𝐾

𝑘=1 |
−2

𝑥𝑇. Eq. 7.2.6 

7.2.3 Classical MISO or Reference System (RS) 

𝜏 has a fixed value:  
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 𝜏 = 𝑡0. Eq. 7.2.7 

The vehicle has only one antenna. The TA is also the RA. Hence, we have 𝑚 = 𝑛, 𝑚′ = 𝑛′, and, 

 𝑚′ = 𝑛 + 𝑡0�⃗�. Eq. 7.2.8 

Consequently, Eq. 7.2.6 becomes: 

 𝑥𝑡0�⃗⃗� = |∑ 𝑔𝑘(𝑛 + 𝑡0�⃗�)𝑔𝑘(𝑛)∗𝐾
𝑘=1 |

2
|∑ |𝑔𝑘(𝑛)|2𝐾

𝑘=1 |
−2

𝑥𝑇. Eq. 7.2.9 

If 𝑡0�⃗� = 0⃗⃗ (no delay or mobility), the target SNR is met: 

 𝑥𝑡0�⃗⃗� = 𝑥𝑇. Eq. 7.2.10 

If 𝑡0�⃗� ≠ 0, (delay or mobility), the target SNR is not met: 

 𝑥𝑡0�⃗⃗� ≤ 𝑥𝑇. Eq. 7.2.11 

Hence, due to the frame duration 𝑡0 and the velocity �⃗�, the data is received out of the beamforming 

target position. As a consequence, the SNR is lower and the BLER is larger, than expected. 𝑥𝑡0�⃗⃗� de-

creases when 𝑡0 increases. Thus, the smallest value of 𝑡0 that does not create too much overhead (due 

to the additional guard time after the DL frame), must be chosen. Nevertheless, and as confirmed by 

simulation results presented in sub-section V.B, for MRT precoding, the greater the number of transmit 

antenna at base station, the greater the theoretical target SNR, but the lower 𝑥𝑡0�⃗⃗� when 𝑡0�⃗� ≠ 0. And 

moreover, for a given number of transmit antennas and a frame duration 𝑡0, the higher �⃗�, the lower 

𝑥𝑡0�⃗⃗�. 

7.2.4 Separate receive and training antennas (SRTA)  

7.2.4.1 Concept 

Fig. 7.2.1 a) and b) illustrate the vehicle antenna(s) for RS and SRTA, assuming the same velocity �⃗�. 
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In SRTA, the vehicle has 𝐿 antennas with indexes 𝑙 ∈ [0, 𝐿 − 1], fixed on its roof, and regularly spaced 

by ∆. In addition to the TA (with index 𝑙 = 0), 𝐿 − 1 CAs (with indexes 𝑙 ∈ [1, 𝐿 − 1]) are used. The 

antennas are fixed on the vehicle in such a way that they are always aligned with the vehicle velocity 

vector. Let 𝑛𝑙 be the position of CA 𝑙, at time 𝑡 and 𝑛′𝑙 its position at time 𝑡′. 𝑛𝑙 and 𝑛′𝑙 verify:  

 𝑛′𝑙𝑛′⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ = 𝑛𝑙𝑛⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ = 𝑙∆𝑣−1�⃗�, Eq. 7.2.12 

 𝑛′𝑙 − 𝑛′ = 𝑛𝑙 − 𝑛 = −𝑙∆𝑣−1�⃗�. Eq. 7.2.13 

A vehicle with such antennas is illustrated in Fig. 7.2.2. 

We assume that 𝐿 and ∆ are designed large enough to verify: 

 𝑣<(𝐿 − 1)∆‖𝑡0‖
−1. Eq. 7.2.14 

We assume that the base station and the vehicle have a precise estimation of 𝑣 (based on GPS for in-

stance). The base station and the vehicle jointly select the RA among CAs (i.e. the index 𝑙𝑎(𝑣)), and an 

extended frame duration (i.e.  𝜏 = 𝑡𝑎(𝑣)) adapted to the speed 𝑣 according to: 

 𝑙𝑎(𝑣) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝑙 ∈ ⟦1, 𝐿 − 1⟧ | 𝑙∆𝑣−1 > 𝑡0 }. Eq. 7.2.15 

 𝑡𝑎(𝑣) = 𝑙𝑎(𝑣)∆𝑣−1. Eq. 7.2.16 

Due to Eq. 7.2.14, 𝑙𝑎(𝑣) does exist and Eq. 7.2.15 and Eq. 7.2.16 leads to: 

 𝑡𝑎(𝑣) > 𝑡0. Eq. 7.2.17 

The data symbol is received by antenna 𝑙𝑎(𝑣) at position 𝑚′: 

 𝑚′ = 𝑛′
𝑙𝑎(𝑣) = 𝑛𝑙𝑎(𝑣) + 𝑡𝑎(𝑣)�⃗�. Eq. 7.2.18 

Additionally, due to Eq. 7.2.14, 𝑛𝑙𝑎(𝑣) has the following expression:  
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 𝑛𝑙𝑎(𝑣) = 𝑛 − 𝑙𝑎(𝑣)∆𝑣−1�⃗�. Eq. 7.2.19 

By replacing 𝑛𝑙𝑎(𝑣)by Eq. 7.2.20 in Eq. 7.2.19, one obtains: 

 𝑚′ = 𝑛 + (𝑡𝑎(𝑣)𝑣 − 𝑙𝑎(𝑣)∆)𝑣−1�⃗�. Eq. 7.2.20 

By replacing 𝑡𝑎(𝑣) by Eq. 7.2.16 in Eq. 7.2.20, one obtains: 

 𝑚′ = 𝑛. Eq. 7.2.21 

As a consequence, Eq. 7.2.6 becomes equivalent to: 

 𝑥𝑡𝑎(𝑣)�⃗⃗� = 𝑥𝑇. Eq. 7.2.22 

In other terms, at time 𝑡′ = 𝑡 + 𝑡𝑎(𝑣), the RA is exactly at the position that was previously occupied 

by the TA at time 𝑡, and the target SNR is met. The couple (𝑙𝑎(𝑣), 𝑡𝑎(𝑣)) perfectly compensates the 

vehicle velocity �⃗� by applying a frame duration 𝑡𝑎(𝑣) larger than 𝑡0.  

7.2.4.2 Practical Implementation 

In practice, the frame duration is adapted with a limited granularity 𝑑, i.e. a given time step. For in-

stance, 𝑑 = 𝑡𝑠 or several 𝑡𝑠. Based on Eq. 7.2.15, Eq. 7.2.16 and Eq. 7.2.20, the RA index 𝑙𝑎,𝑑(𝑣), the 

extended frame duration 𝑡𝑎,𝑑(𝑣)  and the position of the RA 𝑚′ expressions are thus given by: 

 𝑙𝑎,𝑑(𝑣) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝑙 ∈ ⟦0, 𝐿 − 1⟧ | [𝑙∆(𝑑𝑣)−1]𝑑 > 𝑡0 }, Eq. 7.2.23 

 𝑡𝑎,𝑑(𝑣) = [𝑙𝑎,𝑑(𝑣)∆𝑣−1𝑑−1]𝑑, Eq. 7.2.24 

 𝑚′ = 𝑛 + 𝜌𝑑(𝑣)𝑣−1�⃗�, Eq. 7.2.25 

where, 𝜌𝑑(𝑣) is the distance between the beamformer target position and the RA, due to 𝑑 and 𝑣: 
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 𝜌𝑑(𝑣) = [𝑙𝑎,𝑑(𝑣)∆(𝑑𝑣)−1]𝑑𝑣 − 𝑙𝑎(𝑣)∆. Eq. 7.2.26 

and finally, the achieved SNR 𝑥𝑡𝑎,𝑑(𝑣)�⃗⃗� is given by: 

 
𝑥𝑡𝑎,𝑑(v)�⃗⃗� =

|∑ 𝑔𝑘(𝑛+𝜌𝑑(𝑣)𝑣−1�⃗⃗�)𝑔𝑘
∗ (𝑛)𝑀

𝑖=1 |
2

|∑ |𝑔𝑘(𝑛)|2𝐾
𝑘=1 |

2 𝑥𝑇 . 
Eq. 7.2.27 

Some values of 𝑣 are noticeable. The BLER target is achieved for speed values 𝑣 = 𝑎𝑝, with  𝑝 ∈

⟦1, 𝐿 − 1⟧, defined by:  

 𝑎𝑝 = ∆(𝑑𝑝)−1. Eq. 7.2.28 

Indeed, 𝜌𝑑(𝑎𝑝) = 0. For other values of 𝑣, 𝑥𝑡𝑎,𝑑(𝑣)�⃗⃗� gets nearer to the target value, when the granulari-

ty 𝑑 is better: 

 lim𝑑→0 𝜌𝑑(𝑣) = 0. Eq. 7.2.29 

 lim𝑑→0 𝑥𝑡𝑎,𝑑(v)�⃗⃗� = 𝑥𝑇. Eq. 7.2.30 

 
Fig. 7.2.1 Vehicle antenna(s) for RS and SRTA systems  
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Fig. 7.2.2 Vehicle Antennas in SRTA 

7.2.5 Performance evaluation  

This sub-section compares RS and SRTA performance, based on simulations. 

7.2.5.1 Simulation assumptions and methodology 

The following assumptions are used: 𝑡0= 2ms; the carrier frequency 𝑓0 is 2GHz; the wavelength is 

λ = 𝑐/𝑓0; where 𝑐=3.10
8
 m/s is the light speed; the base station has 𝐾= 4, 8, 16, 64 antennas aligned 

and separated by 0.5𝜆. In SRTA, the vehicle has 𝐿= 4 antennas separated by Δ, where 𝛥 = 0.5𝜆. Vari-

ous values of the granularity are tested: 𝑑= 1, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1ms. The vehicle speed 𝑣 ranges from 0 to 

300kmph. The couples (𝑡𝑎,𝑑(𝑣), 𝑙𝑎,𝑑(𝑣)) are computed using equations Eq. 7.2.23 and Eq. 7.2.24. The 

target SNR is 𝑥𝑇=15.5 dB, which corresponds to a target BLER of 0.01 for 64QAM with code rate 

3/4.  

A large number of random events are generated by simulation. For each event, the angle of the trans-

mit antenna array and the angle of the vector �⃗� are generated randomly and are uniformly distributed 

between 0 and 2π. The TA position 𝑛 is dropped randomly. 𝜌𝑑(𝑣)is computed using Eq. 7.2.26. The 

coefficients 𝑔𝑘(𝑛), 𝑔𝑘(𝑛 + 𝑡0�⃗�), 𝑔𝑘(𝑛 + 𝜌𝑑(𝑣)𝑣−1�⃗�) are generated and computed using a spatially 

correlated propagation channel model. Then, the formulas Eq. 7.2.9 and Eq. 7.2.27 are applied to de-

rive the SNR xt0v⃗⃗⃗ for RS and the SNR 𝑥𝑡𝑎,𝑑(𝑣)�⃗⃗� for SRTA. The corresponding BLERs are computed 

using the look up table below. The achieved SNRs, BLERs, are averaged over all events, and plotted 

as a function of speed 𝑣, for each 𝑑 value, for both RS and SRTA schemes. 

SNR 14.5 15.0 15.5 15.7 16.0 

BLER 1.0 0.8205 0.0125 0.0028 0.000001 

Table 7.2.1 Look Up Table  

Two types of channel models are tested: the theoretical  “Random Channel Model” and the Winner II 

Channel Models which are based on measurements.  

The “Random Channel Model” generates 100 rays with equal amplitudes, random phases (uniformly 

distributed between 0 and 2π), and random angles of arrival and departures (uniformly distributed be-

tween 0 and 2π radians) to compute 𝑔0(𝑛). The coefficients 𝑔𝑘(𝑛 + 𝑡0�⃗�), 𝑔𝑘(𝑛 + 𝜌𝑑(𝑣)𝑣−1�⃗�) are 

v

training antennaCandidate Antennas
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deduced by using the same rays and by computing additional  phases offsets using geometrical rules. 

Thus, coefficients are spatially correlated. 

The Winner II Cluster Delay Line Models are used to generate spatially correlated coefficients with 

more realistic angle of arrivals, angles of departures and power delay profiles: C1 (Suburban Macro 

cell) in LOS and NLOS. These models consider a system bandwidth of 100MHz and are not flat fad-

ing channel models. Thus some computations are required to use equations (26) and (27).  

More precisely, for one given random event, a number of rays with amplitudes, phases, angles arrivals, 

departures and delays are generated using the Winner II model to build the channel impulse response 

ℎ0,𝑛+𝑡0�⃗⃗�(𝑟) (where 𝑟 is the time) of the channel between transmit antenna  𝑘 = 0 and position 𝑛. The 

impulse response ℎ𝑘,𝑛+𝑡0�⃗⃗�(𝑟) of the channel between transmit antenna 𝑘 and position 𝑛 + 𝑡0�⃗�, and the 

impulse response ℎ𝑘,𝑛+𝜌𝑑(𝑣)𝑣−1�⃗⃗�(𝑟) of the channel  between antenna 𝑘 and position 𝑛 + 𝜌𝑑(𝑣)𝑣−1�⃗� 

are deduced using the same initial rays, with additional phases offsets computed by applying geomet-

ric rules. Thus, spatial correlation is modeled.  

Then, for each impulse response, the corresponding frequency response is obtained by Fast Fourier 

Transform operation: H0,n+t0v⃗⃗⃗(f), Hk,n+t0v⃗⃗⃗(𝑓), and Hk,n+ρd(v)v−1v⃗⃗⃗(f), where 𝑓 is the frequency. Final-

ly, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) is assumed, and equations (26) and (27) are 

applied to each sub-carrier 𝑓 independently, with 𝑔𝑘(𝑛) = 𝐻0,𝑛+𝑡0�⃗⃗�(𝑓), 𝑔𝑘(𝑛 + 𝑡0�⃗�) = 𝐻𝑘,𝑛+𝑡0�⃗⃗�
(𝑓) 

and 𝑔𝑘(𝑛 + 𝜌𝑑(𝑣)𝑣−1�⃗�) = 𝐻𝑘,𝑛+𝜌𝑑(𝑣)𝑣−1�⃗⃗�(𝑓). 

7.2.5.2 Sensitivy to speed of classical large MISO systems (RS) with MRT 

Fig. 7.2.3 and Fig. 7.2.4 illustrate the performance of RS, classical MISO with MRT precoding over 

the Random Channel Model. These curses serve as reference to evaluate the expected gains of SRTA. 

As analyzed in or MISO systems, with 𝐾 = 16 or 64, the SNR and BLER strongly but obviously de-

grade with 𝑣. The potential theoretical gain of large MISO system is not well exploited because of the 

vehicle movement. Fig. 7.2.5 to Fig. 7.2.6 compare RS and SRTA over the Random Channel Model, 

for 𝐾 = 64. With the best granularity (𝑑 = 0.1𝑚𝑠), SRTA largely outperforms classical systems with a 

BLER lower than 0.1 for 0-300kmph, while for RS BLER is near to 1 for speeds larger than 25kmph. 

The particular speed values defined by Eq. 7.2.28 (which meet the target SNR and BLER) and the im-

pact of the granularity expressed in Eq. 7.2.29 and Eq. 7.2.30 can easily be observed.  
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Fig. 7.2.3  Impact of number of transmit antennas K and vehicle speed v on SNR, for classical (RS) 

scheme  

 
Fig. 7.2.4  Impact of number of transmit antennas K and vehicle speed v on BLER for classical (RS) 

scheme 

7.2.5.3 SRTA versus RS over random channel model  

 
Fig. 7.2.5  Impact of vehicle speed v on SNR, for classical (RS) and SRTA schemes, for K=64, over 

random channel model  

 
Fig. 7.2.6 Impact of v on BLER for classical (RS) and SRTA with different d values, for K=64, over 

random channel model 
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The SRTA also needs to calculate the required frame duration 𝑡𝑎,𝑑(𝑣). The different values of 𝑡𝑎,𝑑 are 

plotted in Fig. 7.2.7 over random channel model as a function of 𝑣. If we consider 10𝑚𝑠 as the largest 

frame duration, for large speeds higher than 25kmph, 𝑡0 < 𝑡𝑎,𝑑(𝑣) < 10𝑚𝑠. Nevertheless, for 𝑣 <

25kmph, one may prefer RS with 𝑡0, instead of SRTA with large 𝑡𝑎,𝑑(𝑣) values. 

 
Fig. 7.2.7 Adaptive Frame Duration vs vehicle speed v 

Fig. 7.2.8 presents the index 𝑙𝑎,𝑑  of the CA that is therefore chosen as RA when the speed increases. To 

compensate the moving of the vehicle at speed between 0 to 300kmph, SRTA was carried out with  

𝐿 = 4 antennas. We can see that in order compensate a speed between 0 to 120kmph and between 0 to 

250kmph, 𝐿 = 2 and 𝐿 = 3, respectively, are enough. 

 
Fig. 7.2.8 Receive Antenna index versus vehicle speed v 

7.2.5.4 SRTA versus RS, Winner II channel models  

Fig. 7.2.9 compares RS and SRTA, for Winner II models, for 𝐾 = 16 and 𝑑 = 0.1𝑚𝑠. The achieved 

BLER is kept below 0.1 with SRTA, even at 300kmph, while it is 1 for speeds larger than 50kmph for 

RS. 𝑙𝑎,𝑑(𝑣) and 𝑡𝑎,𝑑(𝑣) do not depend on the channel, and are thus not plotted again for Winner II. As 

expected, beamforming is more sensitive to speed in NLOS than in LOS.  

7.2.6 Conclusion 

A new and quite simple scheme called SRTA is proposed, to perform beamforming with large MISO 

systems towards high speed vehicles in TDD. SRTA has been compared to RS, a traditional beam-

forming system, using simulations based on Winner II spatially correlated channel models, and 

assuming a target BLER of 0.01. SRTA BLER is lower than 0.1 even at 300kmph, while RS BLER is 

1 for speeds larger than 50kmph. This improvement is obtained for a large MISO system (16 transmit 

antennas), without power increase, and thanks to an extended and optimized frame duration.   
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Fig. 7.2.9 Results with Winner II C1 Channel Models 
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Résumé

Cette thèse étudie la technique dite de ‘Retournement Temporel’ afin 
d’améliorer l’efficacité énergétique des futurs réseaux mobiles d’une part, 
et réduire le coût des futurs terminaux mobiles, d’autre part. 

Le retournement temporel consiste à utiliser l’inverse temporel de la 
réponse impulsionnelle du canal de propagation entre un émetteur 
et un récepteur pour préfiltrer l’émission d’un signal de données. 
Avantageusement, le signal ainsi préfiltré est reçu avec une puissance 
renforcée (c’est la focalisation spatiale) et un écho principal qui est renforcé 
par rapport aux échos secondaires (c’est la compression temporelle). 
Lors d’une étape préalable d’apprentissage, l’émetteur estime le canal en 
mesurant un signal pilote provenant du récepteur. La focalisation spatio-
temporelle n’est obtenue qu’à condition que la propagation demeure 
identique entre la phase d’apprentissage et la phase de transmission de 
données : c’est la condition de ‘réciprocité du canal’. 

De nombreux travaux montrent que la focalisation spatiale permet de 
réduire la puissance émise nécessaire pour atteindre une puissance cible 
au récepteur d’une part, et que la compression temporelle permet de 
réduire la complexité du récepteur nécessaire pour gérer l’effet des échos 
multiples, d’autre part. 

Cependant, les études sur la réduction de la complexité du récepteur 
se limitent à l’ultra large bande. Des travaux de cette thèse (basés sur 
des simulations et des mesures expérimentales) montrent que pour 
des bandes de fréquences plus typiques des futurs réseaux mobiles 
(fréquence porteuse à 1GHz et spectre de 30 MHz à 100 MHz), grâce au 
retournement temporel, un récepteur simple et un signal mono-
porteuse suffisent pour atteindre de hauts débits. 

En outre, la condition de réciprocité du canal n’est pas vérifiée dans deux 
scénarios typiques des réseaux mobiles. Tout d’abord, dans la plupart 
des réseaux mobiles européens, le mode de duplex en fréquence est 
utilisé. Ce mode implique que l’émetteur et le récepteur communiquent 
l’un avec l’autre sur des fréquences porteuses distinctes, et donc à travers 
des canaux de propagations différents. De plus, lorsqu’on considère 
un récepteur sur un véhicule connecté en mouvement, l’émetteur et 
le récepteur communiquent l’un avec l’autre à des instants distincts, 
correspondants à des positions distinctes du véhicule, et donc à travers 
des canaux de propagations différents. Des travaux de cette thèse 
proposent des solutions pour obtenir la focalisation spatio-temporelle 
dans ces deux scenarios. 

Enfin, des travaux de la thèse explorent la combinaison du retournement 
temporel avec d’autres techniques de traitement de signal récentes (la 
modulation spatiale, d’une part, et une nouvelle forme d’onde multi-
porteuse, d’autre part), ou des scenarios de déploiement nouveaux (ondes 
millimétriques et très grands réseaux d’antennes pour inter-connecter les 
noeuds d’un réseau ultra dense) ou de nouvelles applications (guidage et 
navigation) envisageables pour les futurs réseaux mobiles.

Abstract

This thesis studies the time reversal technique to improve the energy 
efficiency of future mobile networks and reduce the cost of future mobile 
devices. 

Time reversal technique consists in using the time inverse of the propagation 
channel impulse response (between a transceiver and a receiver) as a pre-
filter. Such pre-filtered signal is received with a stronger power (this is spatial 
focusing) and with a strong main echo, relatively to secondary echoes (this 
is time compression). During a previous learning phase, the transceiver 
estimates the channel by measuring the pilot signal emitted by the receiver. 
Space-time focusing is obtained only at the condition that the propagation 
remains identical between the learning phase and the data transmission 
phase: this is the ‘channel reciprocity’ condition. 

Numerous works show that spatial focusing allows for the reduction of the 
required transmit power for a given target received power, on the one hand, 
and that time compression allow for the reduction of the required complexity 
at the receiver side to handle multiple echoes, on the other hand. 

However, studies on complexity reduction are limited to ultra wideband. 
Some works of this thesis (based on simulations and experimental 
measurements) show that, for bands which are more typical for future 
networks (a carrier frequency of 1GHz and a spectrum of 30 MHz to 100 
MHz), thanks to time reversal, a simple receiver and a mono-carrier signal 
are sufficient to reach high data rates. 

Moreover, the channel reciprocity condition is not verified in two scenarios 
which are typical from mobile networks. Firstly, in most European mobile 
networks, the frequency division duplex mode is used. This mode implies 
that the transceiver and the receiver communicate on distinct carriers, 
and therefore through different propagation channels. Secondly, when 
considering a receiver on a moving connected vehicle, the transceiver 
and the receiver communicate one with each other at distinct instants, 
corresponding to distinct positions of the vehicles, and therefore through 
different propagation channels. Some works of this thesis propose solutions 
to obtain space-time focusing for these two scenarios. 

Finally, some works of this thesis explore the combination of time reversal 
with other recent signal processing techniques (spatial modulation, on 
the one hand, a new multi-carrier waveform, on the other hand), or new 
deployment scenarios (millimeter waves and large antenna arrays to inter-
connect the nodes of an ultra dense network) or new applications (guidance 
and navigation) which can be envisaged for future mobile networks.


